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Abstract

For the recognition of the digital system design language TLVHDL an LALR(l) parser and
matching scanner have been designed. Using the the toolbox of the GMD research department
of Karlsruhe University, a concrete syntax that specifies the context-free syntactical structure
of the language has been designed. A number of conflicts have been resolved to make it
satisfy the LALR(l) property. The generated parser and scanner each have an error recovery
mechanism.

To provide information about the parsing phase to other tools, a datastructure called Abstra.ct
Syntax Tree (AST) will be built simultaneously with the parse tree. Being a simplified and
generalized version of the parse tree, the AST is specified by a separate grammar calleel the
abstract syntax. The concrete syntax is mapped onto the abstract syntax using a separately
designed mapping specification.

As an introduction, a closer look is taken at the basics ofthe operation oflanguage recognizE'rs,
including the principles of context sensitivity and constrainer operation. FurtherlllorC', the
tools required for the generation of the parser are treated.

The front end as it exists now is not yet complete since it still lacks a constrainer performing
semantic checks on the input. However, an extensive set of context conditions has heen
designed in an informal fashion by the author to specify the semantic constraints. These
context conditions are presented as part of the language reference manual, which is a separate
document.
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Introduction

During the last decades much effort has been put in designing flexible yet powerful design
automation systems. At the section of Digital Systems the goal is to produce an efficient
solution in hardware and/or software from an informally stated digital system specification.
The trajectory of this design process roughly contains four stages:

1. Specification of the behavioural aspects of a system in natural language or sketchy
diagrams. This is the way all systems are being born: from the mind in an intuitive
fashion.

2. Translation of the specification into a language understood by the computer. Here
a compromise has to be made between the implicitness of the natural language and
the explicitness of the computer language. To keep things flexible and to keep the
translation as simple as possible, there should be an emphasis on implicitness.

3. Analysis of the specification. First the data dependencies, communication and syn
chronization structures, the required resources and the control structure have to be
identified, based on which an efficient architecture model can be suggested [BSl]. Next,
the above elements will be mapped on this architecture model. This mapping cOlltains
a partitioning in a hardware and software part, chip partitioning of the hardware part,
operation binding and scheduling of the operations [BS2].

4. Transformation of the architecture model into an RTL (Register Transfer Language)
description [BSl].

We have opted for VHDL (Vhsic Hardware Description Language) as a suitable language for
the second stage, since it has many of the required basic concepts such as processes, subpro
grams, packages, structural hierarchy, functional specification and abstract communication.
Furthermore it is widely accepted, as a result of which good compilers are available.

Opposed to these merits are some disadvantages that need to be removed first. Communi
cation and synchronization is being handled rather low-level by the signal object, in fact it's
up to the designer to put some structure in it. This context sensitivity makes it difficult
for the analyzer to identify these structures. Furthermore it is possible to mix description
levels, \vhich muddles the hierarchical structure of the designed system. Last, VHDL has
been designed to describe only hardware [BSl].
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2 Introduction

We have simplified the synthesis by using a subset of VHDL. The signal object has been re
placed by several explicitly named communication and synchronization structures, and only
one way to describe hierarchy is allowed. We also introduced some new concepts like channels
and interrupts. Perhaps the most important extension is the introduction of tasks as the
smallest unit in the analysis. A task is a collection of sequential statements between commu
nication or synchronization points [BSl]. A task is not necessarily hardware, it may describe
software as well.

This language has been given a lot of names during the course of its existence. Among them
are TLBVHDL (Task Level Behavioural VHDL), Extended VHDL, Subset VHDL and TL.
The reader is reminded that when he ("he" should be read as "he or she" throughout this
report) encounters such a name, it refers to TLVHDL (Task Level VHDL). One might argue
that the "H" meaning hardware doesn't cover the entire scope of the language. However, this
name has been chosen to show where its roots are.

As a first step in the analysis of a specification the TLVHDL source needs to be recognized,
i.e. the syntax and semantics have to be verified for correctness. Additionally, information
from the TLVHDL source has to be provided to other tools performing parts of the analysis.

This report describes the design of a lexical scanner and a parser, which cover the context-free
syntax verification. Furthermore, an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which can contain colltext
sensitive information necessary for further verification and the other tools, will be described.
The reader is assumed to have a proper understanding of TLVHDL before advancing to
chapter 4. A description of the language grammar, as well a comprehensive set of context
conditions, can be found in [Pig2].
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Front End Basics

2.1 Introduction

Before plunging into the depths of the TLVHDL recognizer, it seems wise to look at the
principles of compiler construction first. Loosely stated, a compiler is a computer program
that translates programs in a source language into programs in a target language. Generally
the input needs to make sense to the compiler, otherwise it will generate error messages.

Figure 2.1 reveals the structure of a typical compiler. The input, which is basically a stream
of characters, is recognized by the scanner as a sequence of words and symbols, called tokens.
These are input to the parser, which recognizes the phrase structure of the token stream. The
output of the parser is the abstract syntax tree (AST), on which the constrainer performs
additional checks by leaving decorations on it. A decoration can be seen as a piece of data
associated with an AST node, and a check on it is also said to be a context-sensitive veri
fication. Last, the translator handles the actual translation to the target language. During
the compiling process, two data structures are being built to help in the recognition process:
the string table, containing the spelling of identifiers and keywords, and the symbol table,
containing semantic information about identifiers.

The first three blocks are said to make up the front end of the compiler, since they all have
a recognition job to do. In this terminology, the translator is called the back end. I have
generated the scanner and parser programs for TLVHDL, and for the constrainer program I
have generated an extensive set of constraints or context conditions in a separate document
[Pig2], which however still need to be formalized for use within the constrainer. As the
translator is not a part of the front end and hence well outside the scope of this report, I will
restrict myself to an explanation of the operation of the remaining three building blocks, to
which I have added some simple examples.

2.2 The Scanner

The primary task of the scanner is lexical analysis, which means that it analyzes the lexemes,
or words, of the input stream. Every time the scanner recognizes a lexeme, it is converted into
a single token in the output stream. A token represents any character or sequence of characters
that the parser expects as an atomic symbol. As an example, the Pascal if-statement

3



4 Front End Basics

AST

target code

Figure 2.1: Simplified structure of a typical compiler.

IF abc>1.23 THEN xyz:=xyz+l

will be partitioned into the substrings

[IFJ[abcJ[>J[1. 23J[THEN] [xyz] [: =][xyzJ[+J[1J[;],

which will in turn be represented by the token sequence

iftoken identifier' moresymbol realconstant thentoken identifier
assignsymbol identifier plussymbol integerconstant semicolonsymboz'

Notice that the scanner discards white spaces, as it will normally do with comments. The
spelling of identifiers is kept in a separate string table for future reference by other tools
or for use in error messages. The token identifier itself is an integer or pointer referring to
the corresponding table entry. Similar tables are used for storing values of constants. This
methodology allows for efficient memory allocation and simple comparison for equality of
atomic values, which is something that may occur many times.

Although a language is often specified down to the character level, there is an important
reason for separating the scanner from the parser. The lexical analysis generally consumes a
relatively large portion of the compile time. Therefore it is necessary to implement this phase
as efficient as possible, which requires other techniques than those used by the parser. The
complexity of a scanner is strongly related to the complexity of the strings to be recognized.
In most modern scanners this is accomplished by requiring that the strings form a regular
language, which is described by regular expressions. Shortly stated, a regular expression
knows three operators, given in descending order of priority [Hem!]:
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• repetition: a* means "zero or more occurrences of a",

• concatenation: a· b means "a followed by b" (the dot is often omitted),

• selection: alb means "a or b" .

a and bare subexpressions. Brackets have the same meaning as within conventional expres
sions: making a unit of a subexpression. Some examples follow:

letter
digit
identifier
integer
real

= albJ.· ,\zIAIBI·· ·!Z,
= 0llI21·· '1819,
= letter I(letter Idigit)* ,
= digit digit*,
= integer . integer

Regular languages are recognized by finite-state automata (FSA), which form the simplest
class of recognizers. An FSA A is a 5-tuple [Per]:

A = (S,~,8,s,F), where
S is the finite set of states of A,
~ is the finite set input symbols A,
8 is the finite set of state transitions of A,
s is the start state of A,
F is the finite set of final states of A.

A state transition is a 3-tuple (qO,x,ql), which should be interpreted as "when the FSA is in
state qo and the input symbol is x, then the FSA moves to state ql". For example, real will
be recognized by the following FSA:

Al = ({ql' q2, q3, q4, q5, q6}, {digit, .}, {(ql, digit, q2), (q2' digit, q3), (q2' ".", q4),
(q3' digit, q2), (q3' ".", q4), (q4' digit, q5), (q5' digit, q6), (q6' digit, q5)}, ql, {q5' q6} ).

Graphically this FSA is depicted in a state diagram in figure 2.2. From figure 2.1 one may
get the impression that the parser starts its work only after the scanner has completed its
task. In practice, they interwork on a token-by-token basis. The scanner is a procedure called
by the parser, comparing its input with the regular expressions that specify the tokens. As
soon as it has found a match, it sends the token to the parser, which verifies if it fits into the
phrase structure and calls the scanner for the next token.

2.3 The Parser

A parser has two important tasks to perform. First, it has to check whether the syntactical
structure of the token stream from the scanner satisfies the source language specification.
Second, it has to build a derivation tree on which the constrainer and translator, or any other
tool needing syntactical information of the source program, can base their work. The regular
expressions used by the scanner are not suitable for specifying the syntactical structure of
most languages, as they are not capable of modelling recursive constructs used by those
languages. For this, we have to fall back on the formalism of context-free grammars.
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Figure 2.2: The state diagram of AI.

2.3.1 Context-free Grammars

A large class of languages can be generated by a context-free grammar. Such a grammar G
is defined as follows [PPJ:

G = (~, N, P, S), where
~ is the finite set of terminals of G,
N is the finite set of nonterminals of G,
P is the finite set of production rules of G,
S is the start symbol of G.

A language L is the set of all possible sentences that the corresponding grammar can gener
ate. The terminals are the units with which sentences can be composed. The nonterminals
represent substrings of ~* (* is the Kleene star, meaning "zero or more times"), but are not
within ~* themselves. A production rule is written as Sl --+ S2, where SI and S2 are strings
of elements of ~ UN, and should be interpreted as "Sl can be rewritten as S2". Last, SEN
represents the language itself.

A derivation is a sequence of steps in deriving a string in a language by applying a production
rule at each step. A derivation can be leftmost or rightmost, depending on which nonterminal
is rewritten. A derivation can be depicted graphically in a parse tree by treating the applied
production rules as subtrees, where the nonterminal at the left part is the parent and the
(non)terminals at the right part are the children. A grammar is called ambiguous if there
exist at least two derivations with different parse trees for the same string.

As an illustration, let's consider a language generating nested if- then-else statements.

Gl = ({if, then, else,a,b},{S},{S --+ if a then S else S,S --+ if a then S,S --+ b},S),

Two possible leftmost derivations of 'the string "if a then if a then b else b" are

S =? if a then S else S =? if a then if a then S else S
=? if a then if a then b else S =? if a then if a then b else b

S =? if a then S =? if a then if a then S else S
=? if a then if a then b else S =? if a then if a then b else b .
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5
~
if a then 5
~

if a then 5 else 5
I I
b b

Figure 2.3: Ambiguous derivations generated by grammar 0 1 .

A look at both parse trees in figure 2.3 shows that this grammar is ambiguous. This particular
ambiguity doesn't have to be a problem, for example in the Pascal language definition it is
resolved ad-hoc by always applying the rule without the else-part first. However, if the
language or the resulting parser doesn't become too complex after removing the ambiguities,
it is good practice to keep their number to a minimum.

2.3.2 LR(k) Parsing

There are two different approaches to context-free parsing, the oldest and most simple being
"top-down", which builds a parse tree starting at the root. The other goes "bottom-up",
trying to assemble the branches ohhe tree until the root has been reached. Both methods scan
their input tokens from left to right. The big difference is in the order in which the grammar
rules are applied: the top-down method uses leftmost derivation whereas the bottom-up
method uses rightmost derivation in reverse.

The methods are also identified by the names LL(k) (Left-to-right scan, Leftmost derivation)
and LR(k) (Left-to-right scan, Rightmost derivation in reverse) respectively. The k intro
duces the lookahead concept. Associated with each production rule is a lookahead set, which
contains all prefixes of k terminals that can be derived from the leftpart of the rule. If this
prefix has less than k tokens, the missing tokens are taken from the derivations that follow
on whatever the leftpart derives. If, at some point in the derivation, there are two or more
production rules that can be applied, the parser will discard the rules whose lookahead set
does not contain an element identical to the next k tokens to be read. Of course this does
not guarantee success, but it makes the parser more powerful.

For reasons based on the available tools for parser construction, to be explained in section 3.1,
I have discarded the LL(k) method. Furthermore, only the case where k = 1 will be regarded
in the sequel.

A context-free language can be recognized by a pushdown automaton (PDA), which is an FSA
with a memory in the form of a stack. The automaton is capable of replacing at a certain
state transition the symbol at the top of the stack with a sequence of other symbols. An
LR(l) parser can be conceived as a PDA with the stack containing at any stage the current
line in the derivation, and a register for storing the lookahead token. A move of the machine
consists of two stages. First, it decides whether it needs a lookahead token to decide what its
action should be. If it needs one, and no lookahead token is available, it asks the scanner to
provide one. Second, it carries out a chosen action, based on the current state and possibly
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the lookahead token. The machine knows four possible actions:

• read (also called shift): the PDA pushes the current lookahead token onto the stack and
clears the lookahead register.

• reduce (also called apply): the FSA replaces the top of the stack with a nonterminal
whose production rule has a rightpart that matches the top of the stack.

• accept: the FSA has just replaced the stack contents by the start symbol or, equivalently,
the lookahead symbol is the endmarker of the input string. Both events indicate that
the machine has accepted the input string as being valid.

• error: the FSA cannot decide upon the stack contents and the lookahead token which of
the previous actions to perform. The FSA reports an error and usually tries to recover
it and continue its work.

Each state in the PDA is represented by a set of items [PP]. An item is written as

A ---+ u • v; 0'

and is essentially a production rule A ---+ uv, supplemented with a dot indicating the current
position of the read head of the PDA, and a token 0', on which the lookahead set can be
based. Each nonterminal that is immediately to the right of the dot is expanded by adding
to the set of items the element

B ---+ .x; Y

for every item

A ---+ u • Bv; w

and for every possible terminal prefix y of length 1 that can be derived from v. In absence
of v we take y = w. In this way every possible derivation of B at a particula.r pla.ce in the
grammar is covered. Each item

A ---+ u. xv

in state qi, where x is an arbitrary terminal or nonterminal, creates a new item

A ---+ ux • v

in the new state qj, and creates a state transition (qi' x, qj). By starting with the item

S ---+ .wi..L ,
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STATE ITEMS TRANSITIONS
qo S --+ _AB; 1.. (qO, A, qd

A --+ -abi c (qO,a,q2)
ql S --+ A- Bi 1.. (ql' B, q3)

B --+ _c; 1.. (ql, c, q4)
q2 A --+ a_ b; c (q2, b, qs)
q3 S --+ AB-; 1.. red uce S --+ AB
q4 B --+ C-i 1.. reduce B --+ ab
qs A --+ ab_; c red uce A --+ c

Table 2.1: LR(l) parser states of grammar O2 .

UNREAD INPUT STATE STACK LOOKAHEAD ACTION
abc 1.. qo empty not needed read

bc 1.. q2 a not needed read
c1.. qs ab not needed reduce A --+ ab
c1.. ql A not needed read

1.. q4 Ac not needed reduce B --+ c
1.. q3 AB not needed reduce S --+ AB
1.. q3 S not needed accept

Table 2.2: Trace of the string abc produced by O2 by an LR(l) parser.

where S is the start symbol and 1.. the endmarker of the input, and repeating the process of
creating items and states exhaustively, we finally end up with a PDA covering all possible
derivations of the grammar. In practice, all items in a given state that differ only in their
a are collected with a becoming a list, states with identical item sets are combined, and all
transitions with identical current states and input tokens go to the same state.

Operation of the PDA is as follows: given a state and input token, perform a read action if
the dot of the associated item is not at the end of that item, and apply the state transition.
Otherwise reduce according to the production rule associated with the item and go to the
state that contains the item whose rightpart before the dot resembles the top of the stack
(remember that the dot represents the position of the read head, so the part left to it mllst
be on the stack). The terminal list a can aid in conflict resolution.

As an example, let's look at a simple language generated by grammar G2, which is taken from
[Joh]:

G2 = ({a,b,c},{S,A,E},{S --+ AE,A --+ ab,E --+ c},S).

Shown in table 2.1 are the parser states for this grammar. A trace of the only possible correct
sentence abc is shown in table 2.2. The lookahead token is never needed, which indicates that
this grammar is LR(O), so it's certainly LR(l).

As has been stated before, it is possible that a parser can choose between two or more valid
actions given a state and input token. In such a case we say that there is a conflict. There
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are two possible conflicts:

• A read/reduce conflict occurs when a reduce item and one or more read items are
possible.

• A reduce/reduce conflict occurs when two or more reduce items are possible.

Read/read conflicts never arise since in a given state all transitions with the same input
token go to the same state. Conflicts can be resolved only if all involved lookahead sets are
mutually disjoint. These sets are determined as follows. For a reduce item, a represents the
list of terminals that may immediately follow the derivation of the associated production rule,
which is exactly the lookahead set of that rule. For a read item, the lookahead set is restricted
to those tokens that may be derived from the symbol immediately to the right of the dot.

From the information given above follows that the number of parser states is proportional
to the sum of all instances of nonterminals and terminals in the rightparts of the production
rules of the underlying grammar. For a typical programming or specification language this
number can become quite large. Most LR parser generators use a simplification of the state
table that involves merging of all states that have the same kernel. A kernel is the set of
items that initially make up a newly created state, before items are added to it by expanding
nonterminals. The kernels may differ in their a lists; the merged state takes the union of these
lists. Such a parser is said to be LALR(l): LA stands for LookAhead. The LALR property
is somewhat weaker than than the LR property, but in practical languages such cases appear
only very rarely [PP].

2.3.3 Tree Building

When it is desirable, a parser can build a tree representation of the parsed source program,
just like those in figure 2.3. The leaves of the tree are all terminals, whereas the inner
nodes are nonterminals. Such a tree is also called a parse tree. However, this tree contains
information that is only useful for the parser itself, and hence will not be used anywhere else.
A tree with all redundant information removed, preserving just the syntactic structure, is
called an abstract syntax tree (AST). Although programming languages like Pascal, C and
Modula-2 have very different syntaxes, they are structured largely in the same way, a fact
that is reflected by the ASTs of a single program written in the respective languages being
almost identical.

An AST is derived from the parse tree by performing a mapping: each node created in the
parse tree results in one or more AST nodes to be created or modified. Often a. separate
context-free grammar is constructed for generating ASTs. A good AST satisfies at least the
following guidelines [PP]' [Grol]:

• The AST should be kept as short and simple as possible.

• Nodes bearing no semantic actions or syntactic structure should be removed. This
includes most of the keywords and typographic symbols and nodes representing single
productions.
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Figure 2.4: A possible parse tree and AST generated by G3 .

• Represent only the most general form of a construct.

• Represent constructs that have largely the same structural appearance by one single
abstract construct.

• Simplify constructs that have been introduced only to make the grammar LR(l). This
property was only needed for parsing purposes.

As an example we take a simple language generating statements:

G3 = ({if, then,a,3,:=,=,+},{S,E,N,ID},{S --+ if E then S,S --+ ID N,
E --+ E + E,E --+ E = E,E --+ ID,E --+ N,ID --+ a,N --+ 3},S).

Note that this grammar is not LR(1) due to the ambiguous expression rules. However,
in this context this is irrelevant. Figure 2.4 shows a parse tree of a typical sentence, as
well as the associated AST. The keywords have been omitted, but the information about
the kind of statements being used has been maintained by introducing the nodes if and
assign. Furthermore, expression nodes are represented by their operators, and chains of
single productions like E => I D => a have been shortened.

2.4 The Constrainer

As we have seen above, the parser verifies the phrase structure of an input stream of tokens.
However, there's more to a language than pure syntax. Next to its context-free grammar, a
set of constraints (also called context conditions) is specified, describing context-dependent
relations between tokens. It is the task of the constrainer to check these constraints. It may
also be the case that some restrictions on the syntactic structure must be removed in order
to make the context-free grammar satisfy the LR(1) property. These restrictions will have
to be added to the set of constraints, and the constrainer will thus handle some of the work
initially meant for the parser.
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The reason that the constrainer is considered as a separate part of the compiler is that its
operation requires other techniques than the scanner and parser use. The simplest way to
specify the context-sensitive or semantic part of a language is by using attribute grammars.

2.4.1 Attribute Grammars

An attribute grammar provides a means of parameterization of nonterminals. This technique
makes it possible to add some semantic information to a grammar in a formal manner. An
attribute grammar A is defined as follows [PP]:

AG = (G, V,S), where
G is a context-free grammar,
V is a finite set of distinct attributes,
F is a finite set of attribute assertions.

An attribute can be seen as a characteristic or quality that describes a nontenninal. Together
with the nonterminal it can be seen as a compact description of a range of new nonterminals,
one for each possible value of the attribute. We will place the attributes directly after the
nonterminal they belong to and enclose them by angled brackets (0). An attribute assertion
is a semantic rule associated with a grammar rule. When an attribute is assigned a single
value for each instance, it is called an attribute evaluation function. A relation that imposes
a constraint on an attribute is called a predicate. Attribute assertions are placed after or
directly below the grammar rule they are related to and are placed between square brackets
([ ]).

2.4.2 Attribute Evaluation

The need to modify attribute values and hence to change the tree (remember that each
nonterminal-attribute value combination represents a separate nonterminal) is the reason
why a PDA cannot handle this task. A PDA is in essence an FSA, which ca.n only hop from
state to state, basing its actions on its input and memory contents. Languages genera.ted
by attribute grammars are recognized by linear-bounded automata (LBA), which have no
memory, but may change the stream of input tokens. A constrainer is such an LBA.

As the context-free grammar that is part of the attribute grammar we generally take the
AST grammar. The LBA will decorate the tree generated by this grammar with attributes
while passing through it. This process of evaluation may have to take place several times,
each pass using results of the previous ones. In order to complete a tree pass properly some
partial ordering between occurrences of a single attribute has to be established. To put it
more simply: the LBA has to know in which directions the information flows so that it is able
to follow it in one or more passes. Within the grammar, the flow of information is visualized
by assigning a direction to the attributes. This results in two kinds of attributes:

• An inherited attribute is one whose value at a node in a derivation tree is defined in
terms of attributes at the parent and/or siblings of that node. It provides information
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about the context which is of importance for the terminal productions of a node. As
this flow is downward bound, an inherited attribute is preceded by a downward pointing
arrow (l) .

• A synthesized attribute attached to a node derives (synthesizes) its value from attributes
of its children. It provides information about the terminal productions of a node which
is of importance for the context. This upward flow is represented by an upward pointing
arrow (i).

When focusing on a single production rule, the evaluation principle can be described as
follows: compute the outgoing information (the synthesized attributes of the parent and the
inherited attributes of the children) from the incoming information (the inherited attributes
of the parent and the synthesized attributes of the children) such that the attribute assertion
is obeyed.

This principle is not enough to ensure trouble-free attribute evaluation, for it may lead to
inefficient tree traversals or cyclic dependencies. Therefore additional restrictions are required
on attribute dependencies. For example, if the evaluation process of a recursive descent
constrainer (which traverses the tree top-down and left-to-right) is required to be completed
in one pass, the outgoing information of any child may only be dependent on the already
available incoming information, thus its inherited attributes may only be dependent of the
inherited attribute of the parent and the synthesized attributes from children to the left of it.

To see how all this works out in practice, let's consider the simple language [Hem2]

L4 = {f, (a), (a(aa)), (a(aa(aaa))), (a(aa(aaa(aaaa)))), ...} .

that describes nested bracket pairs with directly appearing after each opening bracket as
much a's as there are surrounding bracket pairs. This language is not context-free. In order
to find a grammar that generates this language, we'll take the context-free grammar

G4 = ({a,(,)},{S,A,B},{S -+ B,B -+ f,B -+ (AB),A -+ f,A -+ Aa},S)

that is capable of generating the strings of L 4 as a subset, and impose some constraints on
it by adding attributes. A possible solution is AG4 , of which the attributed production rules
are given:

1) S -+ B(l n) [n := 0]
2) B(l n) -+f [true]
3) B(l no) -+ (A (i n1 ) B (l n2) ) [n2 := no + 1,nl = n2]
4) A(i n) -+f [n := 0]
5) A(j no) -+ A(j nl)a [no := nl + 1].

For the attributes named association has been used. The attributes of A and B are integers
denoting the number of a's in the endproduction and the number of surrounding bracket
pairs, respectively. Having given the attributes these meanings, the it attribute should be
synthesized, whereas the B attribute becomes inherited.
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-----~ = Information flow
constraint check

Figure 2.5: Two possible information flows for the string (a(aa)).

At rule 1 the number of bracket pairs is still zero. Rule 3 adds one bracket pair, which is
described by its first assertion. Rule 2 makes it possible to stop adding bracket pairs at any
time, hence the predicate "true". Rule 4 and 5 create strings of a's. The crucial part is
the second assertion of rule 3, which defines the relation between the attributes of A and B,
namely that they have to be the same at this point.

It is possible to make the attribute of A inherited by associating with it the number a's a
terminal production should have according to the context. This has some consequences for
the attribute assertions, as will become clear from the modified production rules:

1) S ---+ B(l n) [n := 0]
2) B(l n) ---+f [true]
3) B(l no) ---+ (A(l nl)B(l n2)) [n2:= no + 1,nl:= no +1]
4) A(l n) ---+f [n = 0]
5) A(l no) ---+ A(l nl)a [nl := no - 1].

In this version, the constraint for equality of a's and bracket pairs is verified by the predicate
in rule 4. Figure 2.5 shows an attributed tree of the string (a( aa)) for each of the above
verSIOns.
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Tools for Front End Generation

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter showed that the tedious job of generating compilers can be automated.
Indeed, there are many tools in use today that perform at least a part of this task. The best
known of all is undoubtedly Yacc [Joh], an LALR(1) parser generator that is available on
most Unix sites. Together with the scanner generator Lex [Les] it is capable of generating
a large class of recognizers. Initially, the TLVHDL scanner and parser specifications were
written to serve as input to the Lex/Yacc tandem. However, Yacc has the severe restriction
that it is awesome with attributes. It only works with synthesized attributes, which is a result
of its bottom-up strategy, and it can only refer to them in some primitive positional notation.
And what's more important, there are no tools cooperating with Yacc that produce ASTs,
so these would have to be built ad-hoc.

All this led to a search for a more complete set of compiler generation tools, which was
found in the Karlsruhe Toolbox for Compiler Construction, to which I will refer as the GMD
(Gesellschaft fur Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung) toolbox in the sequel. There are some
features that make it preferable to Lex and Yacc:

• It can do the same as Lex/Yacc and more, and it does all that much faster.

• It has tools for tree manipulation such as an AST builder and an attribute evaluator.

• All tools have been designed to interwork closely and efficiently.

• The inputs to the tools all have approximately the same structure and sometimes even
use the same input language.

• It has some nice preprocessors saving the designer a lot of work.

Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the GMD tools and the related files that are concerned with
front end generation. The leftmost files are the specifications that need to be provided by the
designer. At the right are the modules that are generated by the tools. The remaining fLIes
are intermediate files generated by preprocessors. Seven tools can be distinguished:

15
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• Rex is a scanner generator, whose name stands for Regular EXpression tool. It is table
driven, just like the one explained in section 2.2.

• For parser generation we can choose between the LL(l) generator Ell and the LALR(l)
generator Lair. Both produce a parser module that can interwork smoothly with the
other tools.

• Ast generates a set of functions concerned with the construction, management a.nd
monitoring of ASTs.

• The attribute evaluator Ag evaluates the decorated AST.

• Exclusively for LaIr the preprocessor Cg is available that allows the use of a more
comfortable input language and extracts from it a substantial portion of the scanner
specification. Furthermore this input language is the same as that of Ast and Ag, and
named association of attributes becomes possible.

• Last, the Rex preprocessor Rpp makes it possible to insert the scanner information
generated by Cg into the Rex input.

As its name implies, Rex uses regular expressions to specify the scanner. The input of the
parser generator is a context-free grammar called the concrete syntax. In this terminology, the
AST specification is an attribute grammar called the abstract syntax. The mapping from the
concrete syntax on the abstract syntax, and thus the actual creation of the AST, is ha.ndled
by the generated parser module and needs to be specified in the input file of the parser
generator. Ag generally uses the same input file as Ast, but for the evaluation process the
specification may be augmented with more attributes and a set of constraints. For selecting
the right parser generator we need to know what their respective benefits and shortcomings
are. The most important advantages of Lalr are:

• The LALR class of grammars is bigger than its LL counterpart, actually the former
encloses the latter.

• A powerful preprocessor is available to it.

• The generated parser has a powerful error recovery mechanism which is very importa.nt
for debugging of the source file.

On the other hand Ell has some advantages as well:

• It allows both inherited and synthesized attributes to be used, whereas Lalr only sup
ports synthesized attribution.

• The generated parser is much faster than a similar one generated by LaIr.

• The input language allows EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form) constructs to be used.
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Figure 3.1: GMD tools for front end construction.
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I consider LaIr as the best choice since speed is not our main concern and attribution flexibili ty
is not an important factor to be considered since we will perform most attribute evaluations
on the AST and not on the concrete syntax. Furthermore, the attractions of the prepro
cessor make a strong point here since TLVHDL is subject to many changes over time and
modifications to the input files need to be relatively simple.

The compiler modules can be generated in Modula-2 or C, after which they can be compiled
and linked to a single executable program. In the sequel I will focus on C, as this is the
target language I have used to generate the TLVHDL front end. A generated module exists
of a source file (.c) and a header file (.h). The first contains the actual source code that
implements the module. Functions and data structures defined in such a file are local to that
file. The header file contains the data structures and headers of functions that may be used
outside the module as well.

The following sections contain a general outline of the relevant files in figure 3.1. This ap
proach simplifies the identification of the files specifying the parser and the resulting front
end modules. Not aU features will be treated since the attention is focused on the information
needed for understanding the TLVHDL front end generation. Because Ag has not been used
within the TLVHDL context yet, the files Eval.h and Eval. c as well as Ag-specific informa
tion about the. cg input file will not be treated here. For a more thorough treatment of the
tools one is referred to the manuals ([Grol], [Gr02], [Gr03], [Gr04], [GroS]).

3.2 Scanner Generation

3.2.1 Scanner Specification

The Rex input language Basically the input language of Rpp is the same as that of Rex.
In a Rex input file three functionally different parts can be distinguished. First, the target
code sections are specified by a keyword, followed by a section of code in the target language
put between accolades. This target code is copied unchanged and unchecked to the scanner
at a place specified by the keyword. The following keywords are available:

• EXPORT: contains declarations to be included in Scanner .h. The default is

EXPORT {
typedef struct { unsigned short Line, Column; } tPosition;
typedef struct { tPosition Position; } tScanAttribute;
extern void ErrorAttribute (int Token, tScanAttribute * Attribute);

}

• GLOBAL: contains declarations to be included at the beginning of Scanner. c. The default
is

GLOBAL {
void ErrorAttribute (Token, Attribute)
int Token;
tScanAttribute * Attribute;
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{ }
}

• LOCAL: contains declarations to be included at the beginning of the function GetToken
in Scanner. c.

• BEGIN: contains target code to be included in the function BeginScanner in Scanner. c.

• CLOSE: contains target code to be included in the function CloseScanner in Scanner. c.

• DEFAULT: contains target code to be included in the default case of the function GetToken
in Scanner. c. The default is

DEFAULT {
yyEcho;

}

• EOF: contains target code to be included in the section of the function GetToken in
Scanner. c where the end of input is recognized.

The second part contains definitions of named regular expressions and start states. The first
section is preceded by the keyword DEFINE and contains lines of the form

name = regular expression .

Such a line gives a name to a regular expression to which can be referred in other regular
expressions by using this name. There is one predefined regular expression called ANY that
matches one arbitrary character except newline. The second section is preceded by the key
word START and contains a list of identifiers denoting the start states. The start states can
be used in the Rule section to be explained in the next paragraph and allow the designer to
make more powerful scanners. The default start state is STD.

The last part contains the actual specification of the scanner and is preceded by the keyword
RULE or RULES. A rule is written as follows:

#start state# regular expression: {actions }.

When the scanner is in the specified start state and an input sequence satisfying the reg
ular expression has been found, the actions written in the target language will be performed.
There are default rules for handling spaces, tabs, newlines, which it discards, and for ANY,
which it prints on standard output. The regular expression language of Rex is very versatile,
as can be concluded from the overview given below.

• a matches the character "a".

• ":=" matches the string ":=".

• {A-Z} matches any character within the specified ASCII range.
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• -{A-Z} matches any character outside the specified ASCII range.

• a I b matches the characters "a" or "b".

• a b matches the character sequence "ab" or, if defined, a named regular expression.

• a b ? matches "a" or "ab".

• a + matches "a" or "aa" or "aaa" or ...

• a b * matches "a" or "ab" or "abb" or "abbb" or ...

• a [4J matches "aaaa".

• a [2-4J matches "aa" or "aaa" or "aaaa".

To be able to identify non-printable characters or symbols that are also used as meta characters
the escape character "\" is available. For example, a space may be identified as "\u".

Usage of Parser Information In the Rpp input file there are some places at which informa- 
tion taken from the parser specification may be inserted. This information is collected by the
preprocessor Cg into the file Scanner. rpp. This file contains the names of terminals, key
words and terminal symbols, and the default values of the attributes of the terminals, which
contain the properties of that terminal. This information can be used by the designer by
specifying insertion points in the Rpp specification. There are three possible insertion points,
which will be explained by supposing that the parser specification contains the terminal

Term: [Att1J [Att2J

The first insertion point resides in the EXPORT target section and by adding to it the line

INSERT tScanAttribute

the following lines will be inserted:

typedef struct { tPosition yyPos; int Att1; int Att2; } yyTerm;
typedef union {

tPosition Position;
yyTerm Term;

} tScanAttribute;
extern void ErrorAttribute (int Token, tScanAttribute * pAttribute);

The first two type definitions allow the designer to use the same terminal names as those
used in the parser specification. Here, yyTerm is a struct representing the terminal and
tScanAttribute represents all possible terminals. For each additional terminal a new struct is
created and an entry is inserted into the union. As we will see in the description of Scanner. h
there is a global variable Attribute of type tScanAttribute, which allows attributes to be
accessed by selections of the kind
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Attribute.Term.Att2.

The second insertion can be done in the GLOBAL target section by adding the line

INSERT ErrorAttribute .

This inserts the following function:

void ErrorAttribute (int Token, tScanAttribute * pAttribute)
{

pAttribute->Position = Attribute.Position;
switch (Token) {
case /* Term */ 1:

pAttribute->Term.Att1 = 23;
pAttribute->Term.Att2 = 45;

break;
}

}

Upon an error the parser inserts a token to recover from it. If that token happens to be
a terminal, ErrorAttribute is called to obtain the default values of the specified terminal
token. Originally, these values were given in the parser specification, but since giving values
to attributes is a job of the scanner it has been included here. Each terminal adds a case to
the switch statement.

The last insertion can be done in the Rule section. For each keyword or terminal symbol the
scanner needs to have a rule recognizing it and returning a token. A typical language has
more than hundred of them and since all rules have the same structure there's a good point
in automating their generation. By adding the line

INSERT RULES CASE-INSENSITIVE #STD#

for each keyword or terminal symbol KEY a line like

#STD#{kK}{eE}{yY} : return 21;

is inserted. The return action means that upon recognition of the keyword the scanner returns
an integer value 21, representing the token corresponding with the keyword. In fact Cg maps
each (non)terminal on a unique integer, which is known to the parser as well as the scanner.

3.2.2 The Resulting Scanner

The module Scanner. c contains the generated scanner, to which the Scanner.h file offers an
interface. Besides the Export target section of the Rex or Rpp input file (see the first Rpp
insertion point in the previous section) it contains the following definitions:
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• EofToken: a special token that is returned after the scanner has reached the end of its
input.

• char * TokenPtr: a pointer to the string containing the recognized character sequence.

• short TokenLength: contains the length of the recognized character sequence.

• tScanAttribute Attribute: a union containing all terminals with their attributes.

• void BeginScanner ()
void CloseScanner 0: initialize and finalize user defined data used within the scan
ner. Into these functions the Rex target sections BEGIN and CLOSE are copied.

• void BeginFile (char * yyFileName)
void CloseFile 0: used to open and close input files or nested include files.

• int GetToken 0: does the actual scanning job. It does whatever has been specified
in the actions associated with the regular expressions, which usually entails returning a
token.

• int GetWord (char * yyWord)
int GetLower (char * yyWord)
int GetUpper (char * yyWord): give access to the recognized character sequence,
which is returned in yyWord. The length of the sequence is returned by the function
itself. GetWord leaves the sequence unchanged, whereas the other functions transform
it to lower and upper case, respectively.

Furthermore, the scanner module Scanner. c has defined some statements for use within the
action part of a scanner rule only. The most important are listed below.

• yyStart (State): changes the current start state to State.

• yyPrevious: changes the current start state to the one that was valid before the current
state.

• yyEcho: prints the recognized character sequence on standard output.

• yyLess (n): truncates the recognized character sequence to the first n characters. The
rest is rescanned for the next sequence.

3.2.3 Sending Input to the Scanner

The header file Source.h contains the interface between the scanner and the input, which
can be obtained from standard input or a file. Since its functions are called by the scanner
itself the designer usually need not bother about its contents, but to be complete they will
be listed anyway:

• int BeginSource (char * FileName): called from the scanner to open files. If not
called input is read from standard input.
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• int GetLine (int File, char * Buffer, int Size): called to fill Buffer with Size
characters from File or standard input. Returns the number of characters actually
transferred. Buffer sizes smaller than 128 may slow down the scanner.

• void CloseSource (int File): called from the scanner at end of input. Closes the
input file File if available.

3.2.4 Calling the Scanner

The file ScannerDrv . c is generated by Rex to serve as a test driver for the generated scanner.
It shows the minimal requirements for a scanner environment:

# include <stdio.h>
# include "Positions.h"
# include "Scanner.h"

main ()
{

int Token, Count = 0;
char Word [256J;

BeginScanner ();
do {

Token = GetToken ();
Count ++;
if (Token != EofToken) (void) GetWord (Word); else Word [OJ = '\0';
WritePosition (stdout, Attribute.Position);
(void) printf (1l'l.5d 'l.s\n", Token, Word);

} while (Token != EofToken);
CloseScanner ();
(void) printf ("'l.d\n", Count);
return 0;

}

After initialization of the user data by BeginScanner the driver asks for tokens until the end
of input (EofToken) has been encountered. A token number is stored in the variable Token,
whereas the associated character sequence is stored in Word. Both variables as well as the
position of the character sequence in the input file are printed. In the end the driver finalizes
the user data and prints the number of tokens encountered. 'iVithin a front end that contains
a parser the user normally need not bother about writing a scanner driver since the parser
will call the scanner automatically.
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3.3 The Common Input Language

The tools Cg, Ast and Ag all have the same input language. This improves readability of
the input files, and what's more important in large projects, people learn faster how to work
with the tools. The language itself is quite comfortable since it is possible to use nesting of
structures.

The general structure of an input file consists of a number of target code sections, which have
different semantics for each tool, followed by a declaration section, property section and a
rules section. The latter three are the same for all tools and will be explained below.

The rules section is preceded by the keyword RULE and contains what can be considered as
the production rules and constraints of the grammar. Although the common input language
describes a grammar, the terminology used is somewhat different. Since we will ultimately
build trees with the grammar, the things we used to call terminals and nonterminals are called
(tree) nodes here. A node type basically represents a production rule. Throughout the next
sections, at a given place the term that seems most appropriate will be used. A node type
defines the following properties of a node:

• It defines whether the node is a terminal or nontenninal, characterized by a kind in
dicator following the node name, which is a "=" for a nonterminal and a "." for a
terminal.

• It specifies the children (the tokens at the rightpart of a production rule) of a node,
which are placed right of the kind indicator. Children are distinguished by selector
names. The notation is as follows: selector: child. If omitted the selector name becomes
the child name.

• It specifies the attributes of a node, which are also placed right of the kind indicator.
An attribute and its type are written as follows: [attribute: type]. The type is written
in the target language. If omitted the type is assumed to be into

• It specifies the attribute computations that must be done when the node has been
visited. These computations implement the constraints on the context-free grammar
and are placed right of the kind indicator and put between accolades.

Node types are separated by a dot (.). As an example, the node type

Node = Child1 Child2 [Att1:tAtt1] Sel:Child3 [Att2] .

defines a nonterminal Node with three children named Child1, Child2 and Sel, an attribute
Att 1 of type tAtt 1 and an attribute Att2 of type into Each of the children will be specified
by its own node type.

A nonterminal that has several alternative production rules can be specified by treating each
alternative as a separate node type, called a subtype. The subtypes are placed betwccn
angled brackets (<» and put to the right of the kind indicator of the base type. The namcs
of the base type and subtypes must be mutually distinct, as must be the attribute names
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and selector names of children used in a single node type hierarchy. If a node type is not
referenced anywhere else, its name may be omitted. The structure is recursive: subtypes
can have other subtypes. Children, attributes and attribute computations placed before the
opening bracket are inherited by all subtypes. Another example:

BaseNode
SubNodel
SubNode2

> .

= [Att] <
= Child2
= Child3

defines a nonterminal BaseNode with two subtypes defining the nonterminals SubNodel and
SubNode2 which have in common the integer attribute Att. All three node names may be used
as children in other rules. Note that such a construction is more versatile than the grammar
from which it is derived, where alternative production rules all have the same leftpart.

For every node type, attribute computations may be specified. The following attribute com
putations are available:

• attribute : =expression: an expression written in the target language is assigned to the
attribute.

• attribute: - attribute: an attribute is copied to another attribute. This copy rule allows
better optimization in the generated modules.

• attributes :={ statement-sequence}: a sequence of statements written in the target
language is assigned to a comma-separated list of attributes.

• [CHECK expression] [==> statement I ==> { statemenLsequence }] ([, I and ] are meta
symbols): if the expression evaluates to false, the statement or sequence of statements
is executed. A missing expression part means that the statement part is always executed.
A missing statement part is equivalent to an empty statement.

• attributes AFTER attributes: the comma-separated attributes on the left-hand side are
evaluated before the attributes at the right-hand side.

• attributes BEFORE attributes: like the previous attribute computation, but vice-versa.

In these computations, an attribute of the associated node type is accessed by writing just
its name. An attribute of a child of the associated node type needs to be accessed by typing
the child's selector name and the attribute's name separated by a colon: selector: attribu,te.
For example, the node type

Node = [Att] Child { Att := 5; Child:ChildAtt :- Att; } .

creates the nonterminal Node whose integer attribute Att is assigned the value 5, which is
copied to attribute ChildAtt from its only child.

For defining children, attributes and attribute computations for several nodes at once, the
declare clause is available. Directly after the keyword DECLARE a list of declarations may be
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given. These use the same notation as node types without alternatives with the exception
that left of the kind indicator several node names may be given. If for such a name a node
type has been defined already, the children and attributes right of the indicator are added to
it, otherwise a new node type will be created.

Another feature of the language is its modularity. A single specification can be subdivided
into separate modules, each containing its own target code, property, declaration and rules
section. The tool processing the input will merge all sections. Duplicate node type definitions
are merged by concatenating all rightparts. A module is identified by placing it between the
lines MODULE name and END name.

A child or attribute may be given a property refining its description. A property for a single
child or attribute is placed directly behind the associated attribute or child. If a property
needs to be valid for all children and attributes in several modules, it suffices to put the clause

PROPERTY properties [ FOR modules]

before the declaration section. If the module part is omitted, the properties become only
valid in the current module. The following properties are available:

• INPUT, IN or ->: the attribute or child receives a value at node-creation time.

• OUTPUT or OUT: the attribute or child holds its value at the end of a node's existence.

• SYNTHESIZED or SYN: only for attributes. The attribute is of the synthesized kind.

• INHERITED or INH: only for attributes. The attribute is of the inherited kind.

• THREAD: only for attributes. Results in the creation of two attributes with the suffixes
In and Out, e.g. [a THREAD] becomes [aIn INH] [aOut SYN].

• REVERSE: only for children describing lists. The list will be reversed.

• IGNORE: disregards the attribute or child.

• VIRTUAL: only for attributes. For other attributes the virtual attribute exists, but it
takes no storage and actions for it are not executed.

3.4 Parser Generation

3.4.1 Parser Specification

A (module of) the Cg input file starts with the keyword PARSER. After this, a set of target
code sections may appear. Their meaning is approximately the same as that of the target
code sections in the scanner specification:

• EXPORT: contains declarations to be included in Parser .h.

• GLOBAL: contains declarations to be included at the beginning of Parser. c.
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• LOCAL: contains declarations to be included at the beginning of the function Parser in
Parser.c.

• BEGIN: contains target code to be included in the function BeginParser in Parser. c.

• CLOSE: contains target code to be included in the function CloseParser in Parser. c.

The precedence section allows the specification of precedence and associativity of expressions,
since it is a very common problem to implement these properties in an LR(l) grammar. It can
be done, but the resulting grammar is very clumsy. After the keyword PREC the words LEFT,
RIGHT and NONE can be used to indicate the associativity. A precedence level is introduced by
one of the latter three keywords followed by a sequence of tokens which are usually operators.
Precedence levels are listed in increasing order. If the precedence and associativity of an
operator need to be overwritten, one has to introduce a new token at the desired precedence

-level, and at the end ofthe rule containing the operator the new token must be added preceded
by PREC. An example:

PREC LEFT '+' '-'
NONE MINUS
LEFT '*'

gives the multiplication operator a higher precedence than the addition and subtraction op
erators. Furthermore the token MINUS is added. By adding the words PREC MINUS to the rule
containing the unary minus this operator gets a higher priority than the subtraction operator.

Next, the declaration, property and rule sections as explained in the previous section appear.
The rule section not only describes the concrete syntax but also specifies a mapping of this
syntax on the abstract syntax. This is done by giving each concrete node a tree attribute
that contains a part of the abstract tree. How this mapping is implemented will be expla.ined
in section 3.5.2.

3.4.2 The Resulting Parser

The generated header file Parser. h shows the functions and data structures of the generated
parser Parser. c that may be used by the designer. Besides the Export target section of the
Cg or LaIr input file it contains the following definitions:

• char * Parser_TokenName []: an array containing the token names associated with
the token numbers used by the scanner and parser. A token number corresponds with
an index position of the array.

• int Parser (): the actual parsing procedure, which parses the entire input. It returns
the number of syntax errors. A syntactically correct input returns the value zero.

• void CloseParser (): finalizes user-defined data structures used within the parser, as
defined in the target sections Bebin and Close of the Cg or Lalr input file. There is also
a procedure BeginParser which is however called implicitly by Parser.
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3.4.3 Error Handling

If the parser encounters a syntax error, it calls some procedures which report about it. LaIr
may generate a prototype error handling module in the files Errors. c and Errors. h. How
ever, the designer may adapt this module to fit his own requirements. The following items
must be available:

• # include "Positions.h": needed for the type tPosition.

• # define xxSyntaxError 1
# define xxExpectedTokens 2
# define xxRestartPoint 3
# define xxTokenlnserted 4: a set of error codes describing the kind of error.

• # define xxError 3
# define xxRepair 5
# define xxlnformation 7: a set of error classes describing the severity of the error.

• # define xxString 7: an information class returned by the parser describing the kind
of additional information.

• extern void ErrorMessage (short yyErrorCode, short yyErrorClass, tPosition
yyPosition): used by the parser to report a message upon occurrence of an error of
kind 2 or 4.

• extern void ErrorMessageI (short yyErrorCode, short yyErrorClass, tPosition
yyPosition, short yylnfoClass, char * yylnfo): used by the parser to report a
message with additional info, executed upon occurrence of an error of kind 1 or 3.

The error module currently has some more items defined in its header file, but these haven't
been used yet in the source code. This reflects that the current generated parsers may be
extended in the future with a more powerful error recovery.

3.4.4 Calling the Parser

A default parserdriver is generated by Lair to provide a minimal environment for the generated
parser. It calls the parser which implicitly calls the procedure BeginParser. If it encounters
no syntax errors, the procedure CloseParser is called and the program returns the value zero
to indicate that all is all right.

# include "Parser.hl!

main ()
{

(void) Parser ();
CloseParser 0;
return 0;

}
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3.5 AST Generation

3.5.1 The Ast Specification

The input file, or a module constituting it, that contains the AST specification usually has
the extension . eg. It uses the common input language and its structure is largely the same
as that of the Cg input file. The specification starts with the optional keyword TREE followed
by a name. This name will be adopted by the generated tree module. The default name is
Tree. Following this again a number of target sections may appear:

• IMPORT: contains declarations to be included in Tree.h before the declaration of the
tree type tTree.

• EXPORT: contains declarations to be included in Tree. h after the declaration of the tree
type tTree.

• GLOBAL: contains declarations to be included at the beginning of Tree. e.

• LOCAL: same as GLOBAL.

• BEGIN: contains target code to be included in the function BeginTree in Tree. c.

• CLOSE: contains target code to be included in the function CloseTree in Tree. e.

Next follow the declaration, property and rule sections specifying the abstract syntax. For
Ast the only relevant properties are INPUT, REVERSE and IGNORE.

3.5.2 The Resulting Tree Building library

The generated tree module contains a set of functions and data structure for creating ASTs.
In the following, TREE should be replaced by the name specified in the Ast input file after the
keyword TREE. Suppose the input file contains the node type

NonTerm = Sel:Child1 [Att:tAtt] .

then the header file TREE.h defines for this node type the following items:

• kNonTerm: defines a named constant that can be used within the target code to refer
to the associated node type.

• typedef struet { Tree_tNodeHead yyHead; tTREE Sel; tAtt Att; } yDesignFile:
a type definition translating the node type into C.

• tTREE mNonTerm (tTREE pSel; tATT pAtt): a function creating an actual node in
the AST tree with attribute initialization. The prefix p before the child and attribute
names indicate that they are pointers. The parameters are given in the same order as
the input children and attributes in the specification.
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Furthermore, the following union is created, representing every possible nonterminal as well
as the code of the node type actually chosen in the tag field Kind:

union TREE_Node {
TREE_tKind Kind;
TREE_tNodeHead yyHead;
yNonTerm NonTerm;

};

One need not bother about yyHead, which is used internally. For every additional node type
an entry is added to TREE...Node, and new versions of the above items are created. The types
used here are defined as follows:

• tTREE: a pointer to TREE...Node which describes all possible node types.

• TREE_tKind: describes which node type of TREE...Node is actually used.

• TREE_tNodeHead: describes additional information of the node type. Is of no importance
for the designer.

Other items that may be of interest are:

• NoTREE: defines NoTREE to denote an empty tree.

• tTree TreeRoot: may be used to serve as root of the AST.

• unsigned short Tree...NodeSize []: array mapping node types to names.

• char * Tree...NodeName []: array mapping node types to their sizes.

• tTREE MakeTREE (TRELtKind Kind): creates a node of kind Kind.

• bool TRELIsType (tTree t, TRELtKind Kind): tests whether node t IS of kind
Kind.

• void ReleaseTREE (tTree t): finalizes node t.

• void ReleaseTREEModule (): finalizes all nodes in module TREE.

• void WriteTREENode (FILE * f, tTree t): writesthecontentsofnodettoanASCII
file f.

• void WriteTREE (FILE * f, tTree t): writes the contents of the subtree of node t
to an AS CII file f.

• tTREE ReadTREE (FILE * f): reads the contents of ASCII file f, which must have been
created earlier by WriteTREE or WriteTREENode.

• void PutTREE (FILE * f, tTree t): same as Wri teTREE, but creates a binary file
instead of an AS CII file.
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Figure 3.2: A simple mappin.g example: a) The desired mapping. b) The resulting data
structure.

• tTREE GetTREE (FILE * f): same as ReadTREE, but creates a binary file instead of an
ASCII file.

• void TraverseTREETD (tTree t, void (* Procedure) (tTREE t)): traverses the tree
t in a top-down fashion and executes at each node the procedure Procedure.

• void TraverseTREEBU (tTree t, void (* Procedure) (tTREE t)): traverses the tree
t in a bottom-up fashion and executes at each node the procedure Procedure.

• tTREE ReverseTREE (tTree t): reverses the pointers of tree t. Primarily used for
lists.

• tTREE CopyTREE (tTree t): copies tree t.

• bool CheckTREE (tTree t): checks whether the syntax of tree t is ok.

• void QueryTREE (tTree t): allows the designer to browse through tree t.

• bool IsEqualTREE (tTree ti, tTree t2): checks trees ti and t2 for equality.

• void BeginTREE (): initializes user data, contains the target section BEGIN.

• void CloseTREE (): finalizes user data, contains the target section CLOSE.

A simple example may clarify the use of these items to generate an AST. Suppose we have a
portion of a grammar that generates the derivation A => B => C, and that we want to map
this derivation on X => Y Z as specified in figure 3.2a. The following rules will implement
this mapping:

A = [Tree:tTree] B
B = [Tree:tTree] C
C = [Tree:tTree]

{ Tree
{ Tree
{ Tree

'- B:Tree;
:= mX( mY(
:= mZ( ) ;

}

), C:Tree ); }
}

Each of the three concrete nodes has been given an attribute Tree of type tTree which will
contain a portion of the AST. remember that these attribute declarations can also be moved
to a separate Declare section. Since we use a bottom-up parser, the first abstract node that
will be created is Z. Next, a node X is created, with its first parameter pointing to a node Y
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which is created on the spot, and its second parameter pointing to the attribute Tree of c,
thus to node Z. Here we have the desired AST, it only has to be copied to A. The resulting
data structure is shown in figure 3.2b. Note that node X in B:Tree is not necessary anymore.
To reduce memory size, it could be deallocated by adding to the attribute computations of A
the statement

==> { ReleaseTREEC B:Tree ); }

Figure 3.2b also shows a notation that I have found to be convenient for depicting mappings,
and which I will therefore use throughout the next chapters. Shown is the concrete tree,
where each node has the following general appearance:

concrete_nodename [ Attributel ] [ Attribute2] ...

The attributes of the concrete node are put after the node name, each of them placed between
square brackets. In case of a tree attribute, its contents, which is always some abstract node,
are displayed. An abstract node looks like

abstmcLnodename(•...• ) ,

where each dot represents a child or attribute of the abstract node type, given in order of
textual appearance. When the attribute computations associated with a concrete node type
create nested abstract nodes, they are placed outside the square bracket pair, just like in the
example. Pointers are represented by lines that start at some dot, run downwards and end at
some abstract node name (or a dot in case of a NoTREE) after having traversed zero or more
dots. All abstract nodes at whose name no line ends, except the root node, are used only
for passing pointers and may be finalized when they have done their job in the AST creation
process.
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The TLVHDL Front End

4.1 Introduction

The knowledge of the previous chapters can be applied to the generation of a front end for
TLVHDL. However, in the brief history of the existence of the language two reports have
already been written about this subject. In [Hui] an attempt has been made to write a
scanner and parser with Lex and Yacc. This resulted in a specification with some artifacts
and a number of conflicts, which [Sou] largely unsuccessfully tried to resolve.

Initially, it was my job to complete the task and come up with a working parser. Instead, I
decided to start again from scratch for the following reasons:

• Conflicts have largely been resolved in an ad-hoc fashion, which resulted in poor docu
mentation of those conflicts.

• The recognition of lexical elements is performed largely by the parser, while this should
be a job for the scanner.

• The language reference [Ben1] upon which the specifications are based, is more or less
a draft version and contains many syntactic and semantic errors. Furthermore, the
inconsequent use of token names troubles easy reference.

• I was planning to use the GMD toolbox for the generation of the scanner and parser.
Although conversion programs from Lex/Yacc to these tools are available, the converted
specifications would still require some rewriting because they would not benefit from
many of the features of the GMD tools otherwise.

First, I have taken the IEEE VHDL language reference [VHD], which I have adapted according
to [Benl]. The result was a TLVHDL language reference [Pig1] with less syntactic and
semantic errors and better naming conventions. With this document in mind I have designed
the TLVHDL front end.

The following files are required for generation of the front end:

• tlfront. sen: contains the scanner specification.

33
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• scnfuncs.c
scnfuncs .h: contain user-defined functions used by the scanner.

• tlfront. con: contains the concrete syntax.

• tlfront. abs: contains the abstract syntax.

• tlfront .map: contains the mapping of the concrete syntax on the abstract syntax. Lalr
requires the concrete syntax and the mapping to be in one single file, but because of
the size of both parts they have been separated. The makefile will concatenate them
before processing.

• tldrv.c: contains the driver.

• makefile: generates the modules and compiles them.

These files have to be processed by the tools as is depicted in figure 4.1. The following sections
describe the contents of the files and the underlying choices that have made them the way
they are now. When I mention the term "subtype", I refer to a part of a node type, and not
to the TLVHDL language construct, unless stated otherwise.

4.2 The Scanner Specification

The TLVHDL scanner specification is loosely based on ada. scan, a scanner specification for
the programming language Ada that comes with the GMD toolbox, and on vhdl. rex written
by Jaap Hofstede of TU Twente. It is contained in the file tlfront. sen, which is printed
in appendix A. The generated scanner recognizes alllexemes that may appear in TLVHDL:
literals, identifiers and keywords. Furthermore comments are discarded and upon certain
errors a simple message is reported. In the following the sections of the file will be explained
in order of textual appearance.

The EXPORT target section contains declarations that will be used by the scanner as well
as other modules:

• #include "StringMem.h" is a GMD header file that contains items to manipulate string
memory. The following items will be used:

tStringRef: a variable of this type contains a reference to a string in the string
memory.

void InitStringMemory 0: initializes the string memory.

tStringRef PutString (char * s. cardinal length): stores string s in the
string memory and returns a reference to it.

In TLVHDL a string memory is used to store recognized literals.

• #include "Idents .h" is a GMD header file that contains items to manipulate the
identifier table, which encodes each string unambiguously. The following items will be
used:
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tlfront.sen~ tlfront.rex Souree.e
Souree.h

Seanner.e
Seanner.h

senfunes.e
senfunes.h

Parser.lalr Parser.e
Parser.h

tlfront. eon Errors.e

tlfront.prs
Errors.h

tl front.map
tldrv.e }

tlfront.abs Tree.e
Tree.h

Figure 4.1: The files and tools involved with the generation of the TLVHDL front end.

tldent: a variable of this type contains a reference to a string in the identifier
table.

Noldent: A reference to the empty string.

InitIdents 0: initializes the identifier table.

tldent Makeldent (char * s, cardinal length): stores string s in the iden
tifier table and returns a reference to it.

• #include "Positions.h" is a GMD header file that contains a data structure in which
the position of the recognized character sequence in the source text is stored. It is a
struct with two entries Line and Column.

• typedef enum integertype = 1, fpointtype tLiteral: a user defined type in
troduced to encode the type of an abstract literal.

• INSERT tScanAttribute: an insertion point which is explained in section 3.2.1.
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The GLO BA L target section contains declarations that will be used by the scanner only:

• #include <string.h> is a standard header file that contains string functions.

• #include "scnfuncs .h" is a user-defined header file that contains two scanner-related
functions. Both this file and the associated source file can be found in appendix B.

void ScannerError (tPosition Position, char Message[]): prints an error
message Message and the current position in the source file.

int BasedLiteralOk (char Word [] ): checks whether a based li teral Word has a
base between 2 and 16, and whether all digits fall within the range specified by the
base.

• INSERT ErrorAttribute: an insertion point which is explained in section 3.2.1.

The LOCAL target section contains declarations that will be used in the function GetToken
and therefore will be valid during one invocation of the scanner.

• char Word [256]: used to store the recognized character sequence.

• char String [256]: used to store a string literal.

The BEGIN target section contains declarations and statements that will be used in the
function BeginScanner:

• InitStringMemory (): initializes the string memory.

• InitIdents (): initializes the identifier table.

The DEFINE section contains a set of named regular expressions. A few of them need an
introduction:

• GraphicCharacter matches all printable ASCII characters.

• StringCharacter matches the same set as GraphicCharacter except the double quote
". It is used to recognize string literals.

• Illegal matches any character except space (\u), tab (\t) and newline (\n).

• StringIllegal matches the same set as Illegal except the double quote.

The START section defines the start states that will be used in the scanner specifica.tion.
Besides the default state STD there will be another state STRING that is used for recognition
of string literals.
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The RU lES section specifies the actual scanner. Literals and identifiers have associated
with them an attribute Ref to which the scanner assigns a reference to the recognized character
sequence. Usually a recognized character sequence is first stored in the variable Word by
invoking the function

GetWord(Word)

If the character sequence has been recognized as a literal, it is stored in the string memory
and a reference to the string is stored in the attribute Ref of the terminal denoting the string
by the statement

Attribute .liteml.Ref :: PutString(Word, strlen(Word)) .

If it denotes an identifier, the character sequence is stored in the identifier table and the Ref
attribute gets its reference by the statement

Attribute.Identifier.Ref = MakeIdent(Word,strlen(Word))

Decimal and based literals have a second attribute defining their type, which may be integertype
or fpointtype. For each of both types a separate rule has been defined to recognize it. This
could also have been written in some target language function, but since I wanted to keep
things as much as possible within the domain of the input language, which keeps things
readable, I decided to solve it this way.

Although a character literal has an attribute named Ref, it actually stores the matched
character directly into it. The reason that this name has been chosen is one of consequence:
each attribute giving access to a string associated with a terminal now has the same name.

The recognition of string literals is somewhat more involved. When the scanner is in the
default state STn and it finds a double quote, it switches to the STRING state by invoking the
function

yyStart(STRING)

The scanner will remain in this state until it finds another single double quote character.
Until that time, it will recognize only character sequences without double quotes in it, or two
consecutive double quotes which is the escape sequence for a single double quote character
within a string literal. The attribute Ref will ultimately contain only the string itself without
surrounding double quotes and with escaped double quotes reduced to a single double quote.
To prevent the scanner from changing the source position to that of the substring currently
recognized, a minus sign (-) is placed after the colon following the regular expression which
causes the scanner to keep the previous source position.

At the end of the scanner two rules reside that serve as a safety net. The scanner applies
all rules satisfying the current start state in order of textual appearance. If, after having
applied all rules representing a valid lexeme in TLVHDL, still no character sequence has been
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recognized, the current character is an illegal one and will be recognized as such by the regular
expressions Illegal or StringIllegal, depending on the current start state.

Currently the generated scanner may generate three possible error messages, after which it
resumes operation:

• "illegal based literal": the based literal has a base number that is smaller than 2 or
larger than 16, or the digits used do not fall within the range indicated by the base
number.

• "illegal character": an illegal character has been encountered outside a string literal.

• "illegal string character": an illegal character has been encountered inside a string
literal.

The function ScannerError takes care of this. The printed message has the following ap
pearance:

line, column Scanner error: message.

4.3 The Parser Specification

4.3.1 The Concrete Syntax

The file tlfront. con, printed in appendix C, contains the concrete syntax of TLVHDL. The
mapping of the concrete on the abstract syntax has been put in a separate file. The concrete
grammar specification contains a precedence section and a rule section. The rule section has
been generated taking the language reference [Pig2] as a starting point. Chapter and section
numbers have been kept identical to allow easy reference. Generally the translation from the
grammar rules is rather straightforward, using the following conventions:

• In a terminal or nonterminal name each underscore is removed, instead each new part
of the name is commenced with a capital.

arbitrary_name ===;. ArbitraryNarne

• Keywords and terminal symbols are all surrounded by single quotes:

KEYWORD ~ 'KEYWORD'
.- ~ ':='

the reason for this is that TLVHDL has some keywords that are being used by the
common input language as well, such as BEGIN. The designers of the GMD toolbox
have recognized this problem and have solved it by using the single quotes as an escape
construct.
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• A simple grammar rule is copied almost unchanged. The structure remains the same.

A---+BC =? A=BC.

• In a grammar rule with alternatives, every alternative is translated to a subtype which
is given the same name as the leftpart of the rule, extended with a number.

A---+BIC =? A = <
Ai = B
A2 = C

>

• A repetitive structure, for example a list, is translated into two node types, the first
containing the construct terminating the repetition, and the second adding a new ele
ment.

A ---+ B{, B} =? A = <
Ai = B
A2 = A B.

>

Note that the construct is left-recursive. This prevents the parser from running out of
stack memory with long lists. the parser can only perform a reduce action if the top of
the stack matches some rightpart. Suppose that B is a terminal and that the concrete
grammar contains the above node type, then an input BBB would cause the parser to
perform the following action sequence:

read B

reduce Ai
read B

reduce A2

read B

reduce A2 .

If the second alternative had the appearance A2 = B • A, the parser would have to
perform the actions

read B

read B

read B

reduce Ai
reduce A2

reduce A2 ,
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resulting in all Bs being pushed on the stack before it can finally reduce the tail of the list.
For large lists this is going to be a problem, and to prevent this kind of stack overflow
it is better to apply left-recursiveness wherever possible. In the TLVHDL grammar all
repetitive constructs are left-recursive.

• A grammar rule that produces other (non)terminals besides the repetitive construct is
translated by representing the repetitive construct by a separate node type:

A --t B{C}D ==> A = B CList D •
CList = <

CListl =
CList2 = CList C .

> .

In TLVHDL, besides the extension List also Part is frequently used, as is the plural
form of the repeated element (e.g. {sequentiaLstatement} becomes SequentialStatements.
There are no strict rules for this, although a list usually denotes a sequence of lexically
small elements separated by some symbol. A part is used primarily for sequences of
declarative items, whereas the plural form is used for sequences of lexically larger con
structs or lists of elements without a separator. Generally one must give a repetitive
construct the name that seems most appropriate.

• A grammar rule containing an optional construct may be translated in two ways:

A --t B[C]D ==> A = B Capt D
Capt = <

COptl =
COpt2 = C

> .

or

A --t B[C]D ==> A = <
B D
B C D

>

Which of the two is chosen, depends on the actual size of the translated constrncts.
Generally, the second translation will be used only when Band D represent relatively
small constructs and [C] is used only once in the grammar.

A few things are structurally different from the language reference. First, the precedence
and associativity rules associated with operators have been implemented in the precedence
section. This section starts with the keyword PREC and lists seven classes of operators in
order of increasing precedence. TLVHDL knows six of such classes. The problem is that not
all boolean operators have the same associativity: AND, OR and NOT are left-associative,
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whereas NAND and NOR have no particular associativity. In the precedence section the
operators of a given class can be given only one associativity. Although the boolean operators
are listed, their precedence and associativity are not used in the grammar. Instead, the
problem has been solved by changing the grammar at this point.

The trick is to treat the boolean relations separately, as is implemented in the node type
Expression:

'NAND' Right:Relation .
'NOR' Right:Relation .

= <
AndRelation
OrRelation .
XorRelation .
Left:Relation
Left:Relation
Relation .

Expression
Expressionl =
Expression2 =
Expression3 =
Expression4 =
Expression5 =
Expression6 =

> .

The alternatives Expressionl to Expression5 produce the boolean relations, each using a
separate operator. Expression6 produces all expressions without boolean operators, also
called standard relations in this context. The operands of the boolean relations are standard
relations, and this hierarchy results in the standard relations being evaluated before the
boolean relations. The boolean relations are always last in line, which gives them the lowest
precedence.

From the symmetry of the node types Expression4 and Expression5 follows that the NAND
and NOR operators have no associativity. The left-associativity of the rema.ining three
boolean operators is implemented as follows, taking AND as an example:

= <
Left:Relation 'AND' Right:Relation
AndRelation 'AND' Relation.

AndRelation
AndRelationl =
AndRelation2 =

> .

The left-recursiveness of AndRelation2 causes an example expression

relation AND relation AND relation AND relation

to be evaluated as

(( relation AND relation) AND relation) AND relation,

which is just what we want.

Because the scanner takes care of the recognition of literals and identifiers, the concrete
grammar contains just the definition of the terminals, their attributes and the default values
thereof. For the Ref attributes this value is the empty string, or Noldent for identifiers, which
refers to an entry in the identifier table containing the empty string. The Type attributes of
the based and decimal literals have integertype as their default value. All properties of the
terminals are also known to the scanner.
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4.3.2 Conflicts

At several places in the concrete syntax grammar rules have been modified to make it satisfy
the LALR(l) property. There are three possibilities:

• A deleted grammar rule can be recognized by the construct

/* DELETED
grammar rule

*/

• A modified grammar rule can be recognized by the construct

/* CHANGED
old grammar rule

*/
new grammar rule

• An added grammar rule can be recognized by the construct

/* ADDED */
grammar rule

At some places a whole section becomes obsolete. In such a case the delete construct is applied
to that section as a whole instead of the separate rules. When a group of added rules justifies
the creation of a new section for it, the section number in its header will be replaced by the
suffix E. This allows merging of new sections at arbitrary places without having to change the
original numbering.

Since the TLVHDL grammar is very large, tracking ambiguities by generating parser states
and lookahead sets by hand is out of the question. Even if this data were available, the
immense number of almost a thousand states would make it a tough job to find conflicts.
To overcome this problem, LaIr provides on demand a file containing debugging information
called _Debug. For every conflict that the parser encounters, given a state and a lookahead
token, the debug file contains an entry. Such an entry consists of a possible derivation of the
conflicting situation, the conflict itself and the way it is resolved. LaIr has two disambiguating
rules, selecting one action when two or more are possible:

• In case of a read/reduce error, LaIr selects the read action by default.

• In case of a reduce/reduce conflict, LaIr selects the reduce action associated with the
grammar rule appearing textually first in the specification.

It is not always the case that conflicts can be resolved by applying these rules. For example,
when two constructs that may have the same syntactical appeara.nce are being used in diff"ercnt
contexts with different semantics, the action to be performed depends on that context. It is my
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opinion that use of these disambiguating rules should be avoided where possible. Only if after
removing the conflict the resulting grammar becomes very clumsy, it should be considered.

In the TLVHDL grammar, all conflicts have been resolved by rewriting portions of the gram
mar, for which the VHDL grammar provided by Jaap Hofstede of TU Twente sometimes
was a great help. In some cases the syntax had to be given a little slack, which means that
the parser recognizes more constructs than before. This implies that some recognized things
are erroneous. It is an additional job of the constrainer to detect these erroneous structures.
Below, all conflicts will be explained, as will be the attempts to resolve them.

1 Index constraints within subtype indications vs. index parts within indexed names

Required modifications:

added
added
added
added
IndexConstraint --7

'(' GeneralAssociationList ')'
'(' ExpressionList ')' --7

'(' GeneralAssociationList ')'
ExpressionList: deleted
RestrictedDiscreteRange: added
GeneralAssociationElement3: DiscreteRange --7 RestrictedDiscreteRange

Both an indexed name and a subtype indication may have the same appearance (the notation
"~,, means that the derivation may take one or more intermediate steps):

IndexedName ~ Prefix '(' Expression '.' Expression , ,
•

, ) ,

Subtypelndication ~ Mark IndexConstraint

~ Mark '(' DiscreteRange '.' DiscreteRange '.' ... ')',

where both Expression and DiscreteRange may produce Mark, AttributeName or a.gain a
nested IndexedName or SUbtypelndication upon the same lookahead, which may be "," or
")". As a result, the parser can't decide according to which grammar rule to reduce. To
solve this reduce/reduce conflict, we introduce the general association list, which is capable of
producing both expression lists and discrete range lists. Note that not all possible productions
of GeneralAssociationList as it exists in the concrete grammar are used here: named
associations and with it general formal parts are prohibited in this context.

Now the ambiguity has been moved to GeneralAssociationElement, where it can be removed
by making the sets of possible derivations of Expression and DiscreteRange disjoint. This is
accomplished by replacing DiscreteRange with RestrictedDiscreteRange, which ca.n only
make those productions of DiscreteRange that cannot be produced by Expression as well
(the "I" is a separator for alternative derivations):
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DiscreteRange ~ Mark

~ Mark RangeConstraint

~ Mark IndexConstraint

I =* AttributeName
I ~ Expression Direction Expression

RestrictedDiscreteRange =* Mark RangeConstraint

I ~ Expression Direction Expression.

In IEEE VHDL a discrete range is not allowed to produce a subtype indication with an index
constraint, a fact which is adopted by TLVHDL. The remaining productions of DiscreteRange
are handled by Expression in the following manner:

Mark is derived as Expression ~ Name ~ Mark
AttributeName is derived as Expression ~ Name ~ AttributeName .

To maintain the same syntactic structure as before the changes, we must obey the following
context conditions:

LALRl: If a general association list is used to emulate an index constraint, it must satisfy
the following conditions:

• A general association element must not produce a named association. Furthermore, the
mark produced by a restricted discrete range must denote a type or subtype name.

• In a general actual part, the expression must denote a type or subtype mark, or an
attribute name with a type or subtype mark as its prefix and a range attribute as its
suffix.

LALR2: If a general association list is used to emulate the index part of an indexed name,
it must satisfy the following conditions:

• A general association element must not produce a named association or a restricted
discrete range.

• In a general actual part, the expression part must be of the type of the corresponding
index.

2 Parenthesized expressions vs. aggregates within primaries

Modifications:

ElementAssociationList1: ElementAssociation --+

ElementAssociation ',' ElementAssociation
Aggregate1: added
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Since a primary can produce a parenthesized expression either directly or by an aggregate
producing a single positional element, a conflict arises. After reading the expression, the
parser can reduce to ElementAssociationList or read the closing parenthesis, after which
it can reduce to Primary.

Primary =} '(' Expression ')'
I =} Aggregate

=} '(' ElementAssociationList ')'

=* '(' Expression ')' .

Since according to the IEEE VHDL definition the single argument of an aggregate must be
named, this conflict can be solved by not allowing an element association list to produce only
one element, and by including the production of a single named association explicitly within
aggregate.

3 Simple names vs. expressions within choices

Modification:

Choice3: deleted

The production SimpleNarne has been deleted to avoid a reduce/reduce conflict with the
production Expression, which produces SimpleNarne as well. The following context condition
needs to be added to compensate for this:

LALR3: If an expression within a choice is used to emulate a record element, it must be a
simple name denoting such an element.

4 Discrete ranges vs. expressions within choices

Modification:

Choice2: DiscreteRange --+ RestrictedDiscreteRange

Within choices an ambiguity exists between expressions and discrete ranges. This ambiguity
has already been explained in conflict no. 1, and we can use the same solution to solve it: by
replacing DiscreteRange with RestrictedDiscreteRange. We need the following context
condition to compensate for the reduced functionality of the discrete range:

LALR4: If a restricted discrete range is used to emulate a discrete range within a choice,
an expression produced by that choice must be able to denote a type or subtype mark, or an
attribute name with a type or subtype mark as its prefix and a range attribute as its suffix.
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5 Prefixes within indexed names vs. marks within subtype indications

Modification:

IndexedName: Prefix separated into Mark & CompoundName

As was explained in conflict no. 1, an indexed name and a subtype indication can have the
same appearance. The ambiguity of the element lists has been solved, but the preceding mark
still gives rise to conflicts. The problem is that the parser doesn't know whether it should read
Prefix of the indexed name and reduce that to Mark, or read Mark of the subtype indication
directly, since both alternatives have the same lookahead symbol" (".

IndexedName => Prefix ' (' GeneralAssociationList ')'
=> Name '(' GeneralAssociationList ')'
=> mark '(' GeneralAssociationList ')'

SubtypeIndication => Mark ' (, GeneralAssociationList ,), .

To solve this, we split IndexedName into two possible productions, one with Mark as prefix
and one with CompoundName. In this way, both an indexed name with a mark as its preftx
and a subtype indication with an index constraint have the appearance

Mark ' (' GeneralAssociationList ')' .

This results in only one way to parse such a construct.

6 Prefixes within attribute names vs. marks within qualified expressions

Modification:

AttributeName: Prefix separated into Mark & CompoundName

Here we have a similar problem as with indexed names: should the parser read Prefix of the
attribute name and reduce that to Mark, or should it read Mark of the qualified expression
directly? Both alternatives have"'" as their lookahead symbol.

AttributeNarne => Prefix 11'11 SimpleName
=> Name 11'11 SimpleName
=> Mark 11'11 SimpleName

QualifiedExpression => Mark
I => Mark

II , II

11 , II

'(' Expression ')'
Aggregate .

By using the same solution as with the previous conflict, in both cases the parser can read
the mark directly and decide unambiguously upon the next lookahead (Identifier for an
attribute name or "(" for a qualified expressio) which grammar rule to use.
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7 Parameterized attribute names vs. indexed names

Modification:

AttributeNarne2: deleted '(' Expression ')'

A construct similar to that of an a parameterized attribute name can also be made by an
indexed name:

AttributeNarne => Narne "'" SimpleNarne '(' Expression ')'

IndexedNarne ~ AttributeNarne '(' GeneralAssociationList ')'
=> Narne "'" SimpleNarne '(' GeneralAssociationList ')'

~ Narne "'" SimpleNarne '(' Expression ')' .

This ambiguity can be solved by letting an attribute name produce only its parameterless
version. The parameterized version is handled by the indexed name, which imposes the
following restrictions on its functionality:

LALR5: If an indexed name is used to emulate a parameterized attribute name, it must
satisfy the following conditions:

• The prefix must denote a parameterless attribute name.

• The general association list must contain only one element, which must be an expression
of a type approriate for the attribute.

8 Subprogram calls vs. names

Modifications:

Primary4:
ProcedureCallStatement2:
ProcedureCallStatementl:
GeneralAssociationElement2:
GeneralFormalPart:
SelectedNarne:
IndexedNarne:
AttributeNarne:
Prefix:
FunctionCall:

deleted
Mark '(' StandardAssociationList ')' ~ Narne
deleted
added
added
Prefix -+ Narne
Prefix -+ Narne
Prefix -+ Narne
deleted
deleted

A parameterless subprogram call or a subprogram call with only positional associations in its
association list has the same appearance as a mark or indexed name, respectively:
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FunctionCall (or ProcedureCallStatement) ~ Mark

I =* Mark' (' Expression, ... ')'

Name ~ Mark
I ~ IndexedName

I =* Mark' (' Expression, ')' .

Therefore, to avoid reduce/reduce conflicts within Primary and Prefix the production FunctionCall
will be deleted in these grammar rules and handled by the production Name. In a procedure
call statement all productions will also be handled by Name. Since a prefix now has Name as
its single production, it can be deleted by replacing all occurrences of Prefix in the grammar
with Name.

Of course, when an indexed name has to denote a parameterized subprogram call, the general
association elements must not produce RestrictedDiscreteRange. However, an extension
that handles named associations has to be added to generalAssociationElement. Further
more, a mark or the prefix of an indexed name must denote a subprogram designator. All
this gives rise to the following context conditions:

LALR6: If a name is used to emulate a function call, it must satisfy the following conditions:

• To denote a parameterless function call, the name must be a mark that denotes a.
function designator.

• To denote a parameterized function call, the prefix of the indexed name must be a. mark
that denotes a function designator.

• The elements of the general association list of the indexed name must not produce a
restricted discrete range.

• The general formal and actual parts must only produce names and expressions that are
restricted by the context conditions for standard association lists.

LALR7: If a name is used to emulate a procedure call statement, the following options
should be added to the functionality of names:

• To denote a parameterless procedure call statement, the name must be a mark that
denotes a procedure designator.

• To denote a parameterized procedure call statement, the prefix of the indexed name
must be a mark that denotes a procedure designator.

• The elements of the general association list of the indexed name must not produce a
restricted discrete range.

• The general formal and actual parts must only produce names and expressions that are
restricted by the context conditions for standard association lists.
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9 Index constraints within allocators vs. index parts within indexed names

Modifications:

Allocator2: IndexConstraint -+ '(' GeneralAssociationList ')'

The reason for this modification can be found in the explanation of conflict no. 1, where the
ambiguity between indexed names and subtype indications producing an index constraint is
treated. Context condition LALRI applies.

10 Expressions vs. action expressions

Modifications:

RestrictedExpression: added
SynchronizationConditionl: Expression -+ RestrictedExpression
TaskAlternativeConditionl: Expression -+ RestrictedExpression

Both an expression and an action expression can produce the construct Mark '=', which
produces a conflict: upon lookahead symbol "=", should the parser reduce Mark to Name and
ultimately to Primary, or should it read the lookahead symbol and treat the input as belonging
to ActionExpression? To solve this conflict, we disallow the ambiguous production from
Expression by replacing it with RestrictedExpression, a construct capable of producing
only marks separated by boolean operators, and names. This restriction is allowed since in
conditions an expression must describe only relations between events.

11 Names in restricted expressions

Modification:

RestrictedExpression7: Name -+ CompoundName

Since both RestrictedPrimary and Name produce Mark, we have a conflict. This is solved by
removing the production Mark from Name in RestrictedExpression, which will be handled
by RestrictedPrimary. This change imposes the condition on restricted expressions that to
denote a com_data simple name, a restricted expression must be able to produce such a name.

LALR8: If a restricted expression is used to emulate a com_data simple name, it must
produce only such a simple name.

12 Port map aspects vs. parameterless concurrent procedure calls

Modification:
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ComponentInstantiationStatement: optional PortMapAspect ---* PortMapAspect

A component instantiation statement without a port map aspect looks the same as a pa
rameterless concurrent procedure call. Therefore this case will be handled by the latter. To
accomplish this, the production name of the concurrent procedure call should be able to
produce a component mark.

LALR9: If a concurrent procedure call is used to emulate a component instantiation state
ment without a port map aspect, it must start with a label, and the name after the colon
must be a mark denoting a component.

13 Names vs. literals within primaries

Modifications:

Literal: EnumerationLiteral ---* CharacterLiteral
Literal: PhysicalLiteral ---* PhysicalLitera12

A primary produces both Name and Literal, which each produce Identifier. To overcome
this ambiguity, we let Name handle the identifier. This production is removed from Literal
by the following modifications:

• The productions of EnumerationLiteral are imported into Literal, after which Identifier
is deleted.

• PhysicalLiteral is replaced with PhysicalLitera12 which can only produce a non
default physical literal, which is an identifier that must be preceded by an abstract
literal.

The functionality of names produced by a primary must be enhanced with these possible
occurrences of identifiers.

LALRIO: If a name is used to emulate a default physical literal or an enumeration literal
that is an identifier, it must only produce simple names that denote such constructs.

14 Channels vs. indexed names

Modification:

Channel: Identifier ---* Mark

The nonterminals GeneralFormalPart and GeneralActualPart may produce indexed names
as well as channels. Suppose we have as input sequence an identifier followed by an opening
bracket, then the parser cannot decide what to do after reading the identifier. It could read
the bracket and treat the following tokens as belonging to the channel, or it could reduce
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to Mark according to the indexed name construct. By making the above modification, the
decision is postponed until the first token after the opening bracket. the following context
condition is required to compensate for the extended syntactic possibilities:

LALRll: If a mark is used to emulate the identifier of a channel, that mark must only
produce a simple name.

15 Standard association lists in port map aspects

After all modifications to resolve the conflicts, the standard association list construct is used
only by PortMapAspect. By replacing the standard association list by a general association
list here, the former becomes obsolete and can be deleted. This makes the grammar a bit
smaller and more consequent. The following modifications can be carried out:

PortMapAspect: StandardAssociationList ~ GeneralAssociationList
StandardAssociationList: deleted

Although this change doesn't really solve some conflict, the extended functionality of the
general association list requires another context condition:

LALRll: If a general association list is used to emulate the association list in a port map
aspect, it must satisfy the following conditions:

• A general association element must not produce a restricted discrete range .

• The general formal and actual parts must only produce names and expressions that are
restricted by the context conditions for standard association lists.

4.4 The Abstract Syntax

As has been explained before, the abstract syntax specifies the grammar that generates the
AST associated with a TLVHDL source program. This grammar may be totally different
from the concrete syntax, and once an AST has been built, the concrete syntax becomes
obsolete. The abstract syntax is specified in the file tlfront. abs and printed in appendix D,
and contains an Export section to make the types of terminals visible, followed by the actual
grammar.

In designing the abstract syntax, I have simply stated the goal to make it as compact as
possible, without compromising towards an easy mapping. At some places in the mapping
this has resulted in rather involved computations, but the abstract syntax is very efficient.
The number of node types has been reduced by a factor four. The only thing I had to add
was the module temps containing node types necessary for temporary storage of attributes
during AST generation, whose reason of existence will be explained in the next section.
However, these node types may be deleted from the AST afterwards since they make no
useful contribution to it once it's there.
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The abstract syntax has been separated into several modules, each of them containing one or
several closely related language concepts. The structure of the TVHDL language reference
has been maintained as much as possible. The reason for this is that the language reference
has grouped its context conditions section by section, so implementation of the constraints
should result in a similar subdivision. For certain semantic checks concerning the grammar
as a whole such as scope handling, additional modules can be made.

The translation of the concrete grammar has been performed following the guidelines of
section 2.3.3. This means in the first place that all keywords or terminal symbols have been
removed. The identifiers and literals of the concrete syntax are represented by their attributes,
which contain all necessary semantic information about them. These attributes have been
introduced as early as possible into the tree hierarchy of the grammar. This is especially true
for simple names and labels, which have been eliminated by skipping them consequently: a
SimpleName or Label in the concrete syntax is translated as something like [Ref :tldentJ,
containing the name of the identifier that is produced by them.

Single productions have been removed as much as possible since they do not contribute to the
structure of the abstract tree. Furthermore, nesting of node types has been applied at many
places. To keep things readable, I have decided to nest no deeper than two levels. The only
exception to this rule can be found within NameList, which contains three levels of nesting
since Mark is a very short rule. The elimination of productions has as a consequence that
without renaming node types it may become obscure to an observer what the semantics of a
particular rule are, since some textual information has been lost. To compensate for this, the
subtype numbering scheme of the concrete syntax has been left, and instead all subtypes are
given a name from which their semantics can be derived. For example, the concrete synta.x
fragment

= <
EntityDeclaration

LibraryUnit
LibraryUnitl =

> •

EntityDeclaration =

has been translated as

LibraryUnit = <
EntityDeclaration =

> •

The abstract syntax has no optional constructs. Instead, optionality of a node is derived from
its contents, an empty subtree (or empty string in case of na attribute) meaning the empty
production. This is more efficient than having two possible productions for one optional node
type. An example: in the concrete syntax an optional simple name is represented by the
construct
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SimpleNarneOpt = <
SimpleNarneOptl =
SimpleNarneOpt2 = SimpleNarne

> .

In the abstract syntax an instance of this construct would be the same as that of a non
optional simple name:

[Ref:tIdent] .

When the parse tree contains a SimplenarneOptl, the attribute would get the value NoIdent.

Another important factor in compressing the grammar is the introduction of one single node
type for several concrete constructs that approximately have the same appearance. For ex
ample, the abstract syntax has only one construct for generating declarative parts, containing
all possible declarative items in TLVHDL. All constructs in the concrete grammar generating
declarative parts and port interface lists are mapped onto this single construct. Such a gen
eralization causes no loss of information since the concrete syntax already checks whether a
given declaration is allowed at a certain place.

However, when constructs have the same appearance in the abstract syntax a.nd are allowed
at the same place, then generalization does cause loss of information. For example, a con
stant declaration and a variable declaration have exactly the same children and may both
appear in a procedure declarative part. In the abstract syntax both are represented by
Obj ectDeclaration. To still be able to distinguish between object classes, the attribute
Class has been introduced which contains an integer representing the actual object class of
an instance of this node type.

Lists appear many times in the concrete grammar. The general appearance of a list is

list = <
listl = lisLterminator .
list2 = list element.

>

element = ...

list2 provides the addition of an element, whereas listl is used for terminating the list. The
list terminator usually contains element if the list must contain at least one element, or the
empty production if the list may be empty. In the abstract syntax we have only one possible
list structure:

list = <
Noelement =
element = Next: list REV ...

>
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The node type element is imported into the list. To keep the subtype names consequent, listl
has been renamed to Noelement. Note that SomeList has been given the selector Next to
indicate that this node type provides the next element. This naming convention is used in
all abstract list constructs. The property REV is necessary to reverse the abstract list. The
reason for this will be explained in the next section.

4.5 The Mapping

The last step in the creation of an AST-generating parser is the construction of a mapping of
the concrete syntax onto the abstract syntax. The file tlfront .map, printed in appendix E,
contains such a mapping. It is placed in a separate module to allow a separation of the
concrete syntax and mapping actions. Before processing, the syntax and actions need to be
joined in a single file.

The mapping module contains two target code sections. The Export section defines values
for attributes in the abstract syntax. These attributes have been introduced to distinguish
between possible instances of generalized node types (see the previous section). The attributes
and their values are listed in table 4.1. Wherever these values are used, the header file
Parser.h must be included. The only attribute that has not a straightforward meaning is
IsNot, which is used in conditions to indicate whether a list of simple names or an action
expression is preceded by the keyword NOT. The Global target section contains two include
items:

• # include "Tree. h" is necessary for the node types of the abstract syntax and the
attribute type tTree.

• # include "Scanner. h" contains the attribute types of identifiers and literals, which
need to be visible to the parser.

The Declare section declares for every node type an attribute Tree of type tTree, which will
contain a portion of the AST. The reason for putting each node name on a separate line is one
of readability. Also, when modifications are made, it is easy to merge or delete node names
from the list.

In the Rule section the same chapter and section numbering as in the concrete syntax has
been used. Every node type of the concrete syntax has associated with it one or more
attribute computations, where the ultimate goal is to give Tree the appropriate contents.
Below I will explain the techniques I have used to accomplish the mapping, illustrated with
many examples. Unnecessary details have been omitted from these examples, so the actual
specification may look somewhat different.

The simplest form of mapping is the one-to-one mapping, where one concrete node is mapped
directly onto an abstract node. This is accomplished by creating an abstract node by means
of a node constructor procedure and assigning it to the tree attribute of the concrete node.
An example:

• Concrete syntax:
EntityDeclaration =
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NODE TYPE ATTRIBUTE VALUES
ParalielTask Kind select-exe, wait-select, wait-all
ObjectDeclaration Mode nomode, in, out, inout
ObjectDeciaration Class constant, variable, me_data, com_data,

event, action, channel, channel_data
Context Item Kind library, use
Explicit Ra ngeS pecifi cation Direction to, downto
Tasklnterru ptSp ecification Kind npi, fpi, nsi, fsi
AssignmentStatement Kind varassign, comassign
TLStatement Kind send, receive, start, accept,

choose, store, wait-exclusion,
release_exclusion, signal_event,
request-out, requesLin,
ready_in, ready_out

WhileOrlfScheme Kind whilescheme, ifscheme
BinaryExpression Operator nand, nor, and, or, xor,

equal, notequal, less, more,
lessequal, moreequal, add, subtract,
concat, multiply, divide, mod,
rem, pow

Unary Expression Operator plus, minus, abs, not
EventList IsNot nonot, not
Action Expression IsNot nonot, not
Action Expression ActionState notbusy, request, calculate, ready

Table 4.1: Attributes used in the TLVHDL abstract syntax and their allowed values.

• Abstract syntax:
EntityDeclaration =

• Mapping:
EntityDeclaration = {

Tree := mEntityDeclarationC ... );
} .

A single production is removed by copying the tree attribute of the child to the tree attribute
of the parent. In this wayan abstract node can be transferred upwards until it is needed in
the attribute computations of some other concrete node. Example:

• Concrete syntax:
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem4 = SUbtypeDeclaration .
SubtypeDeclaration =

• Abstract syntax:
SUbtypeDeclaration =

• :Mapping:
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem4 = {
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Architecture~eClarativeltem4[ SUbtypeDeclarati~;/) 1

SUbtypeDeciaration[ SubtypeDeclaration( ~ - -~) 1

Figure 4.2: Example of copying an abstract node.

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
} .
SUbtypeDeclaration = {

Tree := mSubtypeDeclaration( .,. );
} .

• Tree: figure 4.2.

The mapping of lists is not as straightforward as the previous cases. For example, the
DesignFile construct is mapped as follows:

• Concrete syntax:
DesignFile = <

DesignFilel = DesignUnit
DesignFile2 = DesignFile DesignUnit

> .
DesignUnit =

• Abstract syntax:
DesignFile = <

NoDesignUnit =
DesignUnit = Next:DesignFile REV ....

> .

• Mapping:
DesignFilel = {

Tree := { DesignUnit:Tree->\DesignUnit.Next = mNoDesignUnit();
Tree = DesignUnit:Tree; };

} .
DesignFile2 = {

Tree := { DesignUnit:Tree->\DesignUnit.Next = DesignFile:Tree;
Tree = DesignUnit:Tree; };

} .
DesignUnit = {

Tree := mDesignUnit( NoTree •... );

• Example tree: figure 4.3.

In the example tree, after creating the first Des ignUnit with the Next child initially being a
null pointer, the parser performs the attribute computations associated with DesignFile1.
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DesignFile2[ DesignUnit( - - ) 1

DeSigr,e1[ DesignUntt< r-l) 1

DesignUnit[ DeSign~ - - ) 1

NoDesignUnitO

Figure 4.3: Example of a list mapping.

this implies making the Next child of Des ignUnit point to a NoDes ignUnit to indicate the
end of the list. Next, DesignUnit is copied to the tree attribute of DesignFile1. The rest of
the list is created almost the same way, the only difference being that the current Next child
points to the previously created list element. If the concrete list were allowed to be empty,
the mapping action of DesignFilel could be simplified to

DesignFilel = {
Tree := mNoDesignUnit();

} .

Mapping left-recursive lists this way results in the abstract lists being reversed. As a remedy
to this problem, Ast has generated the function ReverseTree. The invocation

ReverseTree( concrete-node)

in some action results in the elements of concrete_node being linked in reverse order. Of
course, the abstract syntax must specify which pointer to reverse. This can be indicated by
giving that child the property REVERSE. In the TLVHDL abstract syntax this is always the
child with the Next selector.

When the list elements are terminals, another mapping strategy has to be chosen since ter
minals have no tree attribute. So, instead of leaving the creation of the abstract list elements
to the concrete list elements and copying them to the tree attributes of the list constructor
nodes, we have to let the list constructor nodes create the abstract list elements themselves.
The only place where this occurs in the TLVHDL specification is the identifier list.

Identifier ., ,,

= <
Identifier
IdentifierList

• Concrete syntax:
IdentifierList

IdentifierListl =
IdentifierList2 =

> •
Identifier: [Ref:tIdent] .

• Abstract syntax:
NameList = <
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Identifier[ Ref 1 NoName()
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IdentifierList2[ Identifier( ~

Identifier[ Ref 1

Figure 4.4: Mapping a list of identifiers.

NoName =
Identifier = Next:NameList REV [Ref:tIdent] .

> .

• Mapping:
IdentifierListl = {

Tree := mIdentifier( mNoName(), Identifier:Ref );
} .
IdentifierList2 = {

Tree := mIdentifier( IdentifierList:Tree. Identifier:Ref );
} .

• Example tree: figure 4.4.

The reason for not choosing this strategy for all lists is that the mapping specifies two times
the usage of the same node creation procedure. Especially when an abstract list element has
many children and attributes it is not very efficient to write things down this way.

As has been explained in the previous section, optional constructs are mapped onto their
non-optional non-optional counterparts. The empty production is represented by the null
pointer NoTree. Example:

= <
• Concrete syntax:

InitialExpressionOpt
InitialExpressionOptl =
InitialExpressionOpt2 =

> .
Expression =

• Abstract syntax:
Expression =

• Mapping:
InitialExpressionOptl = {

Tree := NoTree;
} .

, .-,.- Expression .
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InitialExpressionOpt2 = {
Tree :- Expression:Tree;

} .

Whenever in the concrete synta.x a simple name, label or an optional construct containing a.
simple name or label occurs, it is mapped onto an attribute of type tldent. This attribute
should get a reference to the string associated with the simple name or label. A simple name
and its optional counterpart are mapped as follows:

• Concrete syntax:
PackageBody = 'PACKAGE' 'BODY' SimpleName 'IS'

'END' SimpleNameOpt
SimpleName = Identifier
SimpleNameOpt = <

SimpleNameOptl =
SimpleNameOpt2 = SimpleName

> .
Identifier: [Ref:tldent] .

, .,,

• Abstract syntax:
PackageBody = [Ref:tldent] [EndRef:tldent]
Identifier = [Ref:tldent] .

• Mapping:
PackageBody ={

Tree := mPackageBody( SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
SimpleNameOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref, ... );

} .
SimpleName ={

Tree := mldentifier( NoTree, Identifier:Ref );
} .
SimpleNameOptl ={

Tree := mldentifier( NoTree, Noldent );
} .
SimpleNameOpt2 = {

Tree :- SimpleName:Tree;
} .

• Example tree: figure 4.5.

When the parser finds a SimpleName, it creates an abstract Identifier node, where the
NoTree child indicates that it will not be used as a list element here. In the optional case
it will be copied into the tree attribute of SimpleNameOpt2. In case of the empty produc
tion, SimpleNameOpt 1 will create an identifier node with a. Nolndent. Ultima.tely, the Ref
attributes will be transferred to the Ref and EndRef attributes of PackageBody. Similar
strategies have been used for literals.
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SimpleName[ Identifier(.

I
Identifier[ Ref ]

SimpleNameOpt2[ Identifier(. )]

I
SimpleName[ Identifier(.

I
Identifier[ Ref ]

Figure 4.5: Mapping of optional constructs.

As has already been mentioned in section 2.3.3, not all abstract nodes that have been created
during the mapping process are really used in the AST. Many nodes have the single purpose
of passing pointers to concrete nodes. Once these pointers have been assigned to children or
attributes of another abstract node, the old node becomes obsolete. Generally retaining these
nodes will not be a problem since plenty memory is available. However, when parsing very
large source programs or running the parsing process in environments with little memory it
may become necessary to keep things as efficient as possible.

To be able to deallocate the memory claimed by the tree attribute of a concrete node, Ast
generates the procedure ReleaseTree. An invocation

ReleaseTreeC concrete_node)

will accomplish the finalization of the specified node. In our mapping specification, a node
may be finalized after copying a tree attribute. A copy action has three possible appearances:

• A copy rule:
Tree : - concrete_child: Tree;
==> { ReleaseTreeC concrete_child:Tree ); }

• An explicit copy action in the target language:
Tree =concrete_child:Tree;
ReleaseTreeC concrete_child:Tree );

• An argument of a node constructor procedure:
Tree := mAbstractNode C concrete_child: Tree->\ abstract-node . abstract-child );
==> { ReleaseTreeC concrete_child:Tree ); }

At all places where some node may be finalized I have placed the appropriate ReleaseTree
statement. Since efficiency of memory usage is of no concern yet, I have commented them
out.

In the previous example, the abstract node Identifier has been introduced as an interface
between incompatible attribute types, since the Ref attribute of type tIdent must be copied
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SenderPart[ TempProtocolPart(

ProtocolUnitDeclaratJ

ProtocolUnitStatementPart[ - - -] ProtocolUnitStatementPart[ - - - ]

Figure 4.6: Example of using temporary abstract nodes.

to a tree attribute of type tTree. In the abstract syntax this node type also represents the
elements of an identifier list, so it also has a real function in the AST. However, there are SOllle
abstract node types that are not used in the AST, but only have some interfacing purpose at
AST creation time. I have used two node types of this kind.

The first one is called Integer and has the same function as Identif ier, with as the only
difference that it is used for transferring integers instead of string references. It is used
at places where concrete node types are mapped directly on an integer attribute, such as
interrupt kinds and operators.

The second is TempProtocolPart and is used as an interface between the different tree struc
tures of concrete and abstract protocol bodies. If we forget about the arbiter part, the concrete
node type ProtocolBody has only two children, whereas its abstract counterpart has four.
TempProtocolPart is used to make the tree attributes of ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart a.nd
ProtocolUnitStatementPart reachable via the tree attributes of SenderPart and ReceiverPart,
as can be seen in figure 4.6.

As an example of generalization, let's look at parallel tasks. In the concrete syntax there is
one node type for each of the three possibilities. This is necessary since each uses different
keywords. However, in the abstract syntax these keywords have been removed, leaving three
identical node types. These are handled by the abstractnode type ParallelTask, which has
an additional attribute Kind indicating what kind of task has been used. For example, the
mapping of the Select_exe task has the appearance

Select_exeTask ={
Tree := mParallelTaskC ... , select_exe );

} .

where select_exe has been defined to be 1 in the Export section. I have used a similar
strategy at other places where attributes have been used to distinguish between constructs.

To conclude this section I will explain some difficult mappings. A subchannellist is mapped
onto a name list, which is not as straightforward as it may seem. A subchannel has two
identifiers which need to be mapped on two consecutive elements from NameList. This results
in a list of alternating source and destination identifiers. Creating two consecutive abstract
nodes is done by the mapping action
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r
Identifier[ Ref ]t

Identifier[ Ref ]

SubchannelList2[ Identifier(

SubchanneiList1 [

I
Subchannel[ Identifier(

NoNameO

Figure 4.7: Mapping subchannellists.

Subchannel = {
Tree := mIdentifierC mIdentifierC NoTree, Source:Ref ), Destination:Ref );

} .

Constructing the abstract list is no different from the standard case, except for the fact that
reaching the Next child of the innermost Identifier requires a double pointer reference like

Subchannel:Tree->\Name.Next->\Name.Next .

Note that the above mapping of identifiers initially results in a list of destination-source pairs.
When reversed, the source identifiers appear before the corresponding destination identifiers.
The result is a tree like the one in figure 4.7.

Perhaps the most involved mapping is that of if-statements. A close look at such a statement
reveals that all alternatives consist of an expression and a sequential task part, except for the
else case, which has no expression. This structure allows for a translation to a list with as
elements expression-sequential task part pairs. The first element should be the then-construct,
followed by the elsif-constructs. The list is ended by an optional else-construct. The presence
of an else construct can be determined by checking the contents of the expression part of the
last element of the list. If it is empty, it is an else construct, otherwise it is a then or elsif
construct.

First, the parser will map the elsif-constructs, followed by the else-construct if there is one.
The latter is put as first element in the elsif-list. Next, this list is reversed, placing all
elements, including the else-element, in the right order. The job is finished by putting the
then-construct as first element in this list.
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IfStatement[ IfStatement(. ) I

StandEls~OPt[ IfStateme~ • /) .

~
'" SequentiaIStatements[· - -J

IfStatementAlt(

StandElsifParts2[ IfStatementAlt(
// .

. . ....~
Expression[- - -J SequentiaIStatements[- - -L/ StandElsifParts2[ IfStatementAlt(
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--_ .._-_._--_.. .........-_.-_...
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Figure 4.8: Mapping if-statements.

4.6 The Parser Driver

The scanner and parser modules that will be extracted from their specifications, need to be
invoked by some main module. In section 3.4.4 we have already seen that the important thing
to do is calling the parser procedure, since the scanner is automatically called by the pa.rser.

This is what the driver module in file tldrv. c and appendix F actually does. It first calls
the parser, and after it has done its work the procedure CloseParser is called. For now,
the latter is still empty, but in the future there may be extensions to the parser requiring
user-defined data structures to be finalized. Last, the generated AST is printed on standard
output by WriteTree to allow the programmer to check whether it is allright. The nodes of
such a tree are ordered in a preorder fashion and printed in a textual format. Each line shows
a node name and, if the associated node type has subtypes, the subtype actually selected:

basetype = selected_subtype .

In case of attributes, the attribute name and the attribute value are printed:

attribute = value .

Indentation shows at which level in the tree a node type or attribute resides.
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4.7 Generation and Compilation

Now all necessary files have been created, it is time to put the GMD tools a.nd C-compiler to
work. For this purpose I have created the makefile in appendix G. The tools and the options
used wuth them are explained below. The tools are listed in a possible order of execution.

• cat tlfront. con tlfront . map >tlfront. prs: concatenates the concrete syntax and
the mapping specification.

• cg -cxzj tlfront. con: translates the concrete syntax and mapping specification to
Lalr format and generates a partial scanner specification. Options used:

c: generate C source code instead of Modula-2.
x: generate Scanner. rpp.
z: generate Parser.lalr.
j: treat undefined node types as terminals.

• laIr -c -d -e -v -cs Parser .lalr: generates the pa.rser module. Options lIsed:

c: generate C source code instead of Modula-2.
d: generate Parser .h.
e: generate Errors. c and Errors. h.
v: generate _Debug if there are conflicts.
cs: map read-reduce states to reduce states to reduce code size.

• rpp < tlfront. scn > tlfront. rex: generates the complete scanner specification.

• rex -csd tlfront. rex: generates the scanner module. Options used:

c: generate C source code instead of Modula-2.
s: generate Source. c, Source. hand ScannerDrv. c.
d: generate Scanner. h.

• ast -mfwRdic tlfront. abs: generates the tree module. Options used:

m: generate node constructor procedures (mSomeNode).
f: generate ReleaseTree.
w: generate WriteTree.
R: generate ReverseTree.
d: generate Tree. h.
i: generate Tree. c.
c: generate C source code instead of Modula-2.

After all these tools have done their job, it is time for the compiler to compile and link the
generated modules. The following commands are executed:

• lint $ (CFLAGS) -b -u *. c: detects features of the generated modules that arc likely
to be erroneous, nonportable or wasteful. Options used:
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$ (CFLAGS):a macro containing the location of the standard libraries.
b: report unreachable break statements.
u: do not report about functions and variables used and not defined, or vice versa.

• cc -c scnfuncs. a,
cc -c Scanner .a,
cc -c Parser .a,
cc -c Tree.a,
cc -c tldrv. a: compile the generated modules. Options used:

c: force an object file to be produced.

• cc $(CFLAGS) $(BINS) $(LIB)/libreuse.a -a tlfrant -1m: link the compiled mod
ules. Options used:

$ (CFLAGS): a macro containing the location of the standard libraries.
$(BINS): a macro containing the object files to be linked.
$ (LIB) /libreuse. a: a macro containing the location of the GMD libraries.
a tlfrant: give the executable the name tlfrant.

• rm -f files: remove obsolete files. Options used:

f: suppress errors.

All this should result in the executable file tlfrant to be created. Typing

tlfrant < file (CR)

on the command line will parse the file file and print the AST on standard output. If the
parse shows repaired errors, this tree will generally not be correct. It is recommended to add
to every file containing TLVHDL source code the suffix . tl. It is also possible to provide
the parser with input given on standard input by just typing tlfrant (CR) on the command
line.
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Conclusions

In the previous chapters I have designed an LALR(l) parser for the TLVI-IDL language using
the GMD toolbox. The parser is equipped with an error recovery mechanism and produces an
AST which can be used by other programs used in the analysis phase of the design automation
project. For the recognition of tokens I have designed a separate scanner that works closely
together with the parser. The tandem has been tested with a large number of files showing
different applications of the language.

Although it works well now, the parser project is by no means finished. Making a powerful
recognizer for TLVHDL requires a constrainer to verify the semantics of the language. The
principles of constraining have been explained roughly in this report, and a set of informally
stated constraints can be found in [Pig2]. It is up to my successors to write a constrainer based
on this information. However, if we assume that the hardware designer knows what he's doing,
the current recognizer will perform its task well. Therefore it has been proposed to delay the
construction of the constrainer until the development of the hardware translation phase is

•complete. I might add to this that once this is the case, a large part of the constrainer will
already have been implemented for other purposes. For example, for the actual translation
of TLVHDL to IEEE VHDL it is necessary to know the environment at a given place in the
source program. Performing some checks on this information will implement a portion of the
constraining job.

The TLVHDL language as it exists today is subject to many changes since it is still under
development. In the near future this will result in many modifications in the language specifi
cation and therefore in the specification of the parser. For the sake ofreadability I recommend
that changes are made in the same style as has been used in the specifications. This includes
a consequent use of naming conventions, typography and layout. As far as the nature of the
changes are concerned: don't make a patchwork out of it. Try to solve problems as much
as possible within the idiom of the GMD tools, so avoid hacking. Keep the modifications
restricted to the parser specification, since the current scanner does exactly what it should
do.

The absence of a constrainer may make debugging difficult since the scanner and parser
are not very eloquent: they only report lexical and syntactical errors. The actual discovery
of semantic errors will be postponed until the standard VHDL compiler recognizes them.
This has two major disadvantages. First, it may take a relatively long time until an error
is detected, making the debugging process inefficient. Second, the errors are detected in a
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standard VHDL source program, if detected at all. This requires knowledge about TLVIIDL
as well as standard VHDL and the way the mapping is performed. However, as has been
stated before, careful design can minimize the number of semantic errors.
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tlfront.scn

/******************************************************************************
** TLFRONT.SCN Olaf Pigmans **
*******************************************************************************
**
** Last revision: 23-05-93
**
******************************************************************************/

/******************************************************************************
** **
** SCANNER SPECIFICATION **
** **
******************************************************************************/

EXPORT /* Included in Scanner.h */
{

}

#include "StringMem.h"
#include "Idents.h"
#include "Positions.h"
typedef enum { integertype
INSERT tScanAttribute

1, fpointtype } tLiteral;

GLOBAL /* Included in Scanner.c */
{

#include <string.h>
#include "scnfuncs.h"
INSERT ErrorAttribute

}

LOCAL /* Included in GetToken */
{

}

char Word [256] ,
String[256];

BEGIN /* Included in BeginScanner */
{

InitStringMemory();
InitIdentsO;

}

DEFINE
Digit
ExtendedDigit
Letter
Integer
Basedlnteger
GraphicCharacter
StringCharacter
Illegal

{0-9} .
Digit I {A-F a-f}
{A-Z a-z} .
Digit (_? Digit)*
ExtendedDigit (_? ExtendedDigit)*
{\ --} . /* all ASCII */
{\ !#--}. /* all ASCII except double quote */
- {\ \t\n} /* all except space, tab or newline */
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StringIllegal

START STRING

RULES

/* Comments */
#STO# "__ " ANY *
{
}

- {\ !#--}. /* all except string_character */

/* Oecimal literal: integer type */
#STO# Integer ({Ee} {+}? Integer)?
{

GetWord(Word);
Attribute.OecimaILiteral.Ref = PutString(Word,strlen(Word»;
Attribute.OecimaILiteral.Type = integertype;
return OecimalLiteral;

}

/* Oecimal literal: floating point type */
#STD# Integer "." Integer ({Ee} {+\-}? Integer)?
{

GetWord(Word);
Attribute.OecimaILiteral.Ref = PutString(Word,strlen(Word»;
Attribute.OecimaILiteral.Type = fpointtype;
return OecimalLiteral;

}

/* Based literal: Integer type */
#STO# Integer "#" BasedInteger "#" ({Ee} {+}? Integer)? :
{

GetLower(Word);
Attribute.BasedLiteral.Ref = PutString(Word,strlen(Word»;
Attribute.BasedLiteral.Type = integertype;
if (!BasedLiteraIOk(Word»

ScannerError(Attribute.Position, "Illegal based literal");
return BasedLiteral;

}

/* Based literal: floating point type */
#STO# Integer "#" BasedInteger "." BasedInteger "#" ({Ee} {+\-}? Integer)?
{

GetLower(Word);
Attribute.BasedLiteral.Ref = PutString(Word,strlen(Word»;
Attribute.BasedLiteral.Type = fpointtype;
if (!BasedLiteraIOk(Word»

ScannerError(Attribute.Position, "Illegal based literal");
return BasedLiteral;

}

/* Character literal */
#STO# 'GraphicCharacter'
{

GetWord(Word);
Attribute.CharacterLiteral.Ref
return CharacterLiteral;

}

/* String literal: opening quote */
#STO# \":
{

Word [1] ;

}

yyStart(STRING);
String[O] = '\0';

/* String literal: all chars except double quote */
#STRING# StringCharacter
{

}

GetWord(Word);
strcat(String,Word);



/* String literal: double double quote qithin string */
#STRING# \"\":-
{

strcat(String,I\"I);
}

/* String literal: closing quote */
#STRING# \":-
{
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}

yyStart(STD);
Attribute.StringLiteral.Ref
return StringLiteral;

PutString(String,strlen(String»;

/* Bit string literal */
#STD# {BbOoXx} \" BasedInteger \"
{

GetLoller(Word);
Attribute.BitstringLiteral.Ref = PutString(Word,strlen(Word»;
return BitstringLiteral;

}

/* Reserved qords */
INSERT RULES CASE-INSENSITIVE #STD#

/* Identifier */
#STD# Letter (_? (LetterIDigit)+ )*
{

}

GetLower(Word);
Attribute. Identifier.Ref
return Identifier;

MakeIdent(Word,strlen(Word»;

/* Illegal character outside string literal */
#STD# Illegal:
{

}

GetWord(Word);
ScannerError(Attribute.Position,"Illegal character");

/* Illegal character inside string literal */
#STRING# StringIllegal:
{

}

GetWord(Word);
ScannerError(Attribute.Position,"Illegal string character");
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tlfuncs.c & tlfuncs.h

tlfuncs.c

#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "Positions.h"

int BasedLiteralOk (char Word[])
{

long
char *
char

Base;
Rest;
Digits[J = "0123456789abcdef_#";

}

Base strtol(Word, &Rest, 10);
if «Base < 2) II (Base > 16»

return 0;
while (*(Rest = strpbrk(Rest+1, Digits+Base»
if (*Rest == '#')

return 1;
return 0;

'-') ;

printf("%d, %d Scanner error: %s.\n", Position.Line, Position. Column, Message);

void ScannerError
{

}

(tPosition Position, char Message[])

tlfuncs.h

void ScannerError (tPosition Position, char Message[]);
int BasedLiteralOk (char Word[]);
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tlfront.con

/******************************************************************************
** TLFRONT.CON Olaf Pigmans **
*******************************************************************************
**
** Last revision: 25-05-93
**
******************************************************************************/

/******************************************************************************
** **
** CONCRETE GRAMMAR **
** **
******************************************************************************/

PARSER

PREC
LEFT 'AND' 'OR' 'lOR'
NONE 'NAND' 'NOR'
NONE '=' '/=' ,<, ,>, '<=' '>='
LEFT ,+, '-' '&'
NONE SIGNOP
LEFT '*' '/' 'MOD' 'REM'
NONE '**' 'ABS' 'NOT'

RULE

/******************************************************************************
** 1 System Definition **
******************************************************************************/

System = DesignFile

DesignFile
DesignFile1
DesignFile2

> .

<
DesignUnit
DesignFile DesignUnit

DesignUnit = ContextClause LibraryUnit •

Context Clause
ContextClause1
ContextClause2

> .

Context Item
ContextItem1
ContextItem2

> .

LibraryUnit

<

ContextClause Contextltem .

<
LibraryClause
UseClause .

<
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LibraryClause = 'LIBRARY' IdentifierList

> .

LibraryUnitl
LibraryUnit2
LibraryUnit3
LibraryUnit4

EntityDeclaration .
ArchitectureBody .
PackageDeclaration
PackageBody .

,. ,.
UseClause = 'USE' SelectedNameList ,. ,.

/******************************************************************************
** 2 Library Units **
******************************************************************************/

/******************************************************************************
** 2.1 Entity Declarations **
******************************************************************************/

EntityDeclaration = 'ENTITY' Identifier 'IS'
PortClauseOpt
'END' SimpleNameOpt ';'

PortClauseOpt
PortClauseOpt1
PortClauseOpt2

> •

<

'PORT' '(, PortlnterfaceList ')' ,. ,.
PortlnterfaceList

PortlnterfaceList1
PortlnterfaceList2

> .

<
PortlnterfaceElement
PortlnterfaceList ';' PortlnterfaceElement

PortlnterfaceElement
PortlnterfaceElement1
PortlnterfaceElement2
PortlnterfaceElement3
PortlnterfaceElement4

> .

<
InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration
InterfaceChannelDeclaration
InterfaceEventDeclaration .
InterfaceActionDeclaration .

/******************************************************************************
** 2.2 Architecture Bodies **
******************************************************************************/

ArchitectureBody = 'ARCHITECTURE' Identifier 'OF' Mark 'IS'
ArchitectureDeclarativePart
InterruptSpecificationPart
'BEGIN'
ArchitectureStatementPart
'END' SimpleNameOpt ';'

ArchitectureDeclarativePart
ArchitectureDeclarativePartl
ArchitectureDeclarativePart2

> .

ArchitectureDeclarativeltem
ArchitectureDeclarativelteml
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem2
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem3
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem4
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem5
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem6
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem7
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem8
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem9
ArchitectureDeclarativelteml0
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem11

<

ArchitectureDeclarativePart
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem

<
SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramBody •
TypeDeclaration .
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration .
ComponentDeclaration
UseClause .
Me_dataDeclaration .
EventDeclaration .
ActionDeclaration .
ChannelDeclaration .



> .
ArchitectureDeclarativeItem12 ProtocolDeclaration .
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ArchitectureStatementPart ConcurrentTasks .

/ .
•• 2.3 Package Declarations ••............................................................................../

PackageDeclaration 'PACKAGE' Identifier 'IS'
PackageDeclarativePart
'END' SimpleNameOpt ':'

PackageDeclarativePart
PackageDeclarativePart1
PackageDeclarativePart2

> .

PackageDeclarativeItem
PackageDeclarativeItem1
PackageDeclarativeItem2
PackageDeclarativeItem3
PackageDeclarativeItem4
PackageDeclarativeItem5
PackageDeclarativeItem6

> .

<

PackageDeclarativePart PackageDeclarativeItem .

<
SubprogramDeclaration
TypeDeclaration .
SUbtypeDeclaration .
ConstantDeclaration
UseClause .
ProtocolDeclaration

/ .
•• 2.4 Package Bodies ••.............................................................................. /

PackageBody = 'PACKAGE' 'BODY' SimpleName 'IS'
PackageBodyDeclarativePart
'END' SimpleNameOpt ':'

PackageBodyDeclarativePart
PackageBodyDeclarativePart1
PackageBodyDeclarativePart2

> .

PackageBodyDeclarativeItem
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem1
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem2
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem3
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem4
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem5
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem6
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem7

> .

<

PackageBodyDeclarativePart
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem

<
SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramBody .
TypeDeclaration .
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration .
ComponentDeclaration
UseClause .

/ .
•• 3 SUbprograms ••.............................................................................. /

/ .
•• 3.1 Subprogram Declarations ••............................................................................../

SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramDeclaration1
SubprogramDeclaration2

> .

ProcedureSpecification
ProcedureSpecification1

<
ProcedureSpecification ':'
FunctionSpecification ';'

<
'PROCEDURE' Identifier.
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ProcedureSpecification2

> .

ProcedureInterfaceList
ProcedurelnterfaceListl
ProcedurelnterfaceList2

> .

'PROCEDURE' Identifier
,(, ProcedurelnterfaceList ')' .

<
ProcedurelnterfaceElement
ProcedurelnterfaceList ';'
ProcedurelnterfaceElement .

ProcedurelnterfaceElement
ProcedurelnterfaceElementl
ProcedurelnterfaceElement2
ProcedurelnterfaceElement3
ProcedurelnterfaceElement4
ProcedurelnterfaceElement5
ProcedurelnterfaceElement6

> .

<
InterfaceVariableDeclaration
InterfaceConstantDeclaration
InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration
InterfaceChannelDeclaration .
InterfaceEventDeclaration .
InterfaceActionDeclaration .

FunctionSpecification
FunctionSpecificationl
FunctionSpecification2

> .

FunctionlnterfaceList
FunctionlnterfaceListl
FunctionlnterfaceList2

> .

FunctionlnterfaceElement

<
'FUNCTION' Identifier 'RETURN' Mark.
'FUNCTION' Identifier '(' FunctionlnterfaceList ')'
'RETURN' Mark.

<
FunctionlnterfaceElement
FunctionlnterfaceList ';'
FunctionlnterfaceElement .

InterfaceConstantDeclaration •

1******************************************************************************
** 3.2 Subprogram Bodies **
******************************************************************************1

SubprogramBody
SUbprogramBodyl
SubprogramBody2

> •

<
ProcedureBody
FunctionBody .

ProcedureBody ProcedureSpecification 'IS'
ProcedureDeclarativePart
InterruptSpecificationPart
'BEGIN J

ProcedureStatementPart
'END' SimpleNameOpt ';'

= <ProcedureDeclarativePart
ProcedureDeclarativePartl =
ProcedureDeclarativePart2

> .

ProcedureDeclarativeltem
ProcedureDeclarativelteml
ProcedureDeclarativeltem2
ProcedureDeclarativeltem3
ProcedureDeclarativeltem4
ProcedureDeclarativeltem5
ProcedureDeclarativeltem6
ProcedureDeclarativeltem7
ProcedureDeclarativeltem8
ProcedureDeclarativeltem9
ProcedureDeclarativelteml0
ProcedureDeclarativeltemll
ProcedureDeclarativeltem12
ProcedureDeclarativeltem13

> .

ProcedureDeclarativePart
ProcedureDeclarativeltem

<
SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramBody •
TypeDeclaration •
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration
VariableDeclaration
UseClause •
Com_dataDeclaration
Me_dataDeclaration .
EventDeclaration .
ActionDeclaration .
ProtocolDeclaration
ChannelDeclaration .
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ProcedureStatementPart = SequentialTasks .

FunctionBody = FunctionSpecification 'IS'
FunctionDeclarativePart
'BEGIN'
FunctionStatementPart
'END' SimpleNameOpt ';'

FunctionDeclarativePart
FunctionDeclarativePart1
FunctionDeclarativePart2

> •

FunctionDeclarativeItem
FunctionDeclarativeItem1
FunctionDeclarativeItem2
FunctionDeclarativeItem3
FunctionDeclarativeItem4
FunctionDeclarativeItem5
FunctionDeclarativeItem6
FunctionDeclarativeItem7

> .

<

FunctionDeclarativePart
FunctionDeclarativeItem

<
SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramBody .
TypeDeclaration .
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration
VariableDeclaration
UseClause .

FunctionStatementPart StandardSequentialStatements .

/******************************************************************************
** 4 Tasks **
******************************************************************************/

/******************************************************************************
** 4.1 Concurrent Tasks **
******************************************************************************/

ConcurrentTasks
ConcurrentTasks1
ConcurrentTasks2

> .

ConcurrentTask
ConcurrentTask 1
ConcurrentTask2
ConcurrentTask3
ConcurrentTask4

> .

ProcessStatement
ProcessStatement1

ProcessStatement2
> .

<

ConcurrentTasks ConcurrentTask .

<
ProcessStatement
ConcurrentProcedureCall
Component Instant iationStatement
GenerateStatement .

<
'PROCESS'
ProcessDeclarativePart
'BEGIN'
ProcessStatementPart
'END' 'PROCESS' .
Label ,., ProcessStatement1 LabelOpt ,. ,,

ProcessDeclarativePart
ProcessDeclarativePart1
ProcessDeclarativePart2

> •

ProcessDeclarativeItem
ProcessDeclarativeItem1
ProcessDeclarativeItem2
ProcessDeclarativeItem3
ProcessDeclarativeItem4
ProcessDeclarativeItem5
ProcessDeclarativeItem6
ProcessDeclarativeItem7
ProcessDeclarativeItem8

<

ProcessDeclarativePart ProcessDeclarativeItem .

<
SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramBody .
TypeDeclaration .
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration
VariableDeclaration
UseClause .
Com_dataDeclaration
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> .

ProcessStatementPart = SequentialTasks .

ConcurrentProcedureCall
ConcurrentProcedureCall1
ConcurrentProcedureCall2

> .

<
ProcedureCallStatement
Label ,., ProcedureCallStatement

1* CHANGED
ComponentlnstantiationStatement

ComponentlnstantiationStatement1
ComponentlnstantiationStatement2

<
Label
Label

,. ,
,. , Mark'; ,

Mark PortMapAspect ,. ,.
*1
ComponentlnstantiationStatement = Label ':' Mark PortMapAspect .

'PORT' 'MAP' '(' StandardAssociationList ')' ';'
1* CHANGED
PortMapAspect
*1
PortMapAspect 'PORT' 'MAP' '(' GeneralAssociationList ')' ,. ,,

GenerateStatement = Label ':' GenerationScheme 'GENERATE'
ConcurrentTasks
'END' 'GENERATE' LabelOpt ';'

GenerationScheme
GenerationScheme1
GenerationScheme2

> .

<
'FOR' Identifier 'IN' DiscreteRange .
'IF' Expression.

1******************************************************************************
** 4.2 Sequential Tasks **
******************************************************************************1

SequentialTasks
SequentialTasks1
SequentialTasks2

> .

SequentialTask
SequentialTask1
SequentialTask2
SequentialTask3

> •

<

SequentialTasks SequentialTask .

<
ParallelTask
LeafTask .
SequentialStatement

ParallelTask
ParallelTask1
ParallelTask2
ParallelTask3

> .

<
Select_exeTask •
Wait_selectTask
Wait_allTask .

Select_exeTask Label ':' 'SELECT_EXE'
ParallelTaskDeclarativePart
InterruptSpecificationPart
'BEGIN'
ParallelTaskAlternatives
'END' 'SELECT_EXE' LabelOpt ,. ,.

Wait_selectTask Label ':' 'WAIT_SELECT'
ParallelTaskDeclarativePart
InterruptSpecificationPart
'BEGIN'
ParallelTaskAlternatives
'END' 'WAIT_SELECT' LabelOpt ,. ,.

Wait allTask Label ':' 'WAIT_ALL'
ParallelTaskDeclarativePart
InterruptSpecificationPart
'BEGIN'
ParallelTaskAlternatives



'END' 'WAIT_ALL' LabelOpt ,. ,.
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ParallelTaskDeclarativePart
ParallelTaskDeclarativePartl
ParallelTaskDeclarativePart2

> .

ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem
ParallelTaskDeclarativelteml
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem2
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem3
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem4
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem5
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem6
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem7
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem8
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem9 =

> .

<

ParallelTaskDeclarativePart
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem

<
SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramBody .
TypeDeclaration .
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration
VariableDeclaration
UseClause .
Com_dataDeclaration
ProtocolDeclaration

ParallelTaskAlternatives
ParallelTaskAlternativesl
ParallelTaskAlternatives2

> .

<
ParallelTaskAlternative
ParallelTaskAlternatives
ParallelTaskAlternative .

ParallelTaskAlternative = 'WHEN' TaskAlternativeCondition '=>' SequentialTasks .

LeafTask = Label ':' 'TASK' ParenthesizedExpressionOpt
'BEGIN'
LeafTaskStatementPart
'END' 'TASK' LabelOpt ';'

ParenthesizedExpressionOpt
ParenthesizedExpressionOptl
ParenthesizedExpressionOpt2

> .

<

'(' Expression ')' .

LeafTaskStatementPart SequentialStatements .

/******************************************************************************
** 5 Declarative Items and Elements **
******************************************************************************/

/******************************************************************************
** 5.1 Type Declarations **
******************************************************************************/

TypeDeclaration
TypeDeclarationl
TypeDeclaration2

> .

TypeDefinition
TypeDefinitionl
TypeDefinition2
TypeDefinition3
TypeDefinition4
TypeDefinition5
TypeDefinition6
TypeDefinition7

> •

<
'TYPE' Identifier ';'
'TYPE' Identifier 'IS' TypeDefinition

<
EnumerationTypeDefinition
PhysicalTypeDefinition •
UnconstrainedArrayDefinition
ConstrainedArrayDefinition
RecordTypeDefinition
AccessTypeDefinition
RangeConstraint .

,. ,.

EnumerationTypeDefinition '(' EnumerationLiteralList ')' .

EnumerationLiteralList
EnumerationLiteralListl
EnumerationLiteralList2

> .

<
EnumerationLiteral
EnumerationLiteralList
EnumerationLiteral .

, ,.
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PhysicalTypeDefinition RangeConstraint
'UNITS'
BaseUnitDeclaration
SecondaryUnitDeclarations
'END' 'UNITS'

BaseUnitDeclaration = Identifier

SecondaryUnitDeclarations
SecondaryUnitDeclarationsl
SecondaryUnitDeclarations2

> .

,. ,,

<

SecondaryUnitDeclarations
SecondaryUnitDeclaration

SecondaryUnitDeclaration = Identifier '=' PhysicalLiteral ';' .

UnconstrainedArrayDefinition 'ARRAY' '(' IndexSubtypeDefinitionList ')'
'OF' SubtypeIndication .

IndexSubtypeDefinitionList
IndexSubtypeDefinitionListl
IndexSubtypeDefinitionList2

> .

<
IndexSubtypeDefinition
IndexSubtypeDefinitionList
IndexSubtypeDefinition .

, ,.

IndexSubtypeDefinition = Mark 'RANGE' ,<>, .

ConstrainedArrayDefinition = 'ARRAY' IndexConstraint 'OF' SubtypeIndication .

RecordTypeDefinition = 'RECORD'
ElementDeclarations
'END' 'RECORD' •

ElementDeclarations
ElementDeclarationsl
ElementDeclarations2

> .

<
ElementDeclaration
ElementDeclarations ElementDeclaration

ElementDeclaration IdentifierList ':' SubtypeIndication ,. ,.
AccessTypeDefinition = 'ACCESS' SubtypeIndication .

1******************************************************************************
** 5.2 Subtype Declarations and Constraints **
******************************************************************************1

SubtypeDeclaration = 'SUBTYPE' Identifier 'IS' Subtype Indication ,. ,.
1* CHANGED
SubtypeIndication

SubtypeIndicationl
SubtypeIndication2
SubtypeIndication3

> .
*1
SubtypeIndication

SubtypeIndicationl
SubtypeIndication2
SubtypeIndication3

> .

<
Mark
Mark RangeConstraint
Mark IndexConstraint

<
Mark
Mark RangeConstraint
Mark ,(, GeneralAssociationList ')' .

RangeConstraint = 'RANGE' RangeSpecification

RangeSpecification
RangeSpecificationl
RangeSpecification2

> .

<
AttributeName
LeftBound:Expression Direction RightBound:Expression .

Direction <



> .

Direction1
Direction2

'TO' .
'DOWNTO'
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IndexConstraint = '(' DiscreteRangeList ')' .

DiscreteRangeList
DiscreteRangeList1
DiscreteRangeList2

> .

<
DiscreteRange
DiscreteRangeList , ,. DiscreteRange .

DiscreteRange
DiscreteRange1
DiscreteRange2

> .

<
SubtypeIndication
RangeSpecification .

/. ADDED ./
RestrictedDiscreteRange

RestrictedDiscreteRange1
RestrictedDiscreteRange2

> .

<
Mark RangeConstraint .
LeftBound:Expression Direction
RightBound:Expression .

/ .
•• 5.3 Object Declarations ••............................................................................../

ConstantDeclaration = 'CONSTANT' IdentifierList ':'
SubtypeIndication InitialExpressionOpt ,. ,·

VariableDeclaration

Me_dataDeclaration

Com_dataDeclaration

'VARIABLE' IdentifierList ':'
SubtypeIndication InitialExpressionOpt

'ME_DATA' IdentifierList ':'
SubtypeIndication InitialExpressionOpt

'COM_DATA' IdentifierList ':'
SubtypeIndication InitialExpressionOpt

). ,·
,. ,.
,. ,·

EventDeclaration = 'EVENT' IdentifierList ';' .

ActionDeclaration = 'ACTION' IdentifierList ,. ,.
ChannelDeclaration

ChannelDeclaration1
ChannelDeclaration2

> .

<
'CHANNEL' IdentifierList
'CHANNEL' IdentifierList

,. ,.
,., Mark ,. ,,

Channel_dataDeclaration

InitialExpressionOpt
InitialExpressionOpt1
InitialExpressionOpt2

> .

'CHANNEL_DATA' IdentifierList

<

':=' Expression.

,. ,.

/ .
•• 5.4 Interface Element Declarations ••............................................................................../

InterfaceConstantDeclaration = 'CONSTANT' IdentifierList ':' InOpt
SubtypeIndication InitialExpressionOpt

InterfaceVariableDeclaration 'VARIABLE' IdentifierList ':' ModeOpt
Subtype Indication InitialExpressionOpt

InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration 'ME_DATA' IdentifierList ':'
Subtypelndication InitialExpressionOpt
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InterfaceEventDeclaration = 'EVENT' IdentifierList •

InterfaceActionDeclaration = 'ACTION' IdentifierList

InterfaceChannelDeclaration
InterfaceChannelDeclarationl
InterfaceChannelDeclaration2

> .

<
'CHANNEL' ChannelList
'CHANNEL' ChannelList ,., Mark.

ChannelList
ChannelListl
ChannelList2

> .

<
Channel
ChannelList ',' Channel.

1* CHANGED
Channel = <

Channell
Channel2

> .
*1
Channel = <

Channel1
Channel2

> .

Identifier '(' ')' •
Identifier '(' SubchannelList ')' .

Mark '(' ')' .
Mark '(' SubchannelList ')' .

SubchannelList
SubchannelListl
SubchannelList2

> .

<
Subchannel
SubchannelList , ,, Subchannel .

Subchannel

ModeOpt
ModeOptl
ModeOpt2
ModeOpt3
ModeOpt4

> .

Source:ldentifier ,->' Destination:ldentifier .

<

'IN'
'OUT' .
'INOUT'

InOpt <
InOptl
InOpt2 'IN'

> .

1******************************************************************************
** 5.5 Protocol Declarat ions **
******************************************************************************1

ProtocolDeclaration = 'PROTOCOL' Identifier 'IS'
ProtocolDeclarativePart
'BEGIN'
ProtocolBody
'END' 'PROTOCOL' SimpleNameOpt ,. ,.

ProtocolDeclarativePart
ProtocolDeclarativePartl
ProtocolDeclarativePart2

> •

ProtocolDeclarativeltem
ProtocolDeclarativelteml
ProtocolDeclarativeltem2
ProtocolDeclarativeltem3
ProtocolDeclarativeltem4
ProtocolDeclarativeltem5
ProtocolDeclarativeltem6
ProtocolDeclarativeltem7
ProtocolDeclarativeltem8
ProtocolDeclarativeltem9

<

ProtocolDeclarativePart
ProtocolDeclarativeltem

<
SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramBody .
TypeDeclaration .
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration •
UseClause .
Me_dataDeclaration .
EventDeclaration .
Channel_dataDeclaration
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> .

ProtocolBody SenderPart
ReceiverPart
ArbiterPartOpt

SenderPart 'SENDER' 'IS'
ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart
'BEGIN'
ProtocolUnitStatementPart
'END' 'SENDER' .

ReceiverPart 'RECEIVER' 'IS'
ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart
'BEGIN'
ProtocolUnitStatementPart
'END' 'RECEIVER'

Arbi terPartOpt
ArbiterPartOpt1
ArbiterPartOpt2

> .

<

'ARBITER' 'IS'
'BEGIN'
ArbiterStatementPart
'END' 'ARBITER' .

ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart
ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart1
ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart2

> .

ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem1
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem2
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem3
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem4
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem5 ~

ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem6
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem7

> .

<

ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem

<
SUbprogramDeclaration
SUbprogramBody .
TypeDeclaration .
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration
VariableDeclaration
UseClause .

ProtocolUnitStatementPart = SequentialTasks

ArbiterStatementPart ~ ConcurrentTask .

1******************************************************************************
** 5.6 Miscellaneous **
******************************************************************************1

ComponentDeclaration = 'COMPONENT' Identifier
PortClauseOpt
'END' 'COMPONENT' ';'

1******************************************************************************
** 6 Interrupt Specifications **
******************************************************************************1

InterruptSpecificationPart
InterruptSpecificationPart1
InterruptSpecificationPart2

> .

InterruptSpecificationItem
InterruptSpecificationItem1
InterruptSpecificationItem2

> .

<

InterruptSpecificationPart
InterruptSpecificationItem

<
TaskInterruptSpecification
InterruptTask .
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1******************************************************************************
** 6.1 Task Interrupt Specifications **
******************************************************************************1

TaskInterruptSpecification = SimpleName InterruptKind
ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList ,. ,.

InterruptKind
InterruptKind1
InterruptKind2
InterruptKind3
InterruptKind4

> .

<
'NPI'
'FPI'
'NSI'
'FSI'

ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList
ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList1
ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList2

> •

<
ActivatorInterruptTaskPair
ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList
ActivatorInterruptTaskPair .

ActivatorInterruptTaskPair '(' Activator SimpleName ')' .

Activator
Activator1
Activator2

> .

<
Mark
'TIMEOUT'

1******************************************************************************
** 6.2 Interrupt Tasks **
******************************************************************************1

InterruptTask = Label ':' 'INTERRUPTTASK'
InterruptTaskDeclarativePart
InterruptSpecificationPart
'BEGIN'
InterruptTaskStatementPart
'END' 'INTERRUPTTASK' LabelOpt ,. ,,

InterruptTaskDeclarativePart
InterruptTaskDeclarativePart1
InterruptTaskDeclarativePart2

> .

InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem1
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem2
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem3
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem4
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem5
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem6
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem7
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem8

> •

<

InterruptTaskDeclarativePart
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem

<
SubprogramDeclaration
SubprogramBody .
TypeDeclaration •
SubtypeDeclaration
ConstantDeclaration
VariableDeclaration
UseClause .
ProtocolDeclaration

InterruptTaskStatementPart SequentialTasks .

1******************************************************************************
** 7 Sequential Statements **
******************************************************************************1

SequentialStatements
SequentialStatements1
SequentialStatements2

> .

<

SequentialStatements SequentialStatement .



SequentialStatement
SequentialStatement1
SequentialStatement2

> .

<
StandardSequentialStatement
TLSequentialStatement .
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1******************************************************************************
** 7.1 Standard Sequential Statements **
******************************************************************************1

StandardSequentialStatements
StandardSequentialStatements1
StandardSequentialStatements2

> .

StandardSequentialStatement
StandardSequentialStatement1
StandardSequentialStatement2
StandardSequentialStatement3
StandardSequentialStatement4
StandardSequentialStatement5
StandardSequentialStatement6
StandardSequentialStatement7
StandardSequentialStatement8
StandardSequentialStatement9

> .

<

StandardSequentialStatements
StandardSequentialStatement .

<
VariableAssignmentStatement
CommunicationAssignmentStatement
ProcedureCallStatement
lfStatement .
CaseStatement
LoopStatement
Exi tStatement
ReturnStatement
NullStatement .

VariableAssignmentStatement = Name ':=' Expression ';' .

CommunicationAssignmentStatement Name '<=' Expression ,. ,.
1* CHANGED
ProcedureCallStatement

ProcedureCallStatement1
ProcedureCallStatement2

> .
*1
ProcedureCallStatement = Name

<
Mark ';'
Mark '(' StandardAssociationList ')'

,. ,.
,. ,,

IfStatement = 'IF' Expression 'THEN'
SequentialTasks
StandardEls ifParts
StandardElsePartDpt
'END' 'IF' ';'

StandardElsifParts
StandardElsifParts1
StandardElsifParts2

> .

<

StandardElsifParts St andardEls ifPart

StandardElsifPart = 'ELSIF' Expression 'THEN' SequentialTasks

StandardElsePartDpt
StandardElsePartDpt1
StandardElsePartDpt2

> .

<

'ELSE' SequentialTasks •

CaseStatement 'CASE' Expression 'IS'
CaseStatementAlternatives
'END' 'CASE' ';'

CaseStatementAlternatives
CaseStatementAlternatives1
CaseStatementAlternatives2

> .

<
CaseStatementAlternative
CaseStatementAlternatives
CaseStatementAlternative .

CaseStatementAlternative 'WHEN' Choices '=>' SequentialTasks.
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LoopStatement LabelColonOpt IterationSchemeOpt 'LOOP'
SequentialTasks
'END' 'LOOP' LabelOpt ';'

<

ExitStatement = 'EXIT' LabelOpt

'WHILE' Expression.
'FOR' Identifier 'IN' DiscreteRange

IterationSchemeOpt
IterationSchemeOpt1
IterationSchemeOpt2
IterationSchemeOpt3

> .

WhenExpressionOpt ,. ,,

WhenExpressionOpt
WhenExpressionOpt1
WhenExpressionOpt2

<

'WHEN' Expression.
> .

ReturnStatement
ReturnStatement1
ReturnStatement2

> .

<
'RETURN' ';'
'RETURN' Expression ,. ,,

NullStatement 'NULL' ,. ,,

/******************************************************************************
** 7.2 TL Sequential Statements **
******************************************************************************/

= <
SendStatement
ReceiveStatement
StartStatement .
AcceptStatement .
ChooseStatement .
StoreStatement .
Wait_exclusionStatement
Release_exclusionStatement
Signal_eventStatement •
Wait_eventStatement .
Request_outStatement .
Request_inStatement •
Ready_inStatement .
Ready_outStatement •
CommunicationlfStatement
CommunicationLoopStatement
QuitTaskStatement .

TLSequentialStatement
TLSequentialStatement1
TLSequentialStatement2
TLSequentialStatement3
TLSequentialStatement4
TLSequentialStatement5
TLSequentialStatement6
TLSequentialStatement7
TLSequentialStatement8
TLSequentialStatement9
TLSequentialStatement10
TLSequentialStatement11
TLSequentialStatement12
TLSequentialStatement13
TLSequentialStatement14
TLSequentialStatement15
TLSequentialStatement16
TLSequentialStatement17

> .

/******************************************************************************
** 7.2.1 Message Statements . **
******************************************************************************/

SendStatement = 'SEND' SimpleName 'TO' SimpleNameList
OnChannelOpt TimeoutConditionOpt ';' .

ReceiveStatement = 'RECEIVE' Message:SimpleName 'FROM' Task:SimpleName
OnChannelOpt TimeoutConditionOpt ';'

TimeoutConditionOpt <
TimeoutConditionOpt1
TimeoutConditionOpt2 = 'TIMEOUT' '(' TimeoutCondition ')' .

> .

TimeoutCondition = <
TimeoutCondition1 = Expression
TimeoutCondition2 First:Expression , ,, Second:Expression .

> .

OnChannelOpt <
OnChannelOpt1



> .
OnChannelOpt2 'ON' Mark.
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1******************************************************************************
** 7.2.2 Shared Processing Statements **
******************************************************************************1

StartStatement = 'START' First:SimpleName 'WITH' ActualOperands
'FOR' Second:SimpleName OnChannelOpt TimeoutConditionOpt ,. ,.

AcceptStatement 'ACCEPT' ActualResults 'FROM' SimpleName
OnChannelOpt TimeoutConditionOpt ';'

StoreStatement

ChooseStatement 'CHOOSE' FormalOperands
OnChannelOpt TimeoutConditionOpt

'STORE' FormalResults
OnChannelOpt TimeoutConditionOpt

ActualOperands = SimpleNameList .

ActualResults = SimpleNameList .

FormalOperands = SimpleNameList .

FormalResults = SimpleNameList .

,. ,.
,. ,,

1******************************************************************************
** 7.2.3 Mutual Exclusion Statements **
******************************************************************************1

Wait_exclusionStatement = 'WAIT_EXCLUSION' Mark
OnChannelOpt TimeoutConditionOpt ,. ,,

Release_exclusionStatement = 'RELEASE' Mark
OnChannelOpt TimeoutConditionOpt ,. ,.

1******************************************************************************
** 7.2.4 Wait-and-Signal Synchronization Statements **
******************************************************************************1

Signal_eventStatement = 'SIGNAL_EVENT' MarkList
TimeoutConditionOpt ';'

Wait_eventStatement 'WAIT_EVENT' Expression
TimeoutConditionOpt ';'

1******************************************************************************
** 7.2.5 Request-and-Acknowledge Synchronization Statements **
******************************************************************************1

Request_outStatement = 'REQUEST_OUT' Mark
TimeoutConditionOpt ,. ,.

Request_inStatement 'REQUEST_IN' Mark
TimeoutConditionOpt ,. ,,

Ready_inStatement

Ready_outStatement

'READY_IN' Mark
TimeoutConditionOpt

'READY_OUT' Mark
TimeoutConditionOpt

,. ,,

,. ,.
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/ .
•• 7.2.6 Miscellaneous ••............................................................................../

CommunicationliStatement = 'COMIF' SynchronizationCondition 'THEN'
SequentialTasks
TLElsiiParts
TLElsePartOpt
'END' 'COMIF' ';'

TLElsiiParts
TLElsiiPartsl
TLElsiiParts2

<

TLElsiiParts TLElsiiPart .
> .

TLElsiiPart = 'ELSIF' SynchronizationCondition 'THEN' SequentialTasks .

TLElsePartOpt
TLElsePartOptl
TLElsePartOpt2

<

'ELSE' SequentialTasks .
> .

CommunicationLoopStatement LabelColonOpt 'COMWHILE'
SynchronizationCondition 'LOOP'
SequentialTasks
'END' 'LOOP' LabelOpt ';' .

QuitTaskStatement 'QUITTASK' LabelOpt
WhenSynchronizationConditionOpt ToTaskOpt ,. ,,

WhenSynchronizationConditionOpt
WhenSynchronizationConditionOptl
WhenSynchronizationConditionOpt2

<

'WHEN' SynchronizationCondition .
> .

ToTaskOpt <
ToTaskOptl
ToTaskOpt2 = 'TO' SimpleName .

> .

/ .
•• 8 Association Lists ••............................................................................../

<
StandardAssociationElement
StandardAssociationList '.'
StandardAssociationElement .

> .

/. DELETED ./
/ .
•• 8.1 Standard Association Lists ••............................................................................../
/.
StandardAssociationList

StandardAssociationListl
StandardAssociationList2

StandardAssociationElement
StandardAssociationElementl
StandardAssociationElement2

> .

<
StandardActualPart
StandardFormalPart '=>' StandardActualPart .

StandardFormalPart = <
StandardFormalPartl
StandardFormalPart2

> .

Name •
Channel

StandardActualPart
StandardActualPartl
StandardActualPart2
StandardActualPart3

<
Expression
Name.
Channel .
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> •./

/ .
•• 8.2 Element Association Lists ••.............................................................................. /

/. CHANGED
ElementAssociationList

ElementAssociationList1
ElementAssociationList2

> ../
ElementAssociationList

ElementAssociationList1

ElementAssociationList2
> .

<
ElementAssociation
ElementAssociationList '.' ElementAssociation .

<
First:ElementAssociation '.'
Second:ElementAssociation .
ElementAssociationList '.' ElementAssociation

ElementAssociation
ElementAssociation1
ElementAssociation2

> .

<
Expression
Choices '=>' Expression.

Choices
Choices1
Choices2

> .

/. CHANGED
Choice

Choice1
Choice2
Choice3
Choice4

<
Choice
Choices 'I' Choice.

<
Expression
DiscreteRange
SimpleName
'OTHERS' .

> ../
Choice

Choice1
Choice2
Choice3

> •

<
= Expression

RestrictedDiscreteRange
'OTHERS' .

/. ADDED ./
/ .
•• 8.E General Association Lists ••............................................................................../

GeneralAssociationList
GeneralAssociationList1
GeneralAssociationList2

> .

<
GeneralAssociationElement
GeneralAssociationList '.'
GeneralAssociationElement .

GeneralAssociationElement
GeneralAssociationElement1
GeneralAssociationElement2
GeneralAssociationElement3

> .

<
GeneralActualPart
GeneralFormalPart '=>' GeneralActualPart
RestrictedDiscreteRange .

GeneralFormalPart = <
GeneralFormalPart1
GeneralFormalPart2

> •

GeneralActualPart = <
GeneralActualPart1
GeneralActualPart2

Name.
Channel

Expression
Channel .
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> .

/******************************************************************************
** 9 Names **
******************************************************************************/

Name
Name1
Name2

> .

<
Mark
CompoundName

Label = Identifier

LabelOpt
LabelOpt1
LabelOpt2

> .

<

Label

LabelColonOpt
LabelColonOpt 1
LabelColonOpt2

> .

<

Label': '

/******************************************************************************
** 9.1 Marks **
******************************************************************************/

Mark
Mark1
Mark2

> .

SimpleName

<
SimpleName
SelectedName

Identifier.

/* CHANGED
SelectedName
*/
SelectedName

/* DELETED
Prefix

Prefix1
Prefix2

> .
*/

Suffix
Suffix1
Suffix2
Suffix3

> .

Prefix '.' Suffix

Name ' , Suffix .

<
Name
FunctionCall

<
SimpleName
CharacterLiteral
'ALL' •

MarkList
MarkList1
MarkList2

> .

<
Mark
MarkList , ,, Mark .

SimpleNameOpt
SimpleNameOpt1
SimpleNameOpt2

> .

<

SimpleName

SimpleNameList IdentifierList

SelectedNameList
SelectedNameList1
SelectedNameList2

<
SelectedName
SelectedNameList ',' SelectedName •
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> •

1***************************************************** *************************
** 9.2 Indexed and Attribute Names **
******************************************************************************1

Prefix '(' ExpressionList ')' .

CompoundName
CompoundName1
CompoundName2

> .

1* CHANGED
IndexedName
*1
IndexedName

IndexedName1
IndexedName2

> .

<
AttributeName
IndexedName .

<
Mark '(' GeneralAssociationList ')' .
CompoundName '(' GeneralAssociationList ')' .

1* DELETED
ExpressionList

ExpressionList1
ExpressionList2

<
Expression
ExpressionList , ,. Expression .

<
Mark II '" SimpleName .
CompoundName 11'11 SimpleName

> .
*1

1* CHANGED
AttributeName

AttributeName1
AttributeName2

> .
*1
AttributeName

AttributeName1
AttributeName2 =

> .

<
Prefix
Prefix

II )11

lI)fI

SimpleName
SimpleName '(' Expression ')' .

1******************************************************************************
** 10 Expressions **
******************************************************************************1

1******************************************************************************
** 10.1 Standard Expressions **
******************************************************************************1

Expression
Expression1
Expression2
Expression3
Expression4
ExpressionS
Expression6

> .

AndRelation
AndRelation1
AndRelation2

> .

OrRelation
OrRelation1
OrRelation2

> •

XorRelation
XorRelation1
XorRelation2

> .

<
AndRelation
OrRelation .
XorRelation .
Left:Relation 'NAND' Right:Relation
Left:Relation 'NOR' Right:Relation .
Relation .

<
Left:Relation 'AND' Right:Relation
AndRelation 'AND' Relation.

<
Left:Relation 'OR' Right:Relation
OrRelation 'OR' Relation.

<
Left:Relation 'XOR' Right:Relation
XorRelation 'XOR' Relation .
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Relation
Relation1
Relation2
Relation3

> .

<
Relation BinaryOperator Primary .
UnaryOperator Primary .
Primary.

BinaryOperator
BinaryOperator1
BinaryOperator2
BinaryOperator3
BinaryOperator4
BinaryOperator5
BinaryOperator6
BinaryOperator7
BinaryOperator8
BinaryOperator9
BinaryOperator10
BinaryOperator11
BinaryOperator12
BinaryOperator13
BinaryOperator14

> .

<
'='
'/=' .
,<, .
,>, .
'<=' .
'>=' .
'+'
'-'
'l''. ',/ '
'MOD'
'REM'
)*.) ~

UnaryOperator
UnaryOperator1
UnaryOperator2
UnaryOperator3
UnaryOperator4

> .

= <
'+' PREC SIGNOP
'-' PREC SIGNOP
'ABS'
'NOT' .

/ .
•• 10.2 Operands ••.............................................................................. /

/. CHANGED
Primary

Primary1
Primary2
Primary3
Primary4
Primary5
Primary6

> •./
Primary

Primary1
Primary2
Primary3
Primary4
Primary5

> •

<
Name
Literal
Aggregate
FunctionCall
Allocator .
'(' Expression

= <
Name
Literal
Aggregate
Allocator
'(' Expression

,)' .

,)' .

<
'(' Choices '=>' Expression ')' .
'(' ElementAssociationList ')' .

/. CHANGED
Aggregate = '(' ElementAssociationList ')' ../
Aggregate

Aggregate1
Aggregate2

> .

/. DELETED
FunctionCall

FunctionCall1
FunctionCall2

> ../
/. CHANGED
Allocator <

<
Mark
Mark '(' StandardAssociationList ')' .



Allocator1
Allocator2
Allocator3

> .
*1
Allocator

Allocator1
Allocator2
Allocator3

> .

'NEW' Mark.
'NEW' Mark IndexConstraint
'NEW' QualifiedExpression .

<
'NEW' Mark.
'NEW' Mark '(' GeneralAssociationList ')' .
'NEW' QualifiedExpression .
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QualifiedExpression
QualifiedExpression1
QualifiedExpression2

> •

<
Mark
Mark

11)11

"'"
'(' Expression ')' .
Aggregate .

1* ADDED *1
1******************************************************************************
** 10.E Restricted Expressions **
******************************************************************************1

RestrictedExpression
RestrictedExpression1
RestrictedExpression2
RestrictedExpression3
RestrictedExpression4

RestrictedExpression5

RestrictedExpression6
RestrictedExpression7

> .

RestrictedAndRelation
RestrictedAndRelation1

RestrictedAndRelation2

> .

RestrictedOrRelation
RestrictedOrRelation1

RestrictedOrRelation2

> .

RestrictedXorRelation
RestrictedXorRelation1

RestrictedXorRelation2

> .

<
RestrictedAndRelation
RestrictedOrRelation .
RestrictedXorRelation .
Left:RestrictedPrimary 'NAND'
Right:RestrictedPrimary .
Left:RestrictedPrimary 'NOR'
Right:RestrictedPrimary
RestrictedPrimary
CompoundName .

<
Left:RestrictedPrimary 'AND'

Right:RestrictedPrimary .
RestrictedAndRelation 'AND'

RestrictedPrimary .

<
Left:RestrictedPrimary 'OR'

Right:RestrictedPrimary
RestrictedOrRelation 'OR'

RestrictedPrimary .

<
Left:RestrictedPrimary 'XOR'

Right:RestrictedPrimary .
RestrictedXorRelation 'XOR'

RestrictedPrimary .

RestrictedPrimary
RestrictedPrimary1
RestrictedPrimary2
RestrictedPrimary3

> .

<
Mark
'NOT' Mark.
'(' RestrictedExpression ')' .

1******************************************************************************
** 10.3 Conditions **
******************************************************************************1

1* CHANGED
SynchronizationCondition

SynchronizationCondition1
SynchronizationCondition2

<
Expression
Mark '.' MarkList
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SynchronizationCondition3
SynchronizationCondition4
SynchronizationConditionS

> .
*/
SynchronizationCondition

SynchronizationCondition1
SynchronizationCondition2
SynchronizationCondition3
SynchronizationCondition4
SynchronizationConditionS

> .

/* CHANGED
TaskAlternativeCondition

TaskAlternativeCondition1
TaskAlternativeCondition2
TaskAlternativeCondition3

> .
*/
TaskAlternativeCondition

TaskAlternativeCondition1
TaskAlternativeCondition2
TaskAlternativeCondition3

> .

'NOT' Mark ',' MarkList .
ActionExpression .
'NOT' ActionExpression .

<
RestrictedExpression
Mark ',' MarkList .
'NOT' Mark',' MarkList
ActionExpression .
'NOT' ActionExpression .

<
Expression
'NOT'Mark ',' MarkList
ActionExpression .

<
RestrictedExpression
'NOT' Mark',' MarkList
ActionExpression

ActionExpression

ActionState
ActionState1
ActionState2
ActionState3
ActionState4

> .

Mark '=' ActionState .

<
'NOTBUSY'
'REQUEST'
'CALCULATE'
'READY' .

/******************************************************************************
** 11 Identifiers and Literals **
******************************************************************************/

Ident if ierList
IdentifierList1
IdentifierList2

> .

<
Identifier
IdentifierList ',' Identifier.

/* CHANGED
Literal

Literal1
Literal2
Li teral3
Litera14
LiteralS
Literal6

> .
*/
Literal

Literal1
Literal2
Literal3
Litera14
LiteralS
Literal6

> .

<
AbstractLiteral
EnumerationLiteral
PhysicalLiteral •
StringLiteral .
BitstringLiteral
'NULL' .

<
AbstractLiteral
CharacterLiteral
PhysicalLiteral2
StringLiteral •
BitstringLiteral
'NULL' .

AbstractLiteral
AbstractLiteral1
AbstractLiteral2

> .

<
DecimalLiteral
BasedLiteral .

EnumerationLiteral
EnumerationLiteral1

<
Identifier



EnumerationLiteral2
> .

PhysicalLiteral
PhysicalLiteral1
PhysicalLiteral2

> .

CharacterLiteral .

<
Identifier
AbstractLiteral Identifier •
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/******************************************************************************
** 12 Terminals **
******************************************************************************/

Identifier: [Ref:tIdent]
{ Ref := NoIdent; } .

DecimalLiteral : [Ref:tStringRef] [Type:tLiteral]
{ Ref :='\0';

Type := integertype; } .

BasedLiteral : [Ref:tStringRef] [Type:tLiteral]
{ Ref := '\0';

Type := integertype; } .

CharacterLiteral : [Ref:char]
{ Ref := '\0'; } .

StringLiteral : [Ref:tStringRef]
{ Ref := '\0'; } .

BitstringLiteral : [Ref:tStringRef]
{ Ref := '\0'; } .
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1******************************************************************************
** TLFRONT.ABS Olaf Pigmans **
*******************************************************************************
**
** Last revision: 23-05-93
**
******************************************************************************1

1******************************************************************************
** **
** ABSTRACT GRAMMAR **
** **
******************************************************************************1

TREE

#include "Scanner.h"

EXPORT
{

}

1* Included in Tree.h *1

1******************************************************************************
** Module sysdef: System Definition **
******************************************************************************1

MODULE sysdef

RULE

DesignFile
NoDesignUnit
DesignUnit

> •

<

Next:DesignFile REV DeclarativePart LibraryUnit .

LibraryUnit
Ent ityDeclarat ion
ArchitectureBody
PackageDeclaration
PackageBody

> .

END sysdef

[Ref:tIdent] [EnclRef:tIdent] DeclarativePart <

Mark InterruptSpecificationPart ConcurrentTasks

1******************************************************************************
** Module tasks: Tasks **
******************************************************************************1

MODULE tasks

99
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RULE

ConcurrentTasks
NoConcurrentTask
ConcurrentTask

ProcessStatement

ConcurrentProcedureCall
ComponentInstantiationStatement
GenerateStatement

> •
> .

<

Next:ConcurrentTasks REV
[Ref: tIdent] <
[EndRef:tIdent] DeclarativePart
SequentialTasks .
ProcedureCallStatement .
Mark GeneralAssociationList
[EndRef:tIdent] Scheme
ConcurrentTasks .

SequentialTasks
NoSequentialTask
SequentialTask

ParallelTask

LeafTask

> •
> .

ParallelTaskAlternatives
NoParallelTaskAlternative
ParallelTaskAlternative

> .

END tasks

<

Next:SequentialTasks REV <
[Ref:tIdent] [EndRef:tIdent]
DeclarativePart
InterruptSpecificationPart
ParallelTaskAlternatives [Kind]
[Ref:tIdent] [EndRef:tIdent]
Expression SequentialStatements

<

Next:ParallelTaskAlternatives REV
Condition SequentialTasks .

1******************************************************************************
** Module decs: Declarative Items and Elements **
******************************************************************************1

MODULE decs

RULE

DeclarativePart
NoDeclarativeItem
DeclarativeItem

ProcedureSpecification
FunctionSpecification
ProcedureBody

FunctionBody

TypeDeclaration
SubtypeDeclaration
ObjectDeclaration

InterfaceChannelDeclaration
ProtocolDeclaration

ComponentDeclaration
Context Item

> .
> •

<

Next:DeclarativePart REV <
[Ref:tIdent] DeclarativePart
[Ref:tIdent] DeclarativePart Mark
[Ref:tIdent] DeclarativePart
ProcedureSpecification
InterruptSpecificationPart
SequentialTasks .
[Ref:tIdent] DeclarativePart
FunctionSpecification
SequentialStatements .
[Ref:tIdent] TypeDefinition
[Ref:tIdent] Subtype Indication
NameList Subtype Indication
Expression [Mode] [Class] .
ChannelList Mark .
[Ref:tIdent] [EndRef:tIdent]
DeclarativePart ProtocolBody
[Ref:tIdent] DeclarativePart

= NameList [Kind] .

TypeDefinition
EnumerationTypeDefinition

<
EnumerationLiteralList
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PhysicalTypeDefinition

UnconstrainedArrayDefinition
ConstrainedArrayDefinition
RecordTypeDefinition
AccessTypeDefinition
RangeConstraint
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RangeConstraint [BaseUnitRef:tIdent]
SecondaryUnitDeclarations .
NameList SubtypeIndication .
GeneralAssociationList SubtypeIndication
ElementDeclarations .
SubtypeIndication .
RangeSpecification

EnumerationLiteralList
NoEnumerationLiteral
EnumerationLiteral

EnumerationIdentifier
EnumerationCharacterLiteral

> .
> .

<

Next:EnumerationLiteralList REV <
[Ref: t Ident]
[Ref: char] .

SecondaryUnitDeclarations
NoSecondaryUnitDeclaration
SecondaryUnitDeclaration

> .

<

Next:SecondaryUnitDeclarations REV
[IdentifierRef:tIdent]
[AbstractRef:tStringRef] [AbstractLiteral:tLiteral]
[PhysicalRef:tIdent] .

ElementDeclarations
NoElementDeclaration
ElementDeclaration

> .

<

Next:ElementDeclarations REV
NameList SubtypeIndication .

DiscreteRange
SubtypeIndication

PlainSubtypeIndication
RangeSubtypeIndication
IndexSubtypeIndication

> .
RangeSpecification

ImplicitRangeSpecification =
ExplicitRangeSpecification =

> .
> .

<
Mark <

RangeConstraint
GeneralAssociationList

<
AttributeName
LeftBound:Expression
RightBound:Expression [Direction] .

ChannelList
NoChannel
Channel

> .

ProtocolBody

END decs

<

Next:ChannelList REV Mark NameList .

SenderDecs:DeclarativePart SenderTasks:SequentialTasks
ReceiverDecs:DeclarativePart ReceiverTasks:SequentialTasks
ConcurrentTask .

1******************************************************************************
** Module intspecs: Interrupt Specifications **
******************************************************************************1

MODULE intspecs

RULE

InterruptSpecificationPart
NoInterruptSpecificationItem
InterruptSpecificationItem

TaskInterruptSpecification
InterruptTask

<

Next:InterruptSpecificationPart REV <
[Ref:tIdent] NameList [Kind] .
[Ref:tIdent] [EndRef:tIdent]
DeclarativePart InterruptSpecificationPart
SequentialTasks •
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> 0

> .

END intspecs

/******************************************************************************
** Module seqstats: Sequential Statements **
******************************************************************************/

MODULE seqstats

RULE

SequentialStatements
NoSequentialStatement
SequentialStatement

AssignmentStatement
ProcedureCallStatement
IfStatement
CaseStatement
LoopStatement

ExitStatement
ReturnStatement
Null St atement
TLStatement

Wait_eventStatement
ComifStatement
ComloopStatement

QuitTaskStatement
> .

> 0

IfStatementAlternatives
NolfStatementAlternative
IfStatementAlternative

> .

CaseStatementAlternatives
NoCaseStatementAlternative
CaseStatementAlternative

> .

<

Next:SequentialStatements REV <
Name Expression [Kind] .
Name •
IfStatementAlternatives .
Expression CaseStatementAlternatives
[Ref:tldent] [EndRef:tldent] Scheme
SequentialTasks .
[Ref:tldent] Expression.
Expression .

[Ref:tldent] NameList Mark
TimeoutCondition [Kind] .
Expression TimeoutCondition
ComifStatementAlternatives.
[Ref:tldent] [EndRef:tldent]
Condition SequentialTasks •
[Ref:tldent] [TaskRef:tldent] Condition.

<

Next:lfStatementAlternatives REV
Expression SequentialTasks •

<

Next:CaseStatementAlternatives REV
Choices SequentialTasks •

Scheme
WhileOrIfScheme
ForScheme

> .

<
Expression [Kind] •
[Ref: tIdent] DiscreteRange "

TimeoutCondition = First:Expression Second:Expression .

ComifStatementAlternatives
NoComifStatementAlternative =
ComifStatementAlternative

> .

END seqstats

<

Next:ComifStatementAlternatives REV
Condition SequentialTasks •

/******************************************************************************
** Module asslists: Association Lists **
******************************************************************************/

MODULE asslists
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RULE

ElementAssociationList
NoElementAssociation
ElementAssociation

> .

Choices
NoChoice
Choice

ChoiceExpression
ChoiceRange

> .
> .

<

Next:ElementAssociationList REV Choices Expression.

<

Next:Choices REV <
Expression .
DiscreteRange .

GeneralAssociationList
NoGeneralAssociationElement
GeneralAssociationElement

Association

GeneralDiscreteRange
> .

> .

<

Next:GeneralAssociationList REV <
Formal:AssociationPart
Actual:AssociationPart
DiscreteRange .

AssociationPart
AssociationName
AssociationExpression
AssociationChannelName

> •

END asslists

<
Name
Expression
Channel .

/******************************************************************************
** Module names: Names **
******************************************************************************/

MODULE names

RULE

NameList
NoName
Name

Mark
Identifier
SelectedName

> .
IndexedName
AttributeName

> •
> .

Suffix
SuffixSimpleName
SuffixCharacterLiteral

> .

END names

<

Next:NameList REV <
<
[Ref:tIdent] .
Name Suffix •

Name GeneralAssociationList
Name [Ref:tIdent] •

<
[Ref: tIdent]
[Ref :char] .

/******************************************************************************
** Module exprs: Expressions **
******************************************************************************/

MODULE exprs

RULE

Expression <
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BinaryExpression
UnaryExpression
Primary

PrimaryName
PrimaryExpression
AbstractLiteral
CharacterLiteral
PhysicalLiteral
StringLiteral
BitstringLiteral
Null
Aggregate
PlainAllocator
ConstrainedAllocator ~

QualifiedExpression
QualifiedAggregate

> •
> •

Left:Expression Right:Expression
Expression [Operator] .
<
Name .
Expression
[Ref:tStringRef] [Type:tLiteral]
[Ref : char] .
AbstractLiteral [Ref:tIdent]
[Ref:tStringRef] .
[Ref:tStringRef] .

ElementAssociationList
Mark
Mark GeneralAssociationList
Mark Expression .
Mark Aggregate .

[Operator] .

Condition
ConditionExpression
EventList
ActionExpression

> .

END exprs

<
Expression
NameList [IsNot]
Mark [IsNot] [ActionState]

/ .
•• Module temps: Temporary Constructs ••.............................................................................. /

MODULE temps

RULE

TempProtocolPart = DeclarativePart SequentialTasks .
Integer = [Integer] .

END temps
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/******************************************************************************
** TLFRONT.MAP Olaf Pigmans **
*******************************************************************************
**
** Last revision: 23-05-93
**
******************************************************************************/

/******************************************************************************
** **
** MAPPING **
** **
******************************************************************************/

MODULE mapping

PARSER

EXPORT
{

/* Context Clause Kinds */
# define library 1
# define use 2

/* Parallel Task Kinds */
# define select_exe 1
# define wait_select 2
# define wait_all 3

/* Directions */
# define to 1
# define downto 2

/* Object Classes */
# define constant 1
# define variable 2
# define me_data 3
# define com_data 4
# define event 5
# define action 6
# define channel 7
# define channel_data 8

/* Interface Object Modes */
# define nomode 1
# define in 2
# define out 3
# define inout 4

/* Interrupt Kinds */
# define npi 1
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# define fpi
# define nsi
# define fsi

2
3
4

1
2

/* Assignment Statement Kinds */
# define varassign 1
# define comassign 2

/* Scheme Kinds */
# define whilescheme
# define ifscheme

/* TL Statement Kinds */
# define send 1
# define receive 2
# define start 3
# define accept 4
# define choose 5
# define store 6
# define wait_exclusion 7
# define release_exclusion 8
# define signal_event 9
# define request_out 10
# define request_in 11
# define ready_in 12
# define ready_out 13

/* Binary Operators */
# define nonot 0
# def ine nand 1
# define nor 2
# def ine and 3
# define or 4
# def ine xor 5
# define equal 6
# define notequal 7
# define less 8
# def ine more 9
# define lessequal 10
# define moreequal 11
# define add 12
# define subtract 13
# define concat 14
# define multiply 15
# define divide 16
# define mod 17
# define rem 18
# define pow 19

/* Unary Operators */
# define plus 20
# define minus 21
# define abs 22
# define not 23

}

/* Action States */
# define notbusy
# define request
# define calculate
# define ready

1
2
3
4

GLOBAL /* Included in Parser.c */
{

# include "Tree.h"
# include "Scanner.h"

}

DECLARE

/* System Definition */



DesignFile
DesignUnit
ContextClause
Context Item
LibraryUnit
LibraryClause
UseClause

1* Library Units *1
Ent ityDeclarat ion
PortClauseOpt
PortInterfaceList
PortInterfaceElement
ArchitectureBody
ArchitectureDeclarativePart
ArchitectureDeclarativeItem
ArchitectureStatementPart
PackageDeclaration
PackageDeclarativePart
PackageDeclarativeItem
PackageBody
PackageBodyDeclarativePart
PackageBodyDeclarativeItem

1* Subprograms *1
SUbprogramDeclaration
ProcedureSpecification
ProcedureInterfaceList
ProcedureInterfaceElement
FunctionSpecification
FunctionInterfaceList
FunctionInterfaceElement
SubprogramBody
ProcedureBody
ProcedureDeclarativePart
ProcedureDeclarativeItem
ProcedureStatementPart
FunctionBody
FunctionDeclarativePart
FunctionDeclarativeItem
FunctionStatementPart

1* Tasks *1
ConcurrentTasks
ConcurrentTask
ProcessStatement
ProcessDeclarativePart
ProcessDeclarativeItem
ProcessStatementPart
ConcurrentProcedureCall
Component InstantiationStatement
PortMapAspect
GenerateStatement
GenerationScheme
SequentialTasks
SequentialTask
ParallelTask
Select_exeTask
Wait_selectTask
Wait_allTask
ParallelTaskDeclarativePart
ParallelTaskDeclarativeItem
ParallelTaskAlternatives
ParallelTaskAlternative
LeafTask
ParenthesizedExpressionOpt
LeafTaskStatementPart

1* Declarative Items and Elements *1
TypeDeclaration
TypeDefinition
EnumerationTypeDefinition
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EnumerationLiteralList
PhysicalTypeDefinition
BaseUnitDeclaration
SecondaryUnitDeclarations
SecondaryUnitDeclaration
UnconstrainedArrayDefinition
IndexSubtypeDefinitionList
ConstrainedArrayDefinition
IndexSubtypeDefinition
RecordTypeDefinition
ElementDeclarations
ElementDeclaration
AccessTypeDefinition
SubtypeDeclaration
SubtypeIndication
RangeConstraint
RangeSpecification
Direction
IndexConstraint
DiscreteRangeList
DiscreteRange
RestrictedDiscreteRange
ConstantDeclaration
VariableDeclaration
Me_dataDeclaration
Com_dataDeclaration
EventDeclaration
ActionDeclaration
ChannelDeclaration
Channel_dataDeclaration
InitialExpressionDpt
InterfaceConstantDeclaration
InterfaceVariableDeclaration
InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration
InterfaceEventDeclaration
InterfaceActionDeclaration
InterfaceChannelDeclaration
ChannelList
Channel
SubchannelList
Subchannel
ModeDpt
InDpt
ProtocolDeclaration
ProtocolDeclarativePart
ProtocolDeclarativeItem
ProtocolBody
SenderPart
ReceiverPart
ArbiterPartDpt
ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeItem
ProtocolUnitStatementPart
ArbiterStatementPart
ComponentDeclaration

/* Interrupt Specifications */
InterruptSpecificationPart
InterruptSpecificationItem
TaskInterruptSpecification
InterruptKind
ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList
ActivatorInterruptTaskPair
Activator
InterruptTask
InterruptTaskDeclarativePart
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem
InterruptTaskStatementPart

/* Sequential Statements ./
SequentialStatements
SequentialStatement



StandardSequentialStatements
StandardSequentialStatement
VariableAssignmentStatement
CommunicationAssignmentStatement
ProcedureCallStatement
IfStatement
StandardElsifParts
StandardElsifPart
StandardElsePartOpt
CaseStatement
CaseStatementAlternatives
CaseStatementAlternative
LoopStatement
IterationSchemeOpt
ExitStatement
WhenExpressionOpt
ReturnStatement
NullStatement
TLSequentialStatement
SendStatement
ReceiveStatement
TimeoutConditionOpt
TimeoutCondition
OnChannelOpt
StartStatement
AcceptStatement
ChooseStatement
StoreStatement
ActualOperands
ActualResults
FormalOperands
FormalResults
Wait_exclusionStatement
Release_exclusionStatement
Signal_eventStatement
Wait_eventStatement
Request_outStatement
Request_inStatement
Ready_inStatement
Ready_outStatement
CommunicationlfStatement
TLElsifParts
TLElsifPart
TLElsePartOpt
CommunicationLoopStatement
QuitTaskStatement
WhenSynchronizationConditionOpt
ToTaskOpt

/* Association Lists */
ElementAssociationList
ElementAssociation
Choices
Choice
GeneralAssociationList
GeneralAssociationElement
GeneralFormalPart
GeneralActualPart

/* Names */
Name
Label
LabelOpt
LabelColonOpt
Mark
SimpleName
SelectedName
Suffix
MarkList
SimpleNameOpt
SimpleNameList
SelectedNameList
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CompoundName
IndexedName
AttributeName

1* Expressions *1
Expression
AndRelation
OrRelation
XorRelation
Relation
BinaryOperator
UnaryOperator
Primary
Aggregate
Allocator
QualifiedExpression
RestrictedExpression
RestrictedAndRelation
RestrictedOrRelation
RestrictedXorRelation
RestrictedPrimary
SynchronizationCondition
TaskAlternativeCondition
ActionExpression
ActionState

1* Identifiers and Literals *1
Identif ierList
Literal
AbstractLiteral
EnumerationLiteral
PhysicalLiteral -> [Tree:tTree] .

RULE

1******************************************************************************
** 1 System Definition **
******************************************************************************1

System = {
==> { TreeRoot

} .
ReverseTree( DesignFile:Tree ); };

} .

DesignFilel = {
Tree := {

DesignUnit:Tree->\DesignUnit.Next = mNoDesignUnit();
Tree = DesignUnit:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( DesignUnit:Tree ); *1

};
} .
DesignFile2 = {

Tree := {
DesignUnit:Tree->\DesignUnit.Next = DesignFile:Tree;
Tree = DesignUnit:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( DesignUnit:Tree ); *1

};
} .
DesignUnit = {

Tree := mDesignUnit( NoTree. ReverseTree( ContextClause:Tree ).
LibraryUnit:Tree );

ContextClausel = {
Tree := mNoDeclarativeItem();

} .
ContextClause2 = {

Tree := {
Context Item: Tree->\DeclarativeItem. Next ContextClause:Tree;
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Tree = Contextltem:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( Contextltem:Tree ); ./

};
} .
Contextltem1 = {

Tree :- LibraryClause:Tree;
/. ==> {ReleaseTree( LibraryClause:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ContextItem2 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; ./

} .
LibraryUnit1 = {

Tree :- EntityDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( EntityDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
LibraryUnit2 = {

Tree :- ArchitectureBody:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ArchitectureBody:Tree ); }; ./

} .
LibraryUnit3 = {

Tree :- PackageDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( PackageDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
LibraryUnit4 = {

Tree :- PackageBody:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( PackageBody:Tree ); }; ./

} .
LibraryClause = {

Tree := mContextltem( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
library) ;

} .
UseClause {

Tree := mContextltem( NoTree, ReverseTree( SelectedNameList:Tree ), use );
} .

/ .
•• 2 Library Units ••............................................................................../

/ .
•• 2.1 Entity Declarations ••............................................................................../

EntityDeclaration = {
Tree := mEntityDeclaration( Identifier:Ref,

SimpleNameOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref, PortClauseOpt:Tree );
/. ==> {ReleaseTree( SimpleNameOpt:Tree ); }; ./

} .
PortClauseOpt1 = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem();
} .
PortClauseOpt2 = {

Tree := ReverseTree( PortlnterfaceList:Tree );
} .
PortlnterfaceList1 = {

Tree := {
PortlnterfaceElement:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next
Tree = PortlnterfaceElement:Tree;

mNoDeclarativeltem();
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/. ReleaseTree( PortlnterfaceElement:Tree ); ./
};

} .
PortlnterfaceList2 = {

Tree := {
PortlnterfaceElement:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

PortlnterfaceList:Tree:
Tree = PortlnterfaceElement:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( PortlnterfaceElement:Tree ); ./

};
} .
PortlnterfaceElementl = {

Tree :- InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration:Tree ): }; ./

} .
PortlnterfaceElement2 = {

Tree :- InterfaceChannelDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceChannelDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
PortlnterfaceElement3 = {

Tree :- InterfaceEventDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceEventDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
PortlnterfaceElement4 = {

Tree :- InterfaceActionDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceActionDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .

/ .
•• 2.2 Architecture Bodies ••............................................................................../

ArchitectureBody = {
Tree := mArchitectureBody( Identifier:Ref.

SimpleNameDpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref. Mark:Tree,
ReverseTree( ArchitectureDeclarativePart:Tree ),
ReverseTree( InterruptSpecificationPart:Tree ).
ArchitectureStatementPart:Tree );

/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleNameOpt:Tree ); }; ./
} .
ArchitectureDeclarativePartl = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem():
} .
ArchitectureDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem: Tree->\Declarativeltem. Next

ArchitectureDeclarativePart:Tree;
Tree = ArchitectureDeclarativeltem:Tree:
/. ReleaseTree( ArchitectureDeclarativeltem:Tree ); ./

};
} .
ArchitectureDeclarativelteml = {

Tree :- SUbprogramDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SUbprogramDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem2 = {

Tree :- SUbprogramBody:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SUbprogramBody:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem3 {
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Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem4 = {

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SubtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem5 = {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- ComponentDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ComponentDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem7 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem8 = {

Tree :- Me_dataDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Me_dataDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem9 = {

Tree :- EventDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( EventDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativelteml0 = {

Tree :- ActionDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ActionDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltemll = {

Tree :- ChannelDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ChannelDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureDeclarativeltem12 = {

Tree :- ProtocolDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ProtocolDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ArchitectureStatementPart = {

Tree := ReverseTree( ConcurrentTasks:Tree );
} .

/ .
•• 2.3 Package Declarations ••............................................................................../

PackageDeclaration = {
Tree := mPackageDeclaration( Identifier:Ref,

SimpleNameOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ReverseTree( PackageDeclarativePart:Tree ) );

/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleNameOpt:Tree ); }; ./
} .
PackageDeclarativePartl {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem();
} .
PackageDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
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PackageDeclarativeltem: Tree->\Declarativeltem. Next
PackageDeclarativePart:Tree;

Tree = PackageDeclarativeltem:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( PackageDeclarativeltem:Tree ); *1

};
} .
PackageDeclarativelteml = {

Tree :- SubprogramDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .

PackageDeclarativeltem2 {
Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
PackageDeclarativeltem3 {

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
PackageDeclarativeltem4 {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
PackageDeclarativeltem5 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; *1

} .
PackageDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- ProtocolDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ProtocolDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .

1******************************************************************************
** 2.4 Package Bodies **
******************************************************************************1

PackageBody = {
Tree := mPackageBody( SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,

SimpleNameOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ReverseTree( PackageBodyDeclarativePart:Tree ) );

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; *1
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleNameOpt:Tree ); }; *1

} .
PackageBodyDeclarativePartl = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem();
} .
PackageBodyDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
PackageBodyDeclarativeltem: Tree->\Declarativeltem. Next

PackageBodyDeclarativePart:Tree;
Tree = PackageBodyDeclarativeltem:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( PackageBodyDeclarativeltem:Tree ); *1

};
} .

PackageBodyDeclarativelteml = {
Tree :- SubprogramDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
PackageBodyDeclarativeltem2 = {

Tree :- SubprogramBody:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramBody:Tree ); }; *1
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} .
PackageBodyDeclarativeltem3 = {

Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
PackageBodyDeclarativeltem4 = {

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SubtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
PackageBodyDeclarativeltem5 = {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
PackageBodyDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- ComponentDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ComponentDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
PackageBodyDeclarativeltem7 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; ./

} .

/ .
•• 3 Subprograms ••............................................................................../

/ .
•• 3.1 Subprogram Declarations ••............................................................................../

SubprogramDeclaration1 = {
Tree :- ProcedureSpecification:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ProcedureSpecification:Tree ); }; ./

} .
SubprogramDeclaration2 = {

Tree :- FunctionSpecification:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( FunctionSpecification:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ProcedureSpecification1 {

Tree := mProcedureSpecification( NoTree, Identifier:Ref,
mNoDeclarativeltem() );

} .
ProcedureSpecification2 = {

Tree := mProcedureSpecification( NoTree, Identifier:Ref,
ReverseTree( ProcedurelnterfaceList:Tree ) );

} .
ProcedurelnterfaceList1 = {

Tree := {
ProcedurelnterfaceElement:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

mNoDeclarativeltem();
Tree = ProcedurelnterfaceElement:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( ProcedurelnterfaceElement:Tree ); ./

};
} .
ProcedurelnterfaceList2 = {

Tree := {
ProcedurelnterfaceElement:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

ProcedurelnterfaceList:Tree;
Tree = ProcedurelnterfaceElement:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( ProcedurelnterfaceElement:Tree ); ./
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};
} .
ProcedurelnterfaceElementl = {

Tree :- InterfaceVariableDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceVariableDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedurelnterfaceElement2 = {

Tree :- InterfaceConstantDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedurelnterfaceElement3 = {

Tree :- InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration:Tree ); }j */

} .
ProcedurelnterfaceElement4 = {

Tree :- InterfaceChannelDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceChannelDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedurelnterfaceElement5 = {

Tree :- InterfaceEventDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceEventDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedurelnterfaceElement6 = {

Tree :- InterfaceActionDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceActionDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
FunctionSpecificationl = {

Tree := mFunctionSpecification( NoTree. Identifier:Ref, NoTree,
Mark:Tree );

} .
FunctionSpecification2 = {

Tree := mFunctionSpecification( NoTree. Identifier:Ref,
ReverseTree( FunctionlnterfaceList:Tree ). Mark:Tree );

} .
FunctionlnterfaceListl = {

Tree := {
FunctionlnterfaceElement:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

mNoDeclarativeltem();
Tree = FunctionlnterfaceElement:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( FunctionlnterfaceElement:Tree ); */

};
} .
FunctionlnterfaceList2 = {

Tree := {
FunctionlnterfaceElement:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

FunctionlnterfaceList:Tree;
Tree = FunctionlnterfaceElement:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( FunctionlnterfaceElement:Tree ); */

};
} .
FunctionlnterfaceElement = {

Tree :- InterfaceConstantDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterfaceConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .

/******************************************************************************
** 3.2 Subprogram Bodies **
******************************************************************************/



SubprogramBody1 = {
Tree :- ProcedureBody:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ProcedureBody:Tree ); }; *1

} .
SubprogramBody2 = {

Tree :- FunctionBody:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( FunctionBody:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcedureBody = {

Tree := mProcedureBody( NoTree, SimpleNameOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref.
ReverseTree( ProcedureDeclarativePart:Tree ),
ProcedureSpecification:Tree,
ReverseTree( InterruptSpecificationPart:Tree ).
ProcedureStatementPart:Tree );

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleNameOpt:Tree ); }; *1
} .
ProcedureDeclarativePart1 = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem();
} .
ProcedureDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
ProcedureDeclarativeltem:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

ProcedureDeclarativePart:Tree;
Tree = ProcedureDeclarativeltem:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( ProcedureDeclarativeltem:Tree ); *1

};
} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem1 = {

Tree :- SUbprogramDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem2 = {

Tree :- SubprogramBody:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramBody:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem3 = {

Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem4 = {

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem5 = {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- VariableDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( VariableDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem7 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem8 = {

Tree :- Com_dataDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Com_dataDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
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ProcedureDeclarativeltem9 = {
Tree :- Me_dataDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Me_dataDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem10 = {

Tree :- EventDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( EventDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem11 = {

Tree :- ActionDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ActionDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem12 = {

Tree :- ProtocolDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ProtocolDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedureDeclarativeltem13 = {

Tree :- ChannelDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ChannelDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProcedureStatementPart {

Tree := ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree );
} .
FunctionBody = {

Tree := mFunctionBody( NoTree, SimpleNameOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ReverseTree( FunctionDeclarativePart:Tree ),
FunctionSpecification:Tree, FunctionStatementPart:Tree );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleNameOpt:Tree ); }; */
} .
FunctionDeclarativePart1 = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem();
} .
FunctionDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
FunctionDeclarativeltem:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

FunctionDeclarativePart:Tree;
Tree = FunctionDeclarativeltem:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( FunctionDeclarativeltem:Tree ); */

};
} .
FunctionDeclarativeltem1 = {

Tree :- SubprogramDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramDeclaration:Tr~e); }; */

} .
FunctionDeclarativeltem2 = {

Tree :- SubprogramBody:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramBody:Tree ); }; */

} .
FunctionDeclarativeltem3 = {

Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
FunctionDeclarativeltem4 = {

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
FunctionDeclarativeltem5 = {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; */
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} .
FunctionDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- VariableDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( VariableDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
FunctionDeclarativeltem7 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; *1

} .
FunctionStatementPart = {

Tree := ReverseTree( StandardSequentialStatements:Tree );
} .

1******************************************************************************
** 4 Tasks **
******************************************************************************1

1******************************************************************************
** 4.1 Concurrent Tasks **
******************************************************************************1

ConcurrentTasks1 = {
Tree := mNoConcurrentTask();

} .
ConcurrentTasks2 = {

Tree := {
ConcurrentTask:Tree->\ConcurrentTask.Next
Tree = ConcurrentTask:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( ConcurrentTask:Tree ); *1

};
} .

ConcurrentTasks:Tree;

ConcurrentTask1 = {
Tree :- ProcessStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ProcessStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ConcurrentTask2 = {

Tree :- ConcurrentProcedureCall:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConcurrentProcedureCall:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ConcurrentTask3 = {

Tree :- ComponentlnstantiationStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ComponentlnstantiationStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ConcurrentTask4 = {

Tree :- GenerateStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( GenerateStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcessStatement1 = {

Tree := mProcessStatement( NoTree, Noldent, Noldent,
ReverseTree( ProcessDeclarativePart:Tree ),
ProcessStatementPart:Tree );

} .
ProcessStatement2 = {

Tree := mProcessStatement( NoTree, Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
LabelDpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ProcessStatement1:Tree->\ProcessStatement.DeclarativePart,
ProcessStatement1:Tree->\ProcessStatement.SequentialTasks );

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ); }; *1
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelDpt:Tree ); }; *1
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ProcessStatement1:Tree ); }; *1
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} .
ProcessDeclarativePartl = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem():
} .
ProcessDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
ProcessDeclarativeltem:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

ProcessDeclarativePart:Tree;
Tree = ProcessDeclarativeltem:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( ProcessDeclarativeltem:Tree ); *1

};
} .
ProcessDeclarativelteml = {

Tree :- SUbprogramDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SUbprogramDeclaration:Tree )j }j *1

} .
ProcessDeclarativeltem2 = {

Tree :- SUbprogramBody:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramBody:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcessDeclarativeltem3 {

Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcessDeclarativeltem4 {

Tree :- SUbtypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SUbtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcessDeclarativeltem5 {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }: *1

} .
ProcessDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- VariableDeclaration:Tree:
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( VariableDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcessDeclarativeltem7 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProcessDeclarativeltem8 = {

Tree :- Com_dataDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Com_dataDeclaration:Tree'); }j *1

} .
ProcessStatementPart = {

Tree := ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree );
} .
ConcurrentProcedureCalll = {

Tree := mConcurrentProcedureCall( NoTree, Noldent,
ProcedureCallStatement:Tree );

} .
ConcurrentProcedureCal12 = {

Tree := mConcurrentProcedureCall( NoTree, Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ProcedureCallStatement:Tree );

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ); }; *1
} .
ComponentlnstantiationStatement = {

Tree := mComponentlnstantiationStatement( NoTree,
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Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref, Mark:Tree, PortMapAspect:Tree );
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ); }: *1

} .
PortMapAspect = {

Tree := ReverseTree( GeneralAssociationList:Tree ):
} .
GenerateStatement = {

Tree := mGenerateStatement( NoTree, Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
LabelOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref, GenerationScheme:Tree,
ReverseTree( ConcurrentTasks:Tree ) ):

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ): }: *1
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ): }: *1

} .
GenerationSchemel = {

Tree := mForScheme( Identifier:Ref, DiscreteRange:Tree ):
} .
GenerationScheme2 = {

Tree := mWhileOrlfScheme( Expression:Tree, if scheme );
} .

1******************************************************************************
** 4.2 Sequential Tasks **
******************************************************************************1

SequentialTasksl = {
Tree := mNoSequentialTask();

} .
SequentialTasks2 = {

Tree := {
SequentialTask: Tree->\SequentialTask. Next
Tree = SequentialTask:Tree:
1* ReleaseTree( SequentialTask:Tree ): *1

}:
} .

SequentialTasks:Tree:

} .

SequentialTaskl = {
Tree :- ParallelTask: Tree:
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ParallelTask:Tree ); }: *1

} .
SequentialTask2 = {

Tree :- LeafTask:Tree:
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( LeafTask:Tree ): }: *1

} .
SequentialTask3 = {

Tree := mLeafTask( NoTree, Noldent, Noldent, NoTree.
SequentialStatement:Tree ):

ParallelTaskl {
Tree :- Select_exeTask:Tree:
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Select_exeTask:Tree ); }: *1

} .
ParallelTask2 = {

Tree :- Wait_selectTask:Tree:
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Wait_selectTask:Tree ): }: *1

} .
ParallelTask3 = {

Tree :- Wait_allTask:Tree:
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Wait_allTask:Tree ); }: *1

} .
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Select_exeTask = {
Tree := mParallelTask( NoTree, Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,

LabeIOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ReverseTree( ParallelTaskDeclarativePart:Tree ),
ReverseTree( InterruptSpecificationPart:Tree ),
ReverseTree( ParallelTaskAlternatives:Tree ), select exe );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ): }: */
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ): }: */

} .
Wait_selectTask = {

Tree := mParallelTask( NoTree, Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
LabeIOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ReverseTree( ParallelTaskDeclarativePart:Tree ),
ReverseTree( InterruptSpecificationPart:Tree ),
ReverseTree( ParallelTaskAlternatives:Tree ), wait_select );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ): }; */
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ); }: */

} .

Wait_allTask = {
Tree := mParallelTask( NoTree, Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,

LabeIOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ReverseTree( ParallelTaskDeclarativePart:Tree ),
ReverseTree( InterruptSpecificationPart:Tree ),
ReverseTree( ParallelTaskAlternatives:Tree ), wait all ):

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ); }; */
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ): }: */

} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativePartl = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem():
} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
ParalleITaskDeclarativeltem:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

ParalleITaskDeclarativePart:Tree;
Tree = ParalleITaskDeclarativeltem:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem:Tree ): */

}:
} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativelteml = {

Tree :- SUbprogramDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SUbprogramDeclaration:Tree ): }; */

} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem2 = {

Tree :- SubprogramBody:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramBody:Tree ): }: */

} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem3 = {

Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }: */

} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem4 = {

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }: */

} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltemS = {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }: */

} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- VariableDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( VariableDeclaration:Tree ): }: */

} .
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ParallelTaskDeclarativeItem7 = {
Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativeItem8 = {

Tree :- Com_dataDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Com_dataDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ParallelTaskDeclarativeItem9 = {

Tree :- ProtocolDeclaration:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ProtocolDeclaration:Tree ): }: ./

} .
ParallelTaskAlternativesl = {

Tree := {
ParallelTaskAlternative:Tree->\ParallelTaskAlternative.Next

mNoParallelTaskAlternative():
Tree = parallelTaskAlternative:Tree:
/. ReleaseTree( ParallelTaskAlternative:Tree ): ./

};
} .
ParallelTaskAlternatives2 = {

Tree := {
ParallelTaskAlternative:Tree->\ParallelTaskAlternative.Next

ParallelTaskAlternatives:Tree:
Tree = ParallelTaskAlternative:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( ParallelTaskAlternative:Tree ); ./

}:
} .
ParallelTaskAlternative = {

Tree := mParallelTaskAlternative( NoTree, TaskAlternativeCondition:Tree,
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) );

} .
LeafTask = {

Tree := mLeafTask( NoTree, Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
LabelOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref, ParenthesizedExpressionOpt:Tree,
LeafTaskStatementPart:Tree ):

/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ); }: ./
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ParenthesizedExpressionOptl {

Tree := NoTree:
} .

ParenthesizedExpressionOpt2 = {
Tree :- Expression: Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Expression:Tree ): }; ./

} .
LeafTaskStatementPart = {

Tree := ReverseTree( SequentialStatements:Tree );
} .

/ .
•• 5 Declarative Items and Elements ••............................................................................../

/ .
•• 5.1 Type Declarations ••............................................................................../

TypeDeclarationl = {
Tree := mTypeDeclaration( NoTree, Identifier: Ref , NoTree );
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} .
TypeDeclaration2 = {

Tree := mTypeDeclaration( NoTree, Identifier:Ref, TypeDefinition:Tree );
} .
TypeDefinitionl = {

Tree :- EnumerationTypeDefinition:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( EnumerationTypeDefinition:Tree ); }; */

} .
TypeDefinition2 = {

Tree :- PhysicalTypeDefinition:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( PhysicalTypeDefinition:Tree ); }; */

} .
TypeDefinition3 = {

Tree :- UnconstrainedArrayDefinition:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( UnconstrainedArrayDefinition:Tree ): }: */

} .
TypeDefinition4 = {

Tree :- ConstrainedArrayDefinition:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstrainedArrayDefinition:Tree ): }: */

} .
TypeDefinition5 = {

Tree :- RecordTypeDefinition:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( RecordTypeDefinition:Tree ): }; */

} .
TypeDefinition6 = {

Tree :- AccessTypeDefinition:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( AccessTypeDefinition:Tree ); }: */

} .
TypeDefinition7 = {

Tree :- RangeConstraint:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( RangeConstraint:Tree ); }: */

} .
EnumerationTypeDefinition = {

Tree := mEnumerationTypeDefinition(
ReverseTree( EnumerationLiteralList:Tree ) );

} .
EnumerationLiteralListl = {

Tree := {
EnumerationLiteral: Tree->\EnumerationLiteral. Next

mNoEnumerationLiteral();
Tree = EnumerationLiteral:Tree:
/* ReleaseTree( EnumerationLiteral:Tree );.*/

};
} .
EnumerationLiteralList2 = {

Tree := {
EnumerationLiteral: Tree->\EnumerationLiteral. Next

EnumerationLiteralList:Tree:
Tree = EnumerationLiteral:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( EnumerationLiteral:Tree ); */

};
} .
PhysicalTypeDefinition = {

Tree := mPhysicalTypeDefinition( RangeConstraint:Tree,
BaseUnitDeclaration:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ReverseTree( SecondaryUnitDeclarations:Tree ) ):

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( BaseUnitDeclaration:Tree ): }: */
} .
BaseUnitDeclaration = {
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Tree := mIdentifier( NoTree, Identifier:Ref );
} .
SecondaryUnitDeclarations1 = {

Tree := mNoSecondaryUnitDeclaration();

} .
SecondaryUnitDeclarations2 = {

Tree := {
SecondaryUnitDeclaration:Tree->\SecondaryUnitDeclaration.Next

SecondaryUnitDeclarations:Tree;
Tree = SecondaryUnitDeclaration:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( SecondaryUnitDeclaration:Tree ); */

};
} .
SecondaryUnitDeclaration = {

Tree := mSecondaryUnitDeclaration( NoTree, Identifier: Ref ,
PhysicalLiteral:Tree->\PhysicalLiteral.AbstractLiteral

->\AbstractLiteral.Ref,
PhysicalLiteral:Tree->\PhysicalLiteral.AbstractLiteral

->\AbstractLiteral.Type,
PhysicalLiteral:Tree->\PhysicalLiteral.Ref );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( PhysicalLiteral:Tree ); }; */
} .
UnconstrainedArrayDefinition = {

Tree := mUnconstrainedArrayDefinition(
ReverseTree( IndexSubtypeDefinitionList:Tree ).
SubtypeIndication:Tree );

} .
IndexSubtypeDefinitionList1 = {

Tree := {
IndexSubtypeDefinition:Tree->\Name.Next = mNoName();
Tree = IndexSubtypeDefinition:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( IndexSubtypeDefinition:Tree ); */

};
} .
IndexSubtypeDefinitionList2 = {

Tree := {
IndexSubtypeDefinition: Tree->\Name. Next

IndexSubtypeDefinitionList:Tree;
Tree = IndexSubtypeDefinition:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( IndexSubtypeDefinition:Tree ); */

};
} .
IndexSubtypeDefinition = {

Tree :- Mark:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Mark:Tree ); }; */

} .
ConstrainedArrayDefinition = {

Tree := mConstrainedArrayDefinition( IndexConstraint:Tree,
SubtypeIndication:Tree );

} .
RecordTypeDefinition = {

Tree := mRecordTypeDefinition( ReverseTree( ElementDeclarations:Tree ) );
} .
ElementDeclarations1 = {

Tree := {
ElementDeclaration:Tree->\ElementDeclaration.Next

mNoElementDeclaration();
Tree = ElementDeclaration:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( ElementDeclaration:Tree ); */

};
} .
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ElementDeclarations2 = {
Tree := {

ElementDeclaration:Tree->\ElementDeclaration.Next
ElementDeclarations:Tree;

Tree = ElementDeclaration:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( ElementDeclaration:Tree ); ./

};
} .
ElementDeclaration = {

Tree := mElementDeclaration( NoTree. ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
Subtypelndication:Tree );

} .
AccessTypeDefinition = {

Tree := mAccessTypeDefinition( SUbtypelndication:Tree );
} .

/ .
•• 5.2 Subtype Declarations and Constraints ••............................................................................../

SubtypeDeclaration = {
Tree := mSubtypeDeclaration( NoTree. Identifier:Ref.

Subtypelndication:Tree );
} .
Subtypelndication1 = {

Tree := mPlainSubtypelndication( Mark:Tree );
} .
Subtypelndication2 = {

Tree := mRangeSubtypelndication( Mark:Tree. RangeConstraint:Tree );
} .
Subtypelndication3 = {

Tree := mlndexSubtypelndication( Mark:Tree,
ReverseTree( GeneralAssociationList:Tree ) );

} .
RangeConstraint = {

Tree := mRangeConstraint( RangeSpecification:Tree );
} .
RangeSpecification1 = {

Tree := mlmplicitRangeSpecification( AttributeName:Tree );
} .
RangeSpecification2 = { .

Tree := mExplicitRangeSpecification( LeftBound:Tree, RightBound:Tree,
Direction:Tree->\Integer.lnteger );

/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Direction:Tree ); }; ./
} .
Direction1 = {

Tree := mlnteger( to );
} .
Direction2 = {

Tree := mlnteger( downto );
} .
IndexConstraint = {

Tree := ReverseTree( DiscreteRangeList:Tree );
} .
DiscreteRangeList1 = {

Tree := mGeneralDiscreteRange( mNoGeneralAssociationElement().
DiscreteRange:Tree );
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} .
DiscreteRangeList2 = {

Tree := mGeneralDiscreteRange( DiscreteRangeList:Tree,
DiscreteRange:Tree );

} .
DiscreteRangel = {

Tree :- SUbtypelndication:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Subtypelndication:Tree ); }; */

} .
DiscreteRange2 = {

Tree :- RangeSpecification:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( RangeSpecification:Tree ); }; */

} .
RestrictedDiscreteRangel = {

Tree := mRangeSubtypelndication( Mark:Tree, RangeConstraint:Tree );
} .
RestrictedDiscreteRange2 = {

Tree := mExplicitRangeSpecification( LeftBound:Tree, RightBound:Tree,
Direction:Tree->\Integer.lnteger );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Direction:Tree ); }; */
} .

/******************************************************************************
** 5.3 Object Declarations **
******************************************************************************/

ConstantDeclaration = {
Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),

Subtypelndication:Tree, InitialExpressionOpt:Tree, nomode,
constant) ;

} .
VariableDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
Subtypelndication:Tree, InitialExpressionOpt:Tree, nomode,
variable) ;

} .
Me_dataDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
Subtypelndication:Tree, InitialExpressionOpt:Tree, nomode,
me_data) ;

} .
Com_dataDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
SUbtypelndication:Tree, InitialExpressionOpt:Tree, nomode,
com_data );

} .
EventDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
NoTree, NoTree, nomode, event );

} .
ActionDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
NoTree, NoTree, nomode, action );

} .
ChannelDeclarationl = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
NoTree, NoTree, nomode, channel );

} .
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ChannelDeclaration2 = {
Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),

mPlainSubtypeIndication( Mark:Tree ), NoTree, nomode, channel );
} .
Channel_dataDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
NoTree, NoTree, nomode, channel_data );

} .
InitialExpressionOpt1 {

Tree := NoTree:
} .
InitialExpressionOpt2 = {

Tree :- Expression:Tree:
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Expression:Tree ): }; *1

} .

1***************************************************** *************************
** 5.4 Interface Element Declarations **
******************************************************************************1

InterfaceConstantDeclaration = {
Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),

SubtypeIndication:Tree, InitialExpressionOpt:Tree,
InOpt:Tree->\Integer.Integer, constant );

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( InOpt:Tree ): }; *1
} .
InterfaceVariableDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
SubtypeIndication:Tree, InitialExpressionOpt:Tree,
ModeOpt:Tree->\Integer.Integer, variable );

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ModeOpt:Tree ); }; *1
} .
InterfaceMe_dataDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
SubtypeIndication:Tree,
InitialExpressionOpt:Tree, nomode, me_data );

} .
InterfaceEventDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
NoTree, NoTree, nomode, event );

} .
InterfaceActionDeclaration = {

Tree := mObjectDeclaration( NoTree, ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree ),
NoTree, NoTree, nomode, action); .

} .
InterfaceChannelDeclaration1 {

Tree := mInterfaceChannelDeclaration( NoTree,
ReverseTree( ChannelList:Tree ), NoTree ):

} .
InterfaceChannelDeclaration2 = {

Tree := mInterfaceChannelDeclaration( NoTree,
ReverseTree( ChannelList:Tree ), Mark:Tree );

} .
ChannelList1 = {

Tree := {
Channel:Tree->\Channel.Next = mNoChannel();
Tree = Channel:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( Channel:Tree ); *1

} ;
} .
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ChannelList2 = {
Tree := {

Channel:Tree->\Channel.Next = ChannelList:Tree;
Tree = Channel:Tree:
/. ReleaseTree( Channel:Tree ); ./

} ;
} .
Channel1 = {

Tree := mChannel( NoTree. Mark:Tree, NoTree );
} .
Channe12 = {

Tree := mChannel( NoTree, Mark: Tree ,
ReverseTree( SubchannelList:Tree ) );

} .
SubchannelListl = {

Tree := {
Subchannel:Tree->\Name.Next->\Name.Next
Tree = Subchannel:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( Subchannel:Tree ): ./

};
} .
SubchannelList2 = {

Tree := {
Subchannel:Tree->\Name.Next->\Name.Next
Tree = Subchannel:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( Subchannel:Tree ): ./

};
} .

mNoNameO;

SubchannelList:Tree;

Subchannel = {
Tree := mldentifier( mldentifier( NoTree. Source:Ref ), Destination:Ref );

} .
ModeOpti = {

Tree := mlnteger( nomode );
}

ModeOpt2 = {
Tree := mlnteger( in ) :

}

ModeOpt3 = {
Tree := mlnteger( out ) :

}

ModeOpt4 = {
Tree := mlnteger( inout ) :

}

InOptl {
Tree := mlnteger( nomode );

}

InOpt2 {
Tree := mlnteger( in ) :

}

/ .
•• 5.5 Protocol Declarations ••............................................................................../

ProtocolDeclaration = {
Tree := mProtocolDeclaration( NoTree. Identifier:Ref,

SimpleNameOpt: Tree->\Identifier. Ref ,
ReverseTree( ProtocolDeclarativePart:Tree ),
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ProtocolBody:Tree ):
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleNameOpt:Tree ): }: */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativePartl {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem():
} .
ProtocolDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
ProtocolDeclarativeltem:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

ProtocolDeclarativePart:Tree:
Tree = ProtocolDeclarativeltem:Tree:
/* ReleaseTree( ProtocolDeclarativeltem:Tree ): */

}:
} .
ProtocolDeclarativelteml = {

Tree :- SubprogramDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramDeclaration:Tree ): }: */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativeltem2 = {

Tree :- SubprogramBody:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramBody:Tree ): }: */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativeltem3 = {

Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ): }: */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativeltem4 = {

Tree :- SUbtypeDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SUbtypeDeclaration:Tree ): }: */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativeltem5 = {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }: */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ): }: */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativeltem7 = {

Tree :- Me_dataDeclaration:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Me_dataDeclaration:Tree ): }: */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativeltem8 = {

Tree :- EventDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( EventDeclaration:Tree ): }; */

} .
ProtocolDeclarativeltem9 = {

Tree :- Channel_dataDeclaration:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Channel_dataDeclaration:Tree ); }; */

} .
ProtocolBody = {

Tree := mProtocolBody(
SenderPart:Tree->\TempProtocolPart.DeclarativePart,
SenderPart:Tree->\TempProtocolPart.SequentialTasks,
ReceiverPart:Tree->\TempProtocolPart.DeclarativePart,
ReceiverPart:Tree->\TempProtocolPart.SequentialTasks,
ArbiterPartOpt:Tree ):

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SenderPart:Tree ): }: */
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ReceiverPart:Tree ): }: */

} .
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SenderPart = {
Tree := mTempProtocolPart( ReverseTree( ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart:Tree ),

ProtocolUnitStatementPart:Tree );
} .
ReceiverPart = {

Tree := mTempProtocolPart( ReverseTree( ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart:Tree ),
ProtocolUnitStatementPart:Tree );

} .
ArbiterPartOptl = {

Tree := NoTree;
} .
ArbiterPartOpt2 = { .

Tree :- ArbiterStatementPart:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ArbiterStatementPart:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativePartl = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeltem();
} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeltem:Tree->\Declarativeltem.Next

ProtocolUnitDeclarativePart:Tree;
Tree = ProtocolUnitDeclarativeltem:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( ProtocolDeclarativeltem:Tree ); *1

};
} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativelteml = {

Tree :- SubprogramDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeltem2 = {

Tree :- SubprogramBody:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubprogramBody:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeltem3 = {

Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeltem4 = {

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeltem5 = {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- VariableDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( VariableDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProtocolUnitDeclarativeltem7 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; *1

} .
ProtocolUnitStatementPart = {

Tree := ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree );
} .
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ArbiterStatementPart = {
Tree := ReverseTree( ConcurrentTask:Tree );

} .

/******************************************************************************
** 5.6 Miscellaneous **
******************************************************************************/

ComponentDeclaration = {
Tree := mComponentDeclaration( NoTree, Identifier:Ref, PortClauseOpt:Tree );

} .

/******************************************************************************
** 6 Interrupt Specifications **
******************************************************************************/

InterruptSpecificationPart1 = {
Tree := mNoInterruptSpecificationItem();

} .
InterruptSpecificationPart2 = {

Tree := {
InterruptSpecificationItem:Tree->\InterruptSpecificationItem.Next

InterruptSpecificationPart:Tree:
Tree = InterruptSpecificationItem:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( InterruptSpecificationItem:Tree ): */

};
} .
InterruptSpecificationItem1 = {

Tree :- TaskInterruptSpecification:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( TaskInterruptSpecification:Tree ); }; */

} .
InterruptSpecificationItem2 = {

Tree :- InterruptTask:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterruptTask:Tree ): }; */

} .

/******************************************************************************
** 6.1 Task Interrupt Specifications **
******************************************************************************/

TaskInterruptSpecification = {
Tree := mTaskInterruptSpecification( NoTree,

SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref, .
ReverseTree( ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList:Tree ),
InterruptKind:Tree->\Integer.Integer ):

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ): }: */
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( InterruptKind:Tree ); }; */

} .
InterruptKind1 = {

Tree := mInteger( npi );
} .
InterruptKind2 = {

Tree := mInteger( fpi );
} .
InterruptKind3 = {

Tree := mInteger( nsi ):
} .
InterruptKind4 = {

Tree := mInteger( fsi );
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} .
ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList1 = {

Tree := {
ActivatorInterruptTaskPair:Tree->\Name.Next->\Name.Next
Tree = ActivatorInterruptTaskPair:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( ActivatorInterruptTaskPair:Tree ); ./

};
} .
ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList2 = {

Tree := {
ActivatorInterruptTaskPair:Tree->\Name.Next->\Name.Next

ActivatorInterruptTaskPairList:Tree;
Tree = ActivatorInterruptTaskPair:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( ActivatorInterruptTaskPair:Tree ); ./

} ;
} .

mNoNameO;

ActivatorInterruptTaskPair = {
Tree := mIdentifier( Activator:Tree, SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref );
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; ./

} .
Activator1 = {

Tree :- Mark:Tree;
/. ==> ReleaseTree( Mark:Tree ); }; ./

} .
Activator2 = {

Tree ;= mIdentifier( NoTree, NoIdent );
} .

/ .
•• 6.2 Interrupt Tasks ••............................................................................../

InterruptTask = {
Tree := mInterruptTask( NoTree, Label:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,

LabelOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ReverseTree( InterruptTaskDeclarativePart:Tree ),
ReverseTree( InterruptSpecificationPart:Tree ),
InterruptTaskStatementPart:Tree );

/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ); }; ./
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ); }; ./

} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativePart1 = {

Tree := mNoDeclarativeItem();
} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativePart2 = {

Tree := {
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem:Tree->\DeclarativeItem.Next

InterruptTaskDeclarativePart:Tree;
Tree = InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem:Tree;
/. ReleaseTree( InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem:Tree ); ./

};
} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem1 = {

Tree :- SubprogramDeclaration:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SUbprogramDeclaration:Tree ); }; ./

} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativeItem2 = {

Tree :- SubprogramBody:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SUbprogramBody:Tree ); }; ./

} .
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InterruptTaskDeclarativeltem3 = {
Tree :- TypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( TypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativeltem4 = {

Tree :- SubtypeDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( SubtypeDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativeltem5 = {

Tree :- ConstantDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ConstantDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativeltem6 = {

Tree :- VariableDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( VariableDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativeltem7 = {

Tree :- UseClause:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( UseClause:Tree ); }; *1

} .
InterruptTaskDeclarativeltem8 = {

Tree :- ProtocolDeclaration:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ProtocolDeclaration:Tree ); }; *1

} .
InterruptTaskStatementPart = {

Tree := ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree );
} .

1******************************************************************************
** 7 Sequential Statements **
******************************************************************************1

SequentialStatementsl = {
Tree := mNoSequentialStatement();

} .
SequentialStatements2 = {

Tree := {
SequentialStatement:Tree->\SequentialStatement.Next

SequentialStatements:Tree;
Tree = SequentialStatement:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( SequentialStatement:Tree ); *1

} ;
} .
SequentialStatementl = {

Tree :- StandardSequentialStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( StandardSequentialStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
SequentialStatement2 = {

Tree :- TLSequentialStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( TLSequentialStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .

1******************************************************************************
** 7.1 Standard Sequential Statements **
******************************************************************************1

StandardSequentialStatementsl = {
Tree := mNoSequentialStatement();

} .



} .

} .

StandardSequentialStatements2 = {
Tree := {

StandardSequentialStatement:Tree->\SequentialStatement.Next
StandardSequentialStatements:Tree;

Tree = StandardSequentialStatement:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( StandardSequentialStatement:Tree ); *1

};
} .
StandardSequentialStatementl = {

Tree :- VariableAssignmentStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( VariableAssignmentStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
StandardSequentialStatement2 = {

Tree :- CommunicationAssignmentStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( CommunicationAssignmentStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
StandardSequentialStatement3 = {

Tree :- ProcedureCallStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ProcedureCallStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
StandardSequentialStatement4 = {

Tree :- IfStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( IfStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
StandardSequentialStatement5 = {

Tree :- CaseStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( CaseStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
StandardSequentialStatement6 = {

Tree :- LoopStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( LoopStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .
StandardSequentialStatement7 = {

Tree :- ExitStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ExitStatement:Tree ): }; *1

} .
StandardSequentialStatement8 = {

Tree :- ReturnStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( ReturnStatement:Tree ): }: *1

} .
StandardSequentialStatement9 = {

Tree :- NullStatement:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( NullStatement:Tree ); }; *1

} .

VariableAssignmentStatement = {
Tree := mAssignmentStatement( NoTree, Name:Tree, Expression: Tree,

varassign );

CommunicationAssignmentStatement = {
Tree := mAssignmentStatement( NoTree, Name:Tree, Expression: Tree,

comassign );

ProcedureCallStatement = {
Tree := mProcedureCallStatement( NoTree, Name:Tree );

} .
IfStatement = {
1* ElsePart te herkennen aan lege expression.

Geen ElsePart = lege tasks *1
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Tree := {
Tree = mlfStatement( NoTree, mlfStatementAlternative( NoTree,

Expression:Tree, ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) ) ):
StandardElsePartDpt:Tree->\IfStatementAlternative.Next

StandardElsifParts:Tree;
Tree->\IfStatement.lfStatementAlternatives

->\IfStatementAlternative.Next =
ReverseTree( StandardElsePartDpt:Tree );

};
} .
StandardElsifPartsl = {

Tree := mNolfStatementAlternative();
} .

StandardElsifParts2 = {
Tree := {

StandardElsifPart:Tree->\IfStatementAlternative.Next
StandardElsifParts:Tree;

Tree = StandardElsifPart:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( StandardElsifPart:Tree ); *1

};
} .
StandardElsifPart = {

Tree := mlfStatementAlternative( NoTree, Expression:Tree,
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) );

} .
StandardElsePartDptl = {

Tree := mlfStatementAlternative( NoTree, NoTree, NoTree );
} .
StandardElsePartDpt2 = {

Tree := mlfStatementAlternative( NoTree, NoTree,
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) );

} .
CaseStatement {

Tree := mCaseStatement( NoTree, Expression:Tree,
ReverseTree( CaseStatementAlternatives:Tree ) );

} .
CaseStatementAlternativesl = {

Tree := {
CaseStatementAlternative:Tree->\CaseStatementAlternative.Next

mNoCaseStatementAlternative();
Tree = CaseStatementAlternative:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( CaseStatementAlternative:Tree ); *1

};
} .
CaseStatementAlternatives2 = {

Tree := {
CaseStatementAlternative:Tree->\CaseStatementAlternative.Next

CaseStatementAlternatives:Tree;
Tree = CaseStatementAlternative:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( CaseStatementAlternative:Tree ); *1

};
} .
CaseStatementAlternative = {

Tree := mCaseStatementAlternative( NoTree, ReverseTree( Choices:Tree ),
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) );

} .
LoopStatement {

Tree := mLoopStatement( NoTree,
LabelColonDpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
LabelDpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
IterationSchemeDpt:Tree,
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) );
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/. ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelColonOpt:Tree ): }: ./
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ); }: ./

} .
IterationSchemeOpt1 {

Tree := NoTree;
} .
IterationSchemeOpt2 = {

Tree := mWhileOrlfScheme( Expression:Tree, whilescheme );
} .
IterationSchemeOpt3 = {

Tree := mForScheme( Identifier:Ref, DiscreteRange:Tree );
} .
ExitStatement = {

Tree := mExitStatement( NoTree, LabelOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
WhenExpressionOpt:Tree );

/. ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ): }; ./
} .
WhenExpressionOpt1 {

Tree := NoTree:
} .
WhenExpressionOpt2 = {

Tree :- Expression:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Expression:Tree ); }; ./

} .
ReturnStatement1 = {

Tree := mReturnStatement( NoTree, NoTree ):
} .
ReturnStatement2 = {

Tree := mReturnStatement( NoTree, Expression:Tree );
} .
NullStatement = {

Tree := mNullStatement( NoTree ):
} .

/ .
•• 7.2 TL Sequential Statements ••............................................................................../

TLSequentialStatement1 = {
Tree :- SendStatement:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SendStatement:Tree ); }: .• /

} .
TLSequentialStatement2 = {

Tree :- ReceiveStatement:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ReceiveStatement:Tree ): }: ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement3 = {

Tree :- StartStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( StartStatement:Tree ): }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement4 = {

Tree :- AcceptStatement:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( AcceptStatement:Tree ): }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement5 {

Tree :- ChooseStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( ChooseStatement:Tree ): }; ./
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} .
TLSequentialStatement6 = {

Tree :- StoreStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC StoreStatement:Tree ): }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement7 = {

Tree :- Wait_exclusionStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC Wait_exclusionStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement8 = {

Tree :- Release_exclusionStatement:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC Release_exclusionStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement9 = {

Tree :- Signal_eventStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC Signal_eventStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement10 = {

Tree :- Wait_eventStatement:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC Wait_eventStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement11 = {

Tree :- Request_outStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC Request_outStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement12 {

Tree :- Request_inStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC Request_inStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement13 {

Tree :- Ready_inStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC Ready_inStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement14 {

Tree :- Ready_outStatement:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC Ready_outStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement15 {

Tree :- CommunicationlfStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC CommunicationlfStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement16 = {

Tree :- CommunicationLoopStatement:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC CommunicationLoopStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .
TLSequentialStatement17 {

Tree :- QuitTaskStatement:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTreeC QuitTaskStatement:Tree ); }; ./

} .

/ .
•• 7.2.1 Message Statements ••............................................................................../

SendStatement = {
Tree := mTLStatementC NoTree, SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,

ReverseTreeC SimpleNameList:Tree ), OnChannelOpt:Tree,
TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, send ):



} .
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/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; */
} .
ReceiveStatement = {

Tree := mTLStatement( NoTree, Message:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
mldentifier( mNoName(), Task:Tree->\Identifier.Ref ),
OnChannelOpt:Tree, TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, receive );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Message:Tree ); }; */
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Task:Tree ); }; */

} .
TimeoutConditionOpt1 {

Tree := NoTree;
} .
TimeoutConditionOpt2 = {

Tree :- TimeoutCondition:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( TimeoutCondition:Tree ); }; */

} .
TimeoutCondition1 = {

Tree := mTimeoutCondition( Expression:Tree, NoTree );
} .
TimeoutCondition2 = {

Tree := mTimeoutCondition( First:Tree, Second:Tree );
} .
OnChannelOpt1 = {

Tree := NoTree;
} .
OnChannelOpt2 = {

Tree :- Mark:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Mark:Tree ); }; */

} .

/******************************************************************************
** 7.2.2 Shared Processing Statements **
******************************************************************************/

StartStatement = {
/* Second is eerste element van NameList */
Tree := {

Tree = mTLStatement( NoTree, First:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
Second:Tree, OnChannelOpt:Tree, TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, start );

Second:Tree->\Identifier.Next = ActualOperands:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( First:Tree ); */

};
} .
AcceptStatement = {

Tree := mTLStatement( NoTree, SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref,
ActualResults:Tree, OnChannelOpt:Tree,
TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, accept );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; */
} .
ChooseStatement = {

Tree := mTLStatement( NoTree, Noldent, FormalOperands:Tree,
OnChannelOpt:Tree, TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, choose );

StoreStatement = {
Tree := mTLStatement( NoTree, Noldent, FormalResults:Tree,

OnChannelOpt:Tree, TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, store );

ActualOperands = {
Tree := ReverseTree( SimpleNameList:Tree );
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} .
ActualResults = {

Tree := ReverseTree( SimpleNameList:Tree );
} .
FormalOperands = {

Tree := ReverseTree( SimpleNameList:Tree );
} .
FormalResults = {

Tree := ReverseTree( SimpleNameList:Tree );
} .

/******************************************************************************
** 7.2.3 Mutual Exclusion Statements **
******************************************************************************/

Wait_exclusionStatement = {
Tree := {

Tree = mTLStatement( NoTree, Noldent, Mark:Tree, OnChannelOpt:Tree,
TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, vait_exclusion ):

Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = mNoName();
};

} .
Release_exclusionStatement = {

Tree := mTLStatement( NoTree, Noldent, Mark: Tree , OnChannelOpt:Tree,
TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, release_exclusion );

} .

/******************************************************************************
** 7.2.4 Wait-and-Signal Synchronization Statements **
******************************************************************************/

Signal_eventStatement = {
Tree := mTLStatement( NoTree. Noldent. MarkList:Tree, NoTree,

TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, signal_event );

Wait_eventStatement = {
Tree := mWait_eventStatement( NoTree, Expression:Tree.

TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree );
} .

/******************************************************************************
** 7.2.5 Request-and-Acknovledge Synchronization Statements **
******************************************************************************/

Request_outStatement = {
Tree := {

Tree = mTLStatement( NoTree, Noldent, Mark:Tree. NoTree,
TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, request_out );

Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = mNoName();
};

} .
Request_inStatement = {

Tree := {
Tree = mTLStatement( NoTree. Noldent. Mark:Tree. NoTree.

TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree, request_in );
Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = mNoName();

} ;
} .

Ready_inStatement {
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} .
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Tree := {
Tree = mTLStatement( NoTree. Noldent. Mark:Tree. NoTree.

TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree. ready_in );
Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = mNoName();

} ;
} .
Ready_outStatement = {

Tree := {
Tree = mTLStatement( NoTree. Noldent. Mark:Tree. NoTree.

TimeoutConditionOpt:Tree. ready_out );
Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = mNoName();

} ;
} .

1******************************************************************************
** 7.2.6 Miscellaneous **
******************************************************************************1

CommunicationlfStatement = {
1* ElsePart te herkennen aan lege expression.

Geen ElsePart = lege tasks *1
Tree := {

Tree = mComifStatement( NoTree. mComifStatementAlternative(
NoTree. SynchronizationCondition:Tree.
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) ) );

TLElsePartOpt:Tree->\ComifStatementAlternative.Next
TLElsifParts:Tree;

Tree->\ComifStatement.ComifStatementAlternatives
->\ComifStatementAlternative.Next =
ReverseTree( TLElsePartOpt:Tree );

} ;
} .
TLElsifPartsl = {

Tree := mNoComifStatementAlternative();
} .
TLElsifParts2 = {

Tree := {
TLElsifPart:Tree->\ComifStatementAlternative.Next

TLElsifParts:Tree;
Tree = TLElsifPart:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( TLElsifPart:Tree ); *1

} ;
} .
TLElsiiPart = {

Tree := mComifStatementAlternative( NoTree. SynchronizationCondition:Tree.
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree );

TLElsePartOptl = {
Tree := mComifStatementAlternative( NoTree. NoTree. NoTree );

} .
TLElsePartOpt2 = {

Tree := mComifStatementAlternative( NoTree. NoTree.
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) );

CommunicationLoopStatement {
Tree := mComloopStatement( NoTree. LabelColonOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref.

LabelOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref. SynchronizationCondition:Tree.
ReverseTree( SequentialTasks:Tree ) );

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelColonOpt:Tree ); }; *1
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ); }; *1

} .
QuitTaskStatement {
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Tree := mQuitTaskStatement( NoTree, LabelOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref.
ToTaskOpt:Tree->\Identifier.Ref.
WhenSynchronizationConditionOpt:Tree );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( LabelOpt:Tree ); }; */
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ToTaskOpt:Tree ); }; */

} .
WhenSynchronizationConditionOptl {

Tree := NoTree;
} .
WhenSynchronizationConditionOpt2 = {

Tree := SynchronizationCondition:Tree;
} .
ToTaskOptl = {

Tree := mldentifier( NoTree. Noldent );
} .
ToTaskOpt2 = {

Tree :- SimpleName:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; */

} .

/******************************************************************************
** 8 Association Lists **
******************************************************************************/

/******************************************************************************
** 8.2 Element Association Lists **
******************************************************************************/

ElementAssociationListl = {
Tree := {

First:Tree->\ElementAssociation.Next = mNoElementAssociation();
Second:Tree->\ElementAssociation.Next = First:Tree;
Tree = Second:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( Second:Tree ); */

};
} .
ElementAssociationList2 = {

Tree := {
ElementAssociation:Tree->\ElementAssociation.Next

ElementAssociationList:Tree;
Tree = ElementAssociation:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( ElementAssociation:Tree ); */

}:
} .
ElementAssociationl = {

Tree := mElementAssociation( NoTree. NoTree. Expression:Tree );
} .
ElementAssociation2 = {

Tree := mElementAssociation( NoTree. Choices:Tree. Expression:Tree );
} .
Choicesl = {

Tree := {
Choice:Tree->\Choice.Next mNoChoice();
Tree = Choice:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( Choice:Tree ); */

};
} .
Choices2 = {

Tree := {
Choice: Tree->\Choice.Next
Tree = Choice:Tree;

Choices:Tree;
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1* ReleaseTree( Choice:Tree ); *1
};

} .
Choicel = {

Tree := mChoiceExpression( NoTree. Expression:Tree );
} .
Choice2 = {

Tree := mChoiceRange( NoTree. RestrictedDiscreteRange:Tree );
} .
Choice3 = {

Tree := mChoiceExpression( NoTree. NoTree );
} .

1******************************************************************************
** 8.E General Association Lists **
******************************************************************************1

GeneralAssociationListl = {
Tree := {

GeneralAssociationElement:Tree->\GeneralAssociationElement.Next
mNoGeneralAssociationElement();

Tree = GeneralAssociationElement:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( GeneralAssociationElement:Tree ); *1

};
} .
GeneralAssociationList2 = {

Tree := {
GeneralAssociationElement:Tree->\GeneralAssociationElement.Next

GeneralAssociationList:Tree;
Tree = GeneralAssociationElement:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( GeneralAssociationElement:Tree ); *1

};
} .
GeneralAssociationElementl = {

Tree := mAssociation( NoTree. NoTree, GeneralActualPart:Tree );
} .
GeneralAssociationElement2 = {

Tree := mAssociation( NoTree, GeneralFormalPart:Tree,
GeneralActualPart:Tree );

} .
GeneralAssociationElement3 = {

Tree := mGeneralDiscreteRange( NoTree. RestrictedDiscreteRange:Tree );
} .
GeneralFormalPartl = {

Tree := mAssociationName( Name:Tree );
} .
GeneralFormalPart2 = {

Tree := mAssociationChannelName( Channel:Tree );
} .
GeneralActualPartl = {

Tree := mAssociationExpression( Expression:Tree );
} .
GeneralActualPart2 = {

Tree := mAssociationChannelName( Channel:Tree );
} .

1******************************************************************************
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•• 9 Names ••............................................................................../

Name1 = {
Tree :- Mark:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Mark:Tree ): }; ./

} .
Name2 = {

Tree :- CompoundName:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( CompoundName:Tree ): }: ./

} .
Label = {

Tree := mldentifier( NoTree, Identifier:Ref );
} .
LabelOptt {

Tree := mldentifier( NoTree, Noldent );
} .
LabelOpt2 = {

Tree :- Label:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ): }: ./

} .
LabelColonOpt1 = {

Tree := mldentifier( NoTree, Noldent );
} .
LabelColonOpt2 = {

Tree :- Label:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( Label:Tree ); }; ./

} .

/ .
•• 9.1 Marks ••............................................................................../

Mark1 = {
Tree :- SimpleName:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; ./

} .
Mark2 = {

Tree :- SelectedName:Tree:
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SelectedName:Tree ); }; ./

} .
SimpleName = {

Tree := mldentifier( NoTree, Identifier:Ref ):
} .
SelectedName = {

Tree := mSelectedName( NoTree, Name: Tree , Suffix:Tree );
} .
Suffix1 = {

Tree := mSuffixSimpleName( SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref );
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ): }; ./

} .
Suffix2 = {

Tree := mSuffixCharacterLiteral( CharacterLiteral:Ref ):
} .
Suffix3 = {

Tree := mSuffixSimpleName( Noldent );
} .
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MarkListi = {
Tree := {

Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = mNoName();
Tree = Mark:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( Mark:Tree ); */

};
} .
MarkList2 = {

Tree := {
Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = MarkList:Tree;
Tree = Mark:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( Mark:Tree ); */

}:
} .
SimpleNameOptl = {

Tree := mIdentifier( NoTree. NoIdent );
} .
SimpleNameOpt2 = {

Tree :- SimpleName:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; */

} .
SimpleNameList = {

Tree := ReverseTree( IdentifierList:Tree );
} .
SelectedNameListl = {

Tree := {
SelectedName:Tree->\Name.Next = mNoName();
Tree = SelectedName:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( SelectedName:Tree ); */

} ;
} .
SelectedNameList2 = {

Tree := {
SelectedName:Tree->\Name.Next = SelectedNameList:Tree;
Tree = SelectedName:Tree;
/* ReleaseTree( SelectedName:Tree ); */

};
} .

/******************************************************************************
** 9.2 Indexed and Attribute Names **
******************************************************************************/

CompoundNamel = {
Tree :- AttributeName:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( AttributeName:Tree ); }; */

} .
CompoundName2 = {

Tree :- IndexedName:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( IndexedName:Tree ); }; */

} .
IndexedNamel = {

Tree := mIndexedName( NoTree. Mark:Tree,
ReverseTree( GeneralAssociationList:Tree ) );

} .
IndexedName2 = {

Tree := mIndexedName( NoTree. CompoundName:Tree.
ReverseTree( GeneralAssociationList:Tree ) );

} .
AttributeNamel {
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Tree := mAttributeName( NoTree, Mark: Tree ,
SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; */
} .
AttributeName2 = {

Tree := mAttributeName( NoTree, CompoundName:Tree,
SimpleName:Tree->\Identifier.Ref );

/* ==> { ReleaseTree( SimpleName:Tree ); }; */
} .

/******************************************************************************
** 10 Expressions **
******************************************************************************/

/******************************************************************************
** 10.1 Standard Expressions **
******************************************************************************/

Expressionl = {
Tree ;- AndRelation:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( AndRelation:Tree ); }; */

} .
Expression2 = {

Tree :- OrRelation:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( OrRelation:Tree ); }; */

} .

Expression3 = {
Tree :- XorRelation:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( XorRelation:Tree ); }; */

} .
Expression4 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree, Right:Tree, nand );
} .
ExpressionS = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree, Right:Tree, nor );
} .
Expression6 = {

Tree :- Relation:Tree:
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Relation:Tree ); }; */

} .
AndRelationl = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree, Right:Tree, and );
} .
AndRelation2 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( AndRelation:Tree, Relation: Tree , and );
} .
OrRelationl = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree, Right:Tree, or );
} .
OrRelation2 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( OrRelation:Tree, Relation:Tree, or );
} .
XorRelationl = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree, Right:Tree, xor );
} .
XorRelation2 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( XorRelation:Tree, Relation: Tree , xor );
} .



Relation1 = {
Tree := mBinaryExpression( Relation:Tree, Primary:Tree,

BinaryOperator:Tree->\Integer.lnteger );
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( BinaryOperator:Tree ); }; *1

} .
Relation2 = {

Tree := mUnaryExpression( Primary:Tree,
UnaryOperator:Tree->\Integer.lnteger );

1* ==> { ReleaseTree( UnaryOperator:Tree ); }; *1
} .
Relation3 = {

Tree :- Primary:Tree;
1* ==> { ReleaseTree( Primary:Tree ); }; *1

} .
BinaryOperator1 = {

Tree := mlnteger( equal );
} .
BinaryOperator2 = {

Tree := mlnteger( notequal );
} .

BinaryOperator3 = {
Tree := mlnteger( less );

} .
BinaryOperator4 = {

Tree := mlnteger( more );
} .
BinaryOperator5 = {

Tree := mlnteger( lessequal );
} .
BinaryOperator6 = {

Tree := mlnteger( moreequal );
} .
BinaryOperator7 = {

Tree := mlnteger( add );
} .
BinaryOperator8 = {

Tree := mlnteger( subtract );
} .
BinaryOperator9 = {

Tree := mlnteger( concat );
} .
BinaryOperator10 = {

Tree := mlnteger( multiply);
} .
BinaryOperator11 = {

Tree := mlnteger( divide );
} .
BinaryOperator12 = {

Tree := mlnteger( mod );
} .
BinaryOperator13 = {

Tree := mlnteger( rem );
} .
BinaryOperator14 = {

Tree := mlnteger( pow);
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} .
UnaryOperator1 = {

Tree := mlnteger( plus );
} .
UnaryOperator2 = {

Tree := mlnteger( minus );
} .
UnaryOperator3 = {

Tree := mlnteger( abs );
} .
UnaryOperator4 = {

Tree := mlnteger( not );
} .

/******************************************************************************
** 10.2 Operands **
******************************************************************************/

Primary1 = {
Tree := mPrimaryName( Name:Tree );

} .
Primary2 = {

Tree :- Literal:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Literal:Tree ); }; */

} .
Primary3 = {

Tree :- Aggregate:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Aggregate:Tree ); }; */

} .
Primary4 = {

Tree :- Allocator:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( Allocator:Tree ); }; */

} .
Primary5 = {

Tree := mPrimaryExpression( Expression:Tree );
} .
Aggregate1 = {

Tree := mAggregate( mElementAssociation( mNoElementAssociation(),
Choices:Tree, Expression:Tree ) );

Aggregate2 = {
Tree := mAggregate( ReverseTree( ElementAssociationList:Tree ) );

} .
Allocator1 = {

Tree := mPlainAllocator( Mark:Tree );
} .
Allocator2 = {

Tree := mConstrainedAllocator( Mark:Tree,
ReverseTree( GeneralAssociationList:Tree ) );

} .
Allocator3 = {

Tree :- QualifiedExpression:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( QualifiedExpression:Tree ); }; */

} .
QualifiedExpression1 {



} .

} .

} .
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Tree := mQualifiedExpression( Mark:Tree. Expression:Tree );
} .
QualifiedExpression2 = {

Tree := mQualifiedAggregate( Mark:Tree. Aggregate:Tree );
} .

/ .
•• 10.E Restricted Expressions ••............................................................................../

RestrictedExpression1 = {
Tree :- RestrictedAndRelation:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( RestrictedAndRelation:Tree ); }; ./

} .
RestrictedExpression2 = {

Tree :- RestrictedOrRelation:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( RestrictedOrRelation:Tree ); }; ./

} .
RestrictedExpression3 = {

Tree :- RestrictedXorRelation:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( RestrictedXorRelation:Tree ); }; ./

} .
RestrictedExpression4 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree. Right:Tree. nand );
} .
RestrictedExpression5 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree. Right:Tree. nor );
} .
RestrictedExpression6 = {

Tree :- RestrictedPrimary:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( RestrictedPrimary:Tree ); }; ./

} .
RestrictedExpression7 = {

Tree :- CompoundName:Tree;
/. ==> { ReleaseTree( CompoundName:Tree ); }; ./

} .
RestrictedAndRelation1 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree, Right:Tree. and );
} .
RestrictedAndRelation2 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( RestrictedAndRelati~n:Tree.

RestrictedPrimary:Tree. and );

RestrictedOrRelation1 = {
Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree. Right:Tree. or );

} .
RestrictedOrRelation2 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( RestrictedOrRelation:Tree.
RestrictedPrimary:Tree. or );

RestrictedXorRelation1 = {
Tree := mBinaryExpression( Left:Tree. Right:Tree. xor );

} .
RestrictedXorRelation2 = {

Tree := mBinaryExpression( RestrictedXorRelation:Tree.
RestrictedPrimary:Tree. xor );
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RestrictedPrimary1 = {
Tree := mPrimaryName( Mark:Tree );

} .
RestrictedPrimary2 = {

Tree := mUnaryExpression( mPrimaryName( Mark:Tree ), not );
} .
RestrictedPrimary3 = {

Tree := mPrimaryExpression( RestrictedExpression:Tree );
} .

1******************************************************************************
** 10.3 Conditions **
******************************************************************************1

SynchronizationCondition1 = {
Tree := mConditionExpression( RestrictedExpression:Tree );

} .
SynchronizationCondition2 = {

Tree := {
Tree = mEventList( Mark:Tree, nonot ):
Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = ReverseTree( MarkList:Tree );

}:
} .
SynchronizationCondition3 = {

Tree := {
Tree = mEventList( Mark:Tree, not );
Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = ReverseTree( MarkList:Tree ):

}:
} .
SynchronizationCondition4 = {

Tree := {
ActionExpression:Tree->\ActionExpression.IsNot
Tree = ActionExpression:Tree;
1* ReleaseTree( ActionExpression:Tree ): *1

}:
} .

nonot;

SynchronizationCondition5 = {
Tree := {

ActionExpression:Tree->\ActionExpression.IsNot not:
Tree = ActionExpression:Tree:
1* ReleaseTree( ActionExpression:Tree ); *1

}:
} .
TaskAlternativeCondition1 = {

Tree := mConditionExpression( RestrictedExpression:Tree );
} .
TaskAlternativeCondition2 = {

Tree := {
Tree = mEventList( Mark:Tree, not ):
Mark:Tree->\Name.Next = ReverseTree( MarkList:Tree ):

};
} .
TaskAlternativeCondition3 = {

Tree := {
ActionExpression:Tree->\ActionExpression.IsNot
Tree = ActionExpression:Tree:
1* ReleaseTree( ActionExpression:Tree ): *1

};
} .

nonot:
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ActionExpression = {
Tree := mActionExpression( Mark:Tree, nonot,

ActionState:Tree->\Integer.Integer );
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( ActionState:Tree ); }; */

} .

ActionState1 = {
Tree := mInteger( notbusy );

} .
ActionState2 = {

Tree := mInteger( request );
} .
ActionState3 = {

Tree := mInteger( calculate );
} .
ActionState4 = {

Tree := mInteger( ready);
} .

/******************************************************************************
** 11 Identifiers and Literals **
******************************************************************************/

IdentifierList1 = {
Tree := mIdentifier( mNoName(), Identifier:Ref );

} .
IdentifierList2 = {

Tree := mIdentifier( IdentifierList:Tree, Identifier:Ref );
} .
Literal1 = {

Tree :- AbstractLiteral:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( AbstractLiteral:Tree ); }; */

} .
Li teral2 = {

Tree := mCharacterLiteral( CharacterLiteral:Ref );
} .
Litera13 = {

Tree :- PhysicalLiteral2:Tree;
/* ==> { ReleaseTree( PhysicalLitera12:Tree ); }; */

} .
Litera14 = {

Tree := mStringLiteral( StringLiteral:Ref );
} .
LiteralS = {

Tree := mBitstringLiteral( BitstringLiteral:Ref );
} .
Litera16 = {

Tree := NoTree;
.} .
AbstractLitera11 = {

Tree := mAbstractLiteral( DecimalLiteral:Ref, DecimalLiteral:Type );
} .
AbstractLitera12 = {

Tree := mAbstractLiteral( BasedLiteral:Ref, BasedLiteral:Type );
} .
EnumerationLitera11 = {

Tree := mEnumerationIdentifier( NoTree, Identifier:Ref );
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} .
EnurnerationLitera12 = {

Tree := mEnumerationCharacterLiteral( NoTree, CharacterLiteral:Ref );
} .
PhysicalLiterall = {

Tree := mPhysicalLiteral( NoTree, Identifier:Ref );
} .
PhysicalLitera12 = {

Tree := mPhysicalLiteral( AbstractLiteral:Tree, Identifier:Ref );
1* ==> {ReleaseTree( AbstractLiteral:Tree ); }; *1

} .
END mapping
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tldrv.c

1******************************************************************************
** TLDRV.C Olaf Pigmans **
*******************************************************************************
**
** Last revision: 23-05-93
**
******************************************************************************1

1***************************************************** *************************
** **
** PARSER DRIVER **
** **
******************************************************************************1

#include "Parser.h"
#include "Tree.h"

main ()
{

Parser() ;
CloseParser() ;
WriteTree( stdout. TreeRoot );
return 0;

}
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makefile

LIB
CFLAGS
BINS
SOURCES

/usr/local/gmd/lib
-I/usr/local/gmd/include
tldrv.o scnfuncs.o Scanner.o Parser.o Source.o Errors.o Tree.o
Source.h Source.c \
Scanner.h Scanner.c \
Parser.h Parser.c \
Errors.h Errors.c \

tldrv.c \
scnfuncs.h scnfuncs. c \
Tree.h Tree.c

tlb : $(BINS)
cc $(CFLAGS) $(BINS) $(LIB)/libreuse.a -0 tlfront,

tlfront.prs : tlfront.con tlfront.map
cat tlfront.con tlfront.map >tlfront.prs;

Parser. laIr Scanner.rpp : tlfront.prs
cg -cxzj tlfront.prs;

tlfront.rex : tlfront.scn Scanner.rpp
rpp < tlfront.scn > tlfront.rex,

Scanner.h Scanner.c Source.h Source.c tlfront.rex
rex -csd tlfront.rex;

Parser.h Parser.c Errors.h Errors.c Parser. laIr
laIr -c -d -e -v -cs Parser.lalr,

Tree.h Tree.c : tlfront.abs Scanner.h
ast -mfwRdic tlfront.abs,

tldrv.o:
Parser.o:
Scanner.o:
scnfuncs.o:
Tree.o:

Parser.h Tree.h
Parser.h Scanner.h Errors.h Tree.h
Scanner.h Source.h scnfuncs.h
scnfuncs.c
Tree.h Scanner.h

lint : $(SOURCES)
lint $(CFLAGS) -b -u *.c

clean
rm -f Source.* Scanner.* Parser.* Errors.* Tree.*
rm -f ParserDrv.c ScannerDrv.c *.0 yyTree.w
rm -f Scanner.rpp tlfront.rex Parser.lalr _Debug tlfront.prs
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